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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is published
at No. 1 Printers*
Exchange, Commercial Street, Portland.
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BiriSNESS

everyday, (Sunday excepted,)
FOSTER,

S. A.
Terms

—Eight Dollar?

:

WILLIAM

Proprietor.
year in advance.

a

PORTLAND, TUESDAY
COPA KTNEKSHIP.

CARDS.

A. PEARCE,

PLUMBER

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
place cvcrv Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
•;variably in advance.

!

Rates op Advertising.—One Inch ot kpaee,in
Cold uud Shower Botha, Wash
ea2tli oi column, constitutes a “square.'*
*1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
Bowls, Bran and Silver Plated Coekn.
w ek alter; three in minus, ot less, $1.00: eontinu
Every description of Water Fixture for Dwelling
ng every other day alter first week, 50 cents.
Houses, Hotels and Public Building*, Ships, etc., arHall square, three insertions or less, 75 cents* one I
and set up in the be*t maimer, and ail orders
ranged
Week. $1.00; 50 rents per week after.
in town or country faithfully executed.
Under head o( “A mi:»f,menis,” $2.00 per
Constantly on hand* Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead
square
pei week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
and Beer Pumps of all kinds.
Special
Also, Tiu Hoofing, Tin Conductor* and
per square ior the first insertion, and2o cent:- pel square for each subsequent
work in that line done in the best manner.
nsertion.
All kind* of Jobbing
promptly attended to.
Advertisements inserted in the ‘-Maine State
NO. 180 FORE ST.,
Me.
Press” (which has a large circulation in every pari™18
ol’ he State) for $1.00 per square for first inseruen1
\ ~»0 cents per
inser9
square for each subsequent

a

tall.

Copartnership

Portland,

—AT—

PAIMTER.

FRESCO

27 Market Square,
PORTLAND,
»ug2ldCai_

Co.,
303 ConsiCNS St, Portland, iWt,
beck: &

One door above Brown.

j&12dtl‘

II. M.BBE

(Successors to J. Smith & Co.)
of Leather Belting.
Also tor sale

No. 178

ftlanuinciurcr

RIVETS

sci>l3dti

P. FBE EMAN &

No. 30

CO.,

W. P. Fheeman,

BED-STEADS

auglOtf

08G00D>8,

A. N. NOV US & SON,
dealers in

&

Stoves, Banffes

U. P.
No. 8.

usual.

notice, by

n

Cjrr-ejvt,

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
otter lor side u large quantity ol

VES,

d dcsireu uy the
purchasers. From parties who
build immediately, so cash payments ttiiyutuEC.
Apply at the otttcc oi the subscribers, wliere lull
particulars may he obtained.
•I. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland. May 3, MRU.
« sti

Attorneys

PORTLAND, M NE.
Office No. 17 Free Street,

Middle Street.
Nathan Cleaves.
Joseph Howard, Jy9tl n

M.

PEABSON,
Gold and Silver Plater
—AND—

Manufacturer ot Silver Ware,
Temple

Street, first

door from
roBTLANI). ME.

May ID—dly

Congress

Street

Tremoat

JET

Boston,

SLATES,

slating nails. Careful

of .all colors, and
to skipping.

paid
aug22-Cm

attention

n

WOODWAX,~

JAllEZ C.

C0UN3ELL0 ki

AT

lias saved liis Library. Ollice at2 2 1-2
in the Gritiith block, third story.

The

COPAKNTKEKSIIIP.

BRADBURY & SWEAT

Counsellors

at

849 CONCKEIM

Law,

heretofore existing tinder the
THE partnership
of CHARLES J. WALKER & CO. is this

NTBEET,

natue

Cbndwi. k Mansion, opposite United States Hotel.
Portland Maine.
Bfon Bradbury.
nov Dtt
IBM Sweat

Miiliken & Co.,

Beeriug.

Wholesale Dry Goods,
31 COMMERCIAL

_•lugSl-tUf

STREET,

INirtland,

Portland, Jan 1st,

Penrhyn Marble Co.
Manutacturcro nnd Dealers in Enameled Slate
Chimney pieces, Brackets, Pier slabs, Grai El-

is to certify that the undersigned, Joseph S.
THIS
Kicker, of \Vi;8Lbrook, in the county CumberCliaihs J.

Walker, Calvin S. True, Llewellyn
It. Smith and Benjamin F. Whitney, all ot
Portland,
in said county, have formed a limited partnership
under the name of Charles J7 Walker, to cairv on
the business of manufacturing boots and shoes^ and
dealers in Leather ami Findings. That said Ricker
is a special
partner, and has contributed twenl v-llve
thousand dollars to the capital stick. The partner-

ship

OFFICE,
change

It.

IV.

Counsellor and

Attorney

‘i4 0
Jan 4—dtf

Cong rcas

Goods*
Arcade

F.

At test:

13

Free

Woolens,

JTHIE

Druggist^

G. A.

IF, DANA,

No. 30 Exclianffe St.

UNDERSIGNED have formed

THE
partnership for the

purpose

ROBINSON &

IN

|

Indin Good*, Meats* Arc.*
LOWEST CASn PRICES.
Portland. Itlc.
dtl

WHIPPLE,

j

Wholesale Druggist,
21

MAEKET

SQUAEE,

PORTLAND,

uug2

ME.

tf

SMITH & CLA11K,
Wholesale Dealers in

TEAS, COFFEES
109 FORE

&

STREET,

PORTLAND,

Me.
dtt

W. W. THOMAS. Jr.,

and Counseller

240
oet6-Uly

at

[Chadwick House.)
Congress Street.

|

J>24

customers

on

Commer-

tf_
1£. M. UA At s>.
1«'» Free Street,

Attorneys and Counsellors,
u *ar Middle.
jul 3
4 S. E. SPRING may be iound at tlie store of
Fletcher 4r Co., coinrrol Union aud Commercial streets.
iyII tf
hTATUAN GOULD, Mere]taut Tailor, has removed
to No. 1G Market Squatc, over Swectsii’s Apotlic

JA
_• _N«>

!

this

day dissolved

BY

Nothing shall be wanting on the part of Prof L. de
his pupils to make the most rapid proI M. to enable
gress, and by his exertions to speak the Frenoh language in the shortest lime.
Applications as to the terms mav be made by letter
or otherwise, at 02 Free St, or at Messrs Hailey &
Noyes Hook store, Exchange st.
References are kindly permitted by the following:

Law,

Struct; Dr Chadwick 2UC Congress Street ; Dr. Ludwig ; C. O. Files Ksq. Principal of Portland Acade10.

dtt_
A FULL SUPPLY

Boy’s
New
ilcHu3m

Clothing

AT THE

England Clothing Com.,
Klarkcl Nqnnrc.
JJSVEEN S CO.

BOOT

by

FFRDINAm)

•

AND

A

JUST

Fancy Grocery Business,

At liis NEW STAND,
!Yo.

lO

DEALER IN

M. II. REDDY, Proprietor.

DODGE,

Alpaccas.
RECEIVER

dclSdtf

of Copartners h ip

copartnership

heretofore

EASTMAN JROTHERS
ALSO,

Dress

for

The subscriber having obtaiked the line More No.

k™r“neKy:ubSdt,UU*
PIANO FORTES

from

the BEST

MANUFACTORIES,
the

them

among

Thibets and Poplins I

wliicli

sell at

LOWEST

Also,

a

Tivomblry, General Insurance Broker,
JN.
would inform Ins many friends and the pubi
c

generally tlial

he is prepared to continue the InsurBusiness as a Broker, and can place Fire, Life
and Marino Insurance to «ny extent in the best Comance

p nies in the United States. All business entrusted
to my c re shall be laithfu.ly attended to.
Otlico at C. Al. Bice’s Paper Store, No. 183 Fore St,
where orders can be leit.
lullGtf

SPECIAL, NOTICE
—OF—

Life

At the very Lowest Market Prices.

TTAVING been appointed General Agents for
Maine of the old

New England Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
Of Boston, Mass., being the oldest purely Mutual Lite
ins. Co. in America, we wish
fitly good, active agenre
to work in the different cities and villages
throughout
the Slate.
None need apply unless good reference
bo give. The Co. is 23 voars old and ba9 paid in
Dividends $1,217,000 00 and over $2,000,000 00 ill losses
by death. It has now a well-invested accumulated
Japital of over $ l.ooo.ooo 00. The Co. formerly made
mil paid its.dividends once in live
A Diviyears.
dend will be mode up in Nov. lfCO, and annually

can

thereafter,

ONS.

FJf Orders for tuning and repairing promptly attended to.
Will. G. TWOIMLY.
November 26, 1666. dtf
_

___

Notice.

Copartnership

undersigned have this day formed
THE
pnrtnerslip under the style and firm of

Morgan,

Dyer

&

And have purchased of Messrs. LOltD
FolU> their Stock and iease ol store

For

a

co-

Co.,

IF. I. Goods, Groceries, Flour and

Provisions,
jyConstgnmcntsol Cooperage, Lumber, Country
Produce. Me., solicited, and shall receive personal
and

prompt attention.

PoH'and.

Sopt 10,1866.

Tarn, white and colored, 20

cts.

No Trouble to Show Goods.

no21d3m

A. P. MORGAN.
J. W. DVKlt,
J. E. HANNAFORD.

sep26dtt

year from date of Poli-

Agencies will be made to

SON,

Gon'l

Agents,

Bitideford, Me.

A GREAT RUSH
-AT-

P.

M.

FROST’S,

BARGAINS I
NO BIG PROFITS'
NO DULL, TRADE
But Crowds of Customer
Who

receiving Blessings by buying Goods Cheap

are

Blankets

at Old Prices l

Only $4,75 per pair.

Fancy

Shirting

ONLY 50c

PER

I Good American Prints. 1

Flannels!
YARD.

Shilling

Bleached and Brown
AT

pr,

yd.

Cottona,

LOW PRICES!

tlooilH of nil Descriptions.

WOOLEN QOOD8 FOR MEN & BOY’S WEAR!
(3T* AH of the above Quods will be offered at a
GREAT REDUCTION from regular rates.
Remember!

IVo. 4

Deeping.

STILL
YOU

All

CAN

CHEAPER!
BUY

Wool

A

LARGE

SIZED

rjlIIE

Washington

at

the

& Congress Sts,

Furniture Establishment,
they

will

keep

for

sale

every variety of

Manufactured by themselves in the most faithful
manner, ami in the latest styles, which will be sold
at wholesale or retail at satisfactory prices,
llioy also have a large stock of

Mattresses! Bedding !

Upliolstery

I*.

M.

Pair,

FROST’S,

Goods.

Particular attention raid to furnishing

ves-

L. IF. TIBBETTS <& CO.
Jan

17—U3w

HANSON d' WINSLOW’S

Blanket ! I Steam

Per

AND-

Mills, Iron Foundry,

Plough Manufactory,
would inform the public that we are prepared to iurnisli Castings of every description to
order at short notice. We now have on hand an assortment oi Window Weights. Sled Shoes and other

WK

castings.

(Ucff** We arc prepared to furnish Castings for Rail
Road Companies and Ship Builders.
dc22dtf
Also, Planing, Jointing, Matching and Sawing
promptly done
To Rent,
J. W. HANSON,
C. C. WINSLOW.
'1TTAEEHOTJSE on Custom House Wharf. EnYV quire of
LYNCH. BARKER & CO.,
Hi York Nt.« Head of Smith’s Wharf.
|
1*9 Commercial street.
novldtf
I Jai; 1—d

NO.

4 PEERING

BLOCK,

CONGRESS STREET.

£()■_> yo

hand

30 qo
Total

$92 70

It will cost, to make spike-rods at
present cost of iron, coal, labor and with
Government Tax at mill
Add for making spikes

Total

$80 00
30 00

$Uo 00

Thus giving the English an
advantage over
us of some $17 per tun on
spikes used in tlio
construction of vessels, if the whole
duty be
allowed as a drawback, beside their
profit in
makiDg rods and spikes.

adopt Mr. Ayres’s conclusions, the alspike
manufacturers or the shipbuilders. There is
we

ternative is presented of
sacrificing the

no room

for doubt that the

though

not “in its

shipbuilding inter-

infancy,” is in great
danger of being strangled by the operation of
injurious laws. If now Congress should decide, as Mr. Ayres proposes, that spikes are of
more account than ships, it would next become
an important question where a market is to
found for the spikes. They are
designed, it
appears, “mostly for shipbuilding.” There is
now just one vessel on the stocks in New York.
If Mr. Ayres could legislate for the
country,

he would have none next year, and his “little
rolling mill” would be compelled to go into
other business. There would be a market to
he sure in the shipyards of New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia, but our manufacturers would
be less able to coiupete with the English arti-

equal terms

there than at

home, by extransportation. In
any event therefore, tilt manufacture of spike
rods must esase.
It cannot be saved, even
if Congress were willing to sacrifice our
shipping. Mr. Ayres may as well submit to the
inevitable with a good grace, unless he can
get his iron and coal at prices which will enable to turn out the rods at the miil| as
cheaply as cheaply as they can be laid down there
from England.
As to the assertion that “consumers of
spikes, &c., will not get them tor any less price,”
we beg Mr. Ayres to refer to his own figures
the additional cost o(

be kept

by the warm air
beneath,
will not freeze to
the floor
horses stand upon the bare
earth, as
warm

and' j r,ehlsed to allow either riflemen or
If dispensable elements of

guides (inevery army) among
them: then-once more compelled to yield—
they
In the former case, some of the
stipulated that they should provide their own
diseases in the horses
and rifles.
\
feet will be obviated.
The monarchy purposely introduced an un
Horses and cattle should he well littered
worthy element amo_g the volunteers; gave
every night, so that they may epjoy a soil bed to them unpopular and incapable superior oflii cers; armed
them with old
lie upon. They should be carded and
carrying
kept only one-tourth as lar as themuskets,
rifles of the eue^
clean, that there may be a healthy action upon
10 make them appear uscor,'fr
the skin. This will prerent certain diseases
1,0 battic
*C.apab *’ flrst 3ent thera t0 and
which the want of such action, or tilthy habits,
then
i abrunn^r^ lif*fW3Sible mountains,
are apt to generate.
They should be tumished with salt frequently, and every day or two
Garibaldi’s request
be allowed a mess ot potatoes, carrots, mangold
l of the fleet; rewurtzels or ruta bagas. These will keep the
ed all insurrection in
Ttenbowels loose and in healthy order, and impart tino before the
war; abstained
!j lug Trieste,
a lustre to
the hair, which indicates thrift. Orthough’it
nZSi'
dinarily a horse for family use, unless wonted 1 ment well knew tor more
without a single soldier, in the
tery hard, will keep in good plight, with a 1
" °‘
the National Guard,
proper allowance of well cused hay and a peck were Italians; declined the
; by the Southern
movement
of potatoes or other esculent roots
Slavonians: held Wk the
daily. The I fleet
in absolute inaction, and then
stimulant ol grain, largely
as if
in
is
favorgiven, not
mockery of the outcry raised by the country
able to long life. Suiler not
your stock to be ; seut it to sea unprovided with
the most necos
fed to satiety, lest they waste their
food; but sary stores ol war, and under the command of
neither should you stint them; give them as a man aiready notorious lor his utter
Incuna
much as they will eat without
city, to the meaningless enterprise upon Lis a
the

droppings

i
can 1

iess'amt
amid^hn

when6he*asked*

Venice*!^
imf*#

w^talTe
thaJ*

sotekSSi d“yS<

thm.fo.rth,^pb
oTfcred

Is the best economy, besides

wasting; this
being an act of

humanity.
Treat your dumb animals kindly, and they
will he much more docile and manageable
therefor. Even the brute is susceptible oi the
power of kindness. He who would neglect or
abuse a faithful auirnal that cannot speak to
tell Its wants, or to coiuplaiu, deserves uot to
be the owner ol one. Horses particularly are
sagacious beings. They have great memories,
and soon become so attached to a kind master that they would never Intentionally harm
him. We have had many certain proofs of this.
Beating and whipping are a poor way to trach
an animal.
Such cruelty may cause them to
dread your presence, but will never make
them attached to you or care for your accommodation or safety. Oxen, cows and horses
soon become attached to the hand that feeds
them; and if their master or mistress Is kind,
they may always be managed by them more
suiely and safely than a stranger or rude owner can handle them.
It occurs to us in conclusion to say a word
ai to the best mode of
confining a blanket to
a horse's body, so that it
may not be misplaced. The common method of a surcingle will
hardly answer this purpose, and a crupper is
unhaudy on such an animal. Take a piece of
saddler’s webbing long enough to go round
the body, and sew this to .he blanket just behind the tore legs; let a leather strap on one
end come round to meet a buckle on the othThis will make it convenient for
er.
buckling
without stooping under the horse's belly. Take
another piece oi webbing and attach it to the
first at the point where it crosses the back
bone. Let this be confined to the blanket iu
the direction of the breast, having a strap and
bnckle on the end of it as just hinted. A like
piece of webbing should begin at the same
place and pass down the other side to the
breast with a strap fitted to the buckle. As
those meet on the breast let them be buckled.
At the other end of the blanket attach a large
string, say a piece of clothes line, to the cloth,
by confining the ends a third of the distance
from the bottom of the blanket on the opposite sides. The string should be about two
feet long. This, forming a sort of loop, will
tall below the haul cbes, somewhat like a crupper, and the hair will keep it ifom
the blanket to forsake its original

allowing
position

the animal. Thus it is confined at
eveiy
part of the body and will not become displaced. It is but a moment’s work to put it ou or
take it off. As you throw it upon the horse,
the straps and buckles present themselves to
each other, and all you have to do Is to buckle
them loosely and the work is
dona; your
blanket is safe, and the animal stands or lies
warm without disturbing it.
over

Xsaxi.
Mazzini’* MnaUnia.

Joseph Mazzini, the Italian Moses, whose
restless spirit will not permit him to enter into the Promised Land,<he free and united Italy of his dreams, who remains by choiee in
exile in order to enjoy the largest liberty ol

criticising the government of King Victor Emmanuel, takes that liberty in the last number
which show a difference of $17 a ton I He of the Atlantic Mouthly, under the title ol
“The Republican Alliance.
If the throne ct
probably means that a heavy deman i from
this country would raise the price in the Eng- theKiugcould.be overthrown by magazine
lish market, which is not unlikely; but he articles, this paper bombshell might to mere
harm than is usually accomplished by lire
must see that whenever the English manufaccrackers. As the case actually stands, it will
turers ask $80 a ton for spike rods laid down
in this country, they will no longer have any probably have no greater etTect than the new
“advantage” over American ironworkers.— bulla from the Pope, which is daily expected.
It is a singular circumstance that at the very
He can take either position he likes; hut he
time when Pio Mono is filling the earth with
cannot consistently claim that the allowance
the noise of his lamentations, In view of the
of a drawback will give the English an advantage, while at the same time the consumer Liberal tendeucies of the King of Italy, Mazwill not get his gosds at a less price. If the zini hits his voice in woe because of the Conservatism which
sits embodied upon the
American manufacturers can supply the
market, they will certainly continue to do so throue, and which in his view has irremediunless the English article is cheaper.
ably disgraced Italy. Here is his arraignment
The roiling mill gives employment, we are ofthe Government which, whatever its shorttold, to eighty men, more or less. But If comings, has achieved the liberation of Italy—
spike rods were the only product of the mill, a substantial fact which Mazzlni's ardent but
too explosive patriotism could never
and these eighty workmen were to be thrown
quite
out of employment by legislation which will
compass, as it Is well to remember:
impait a new activity to our shipyards, we do
In a case like ours, a national
republican
not see how the country would lose
by the government would Lave accepted the vast and
mission
set
bclore
them, blesslii" and
change. If cither the Ironworkers or the holy
adoring the God of Italy. A national governshipwrights must be idle, what prerogative ment would have felt
that Italy only exists in
can the iron woikers claim ?
Is their product virtue o. the right of revolution; that she had
of superlative importance ? Of what use are
naught to do with diplomacies, uaught to do
with treaties and alliances, save with those
these spikes,except to build ships? Mr. Ayres
peoples called, like herself, to the conquest ot
tells us they arc “designed mostly tor
ship- their own freedom; that her banner is the banbuilding.” Suppose we put a stop to ship- ner of a prineiplt—the principle of nationalbuilding, how much better off will the iron- ity—and they would have boldly raised that
banner in the face or friends and ioes.
workers be ?
In point of fact they will
go to
A national government would have underwork on railroad iron, on nail
rods, Ac. stood that, hi order to preserve the country
What difference will It make to
them, from rain ol repeated wais, and to vanquish
Austria, not once, but forever, it was necessary
whether, ships are built with English iron in to
dismember her, and that this
New England or New Brunswick ?
necessity
on
That,
for the dismembermeut of the Austrian emMr. Ayres’s showing, is the
only choice which pire pointed out the Danube, Vienna, and
Is left to us.
.Southern Slavonia as the objective points oi
The country will lose
something in revenue,
but the loss will be more apparent than real.
The attempt to raise an excessive revenue
overreaches itself by
restricting production
and destroying the sources of revenue. The
conviction is very general that the excessive
taxation under which the industries of the
country now labor, is killing the poultry
which would, with better management, afford
a store of golden
eggs. It is the deliberate
purpose of the government to reduce its revenues as far as will be consistent with the safety of the public debt, in order to stimulate
production and develope Its sources of revenue.
It is not good economy, as even Mr.

Ayres ought to see,
ing interest in order

to

destroy our shipbuild-

to save the revenue to be

derived from the manufacture of spikes.
I,oak to your (Stable*.
a good husbandthoughts about
the human beings

In this piping cold weather,
man

will not

only

have bis

the comfort of
him in the house, but he will
also be merciful to the dumb and needy creatures in his stable. This should be so tight as
to exclude all noticeable currents of cold air.
His horse should be covered with a good
blanket adjusted and confined to the body so
as not to fall off, and we are not sure that the
same protection for his milch cows would not
be equally merciful and beneficial. It Is well
known that animals which are well sheltered
and kept warm, will not eat so much as those
which are suffered to stand in the cold; ana
the saving of food in the course of a single
winter will more than pay for these simple
means of keeping them warm. .Some persons
neglect to clean out their stables daily. In
cold weather large masses collect, which are
not only offensive and unhealthy—for animals
need sweet air—but they render it difficult tor
the animals to lie down upon the frozen maIn cold weather, if horses
nure withou*pain.
and cattle stand in their stables, they shonid
have their droppings removed twice a day—
night and morning. This will afford them a
smooth surface to repose upon, besides preventing a large accumulation by freezing. No
stable, however, should be allowed to freeze
manure hard upon the coldest winter
nights.
This may he prevented by having the apartment assigned to the stalls under the stable—
an apartment sufficiently
dug out on one side
for this purpos,e with a southern aspect, or by
having It on the main floor directly above a
warm barn cellar. In this case the floor will
him

Subscribers have JUST OPENED

-FOR-

$4.00

Total
Add cost ot making spikes hero by

Black.

Furniture Store !

--

Eastman Brothers,
jai0d2w_332 CONGRESS ST.
B LAN KliT S

CKAW-

No. 143 Commercial street,
tlie purpose of transacting a general wholesale

one

SMALL &

All Wool Blankets $4.00 pair. FURNITURE!

MELODE-

OLI) PIANOS taken In exchange.

and available

lor local
Applications
UUFU3

cy.

Where

Ladies Heavy Kibbcd Hose 25 cts pair.

business m

!

10-4

PRICES.
and

Insurance!

il

Cor. ol

Prints, Delaines, and Cottons,

tlic manufacturer's

good assortment of ORGANS

BUILDING,

place insurance,

—A—

Celebrated Steinway Instrument, Country
can

to

noolliers on
terms.
S'' Parties preferring first class insurance, are respectfully invited to call.
Novcinber 5,1800. d tf

Mew

Balmoral Skirls, $2.00.

lie

prepared

in all its
any amount, in companies second to
the globe, and on the most favorable

Dec «—d&wtf

GToods !

VERY CHEAP.

EDWARDS.
WILLIAM G. TWOMBLY.

forms, and

Br»*

-At-

be settled at No

CUMBERLAND BANK

now

Thibcts, Shawls, Cloakings, Beavers, Poplins.

FULL LINE

market Mired*

Accounts of the late lirm to
lu Market street.

IN TITE

where he is

same.

Continues the

Produce and

NO. GO EXCHANGE STREET,

jy26

GENTS* FURNISHING GOODS,
No. 107 FEDERAL STREET.
We have in store oncm the finest assortment of
ENGLISH, GERMAN, FRENCH and DOMESTIC
CLOTHS, ASS1MERES, <&e., that can l>e ihnnd ir»
Portland. These goods have been selected with great
care and especially adapted to the fashionable
trade,
and at prices that cannot fail to
please, and all goods
thoroughly shrunk and satisfaction guaranteed.
A call is respect hilly solicited. Thankfhl to friends
for past patronage, hoping to merit a continuance ot'
the

Insurance Office

-FOR-

REDDY,
MERCHANT TAILOR,

MH.

Black

consent.

Sparrow’s

tVLKK, Atforneyn mid
Boody House, corner of

Congress and Chestnut streets.

Street,

i9 this day removed from No. 80 Commercial Street,
to the new and commodious rooms

jul20__
Ac

Commercial

79

UEMOVAL.

jDGBIjORM
PoiiuHellorM, at the

DODGE,
mutual

j

Mhoe«,

Hut* and ('lolltiiig.
Benj. Fotio mav l»c Iound ready to wait on
customers at No. * Moulton strict, loot
Exchange

win

people.

January

&

i

jylo—ti

8

IVo.

back on iron can be
applied to the spikes used
as above mentioned, and those using them will
some
direct
from
import
England, where the
labor is much less than bere, and thus save duty ofl l-!ic. or 1 3-4c. per lb. as the case may be,
on the rods, aud the 1,500 toug before mentioned were but a small
portion of what were used
in your city and elsewhere last
year. This
1,500 tons paid an internal revenue, when made
into spikes of about #7,500, be sides
giving employment to some eighty men and supporting
6J tamilies. The above do ;s not Include revenue paid on
clothing, food, &c„ consumed by
these operatives, which might increase the sum
to $10,000.
The consumers of spikes,
&c., will
not get them for any less price than if
supplied
by the home manufacturers, for you are aware
of the fact that when the English had control
of our markets iu supplying
nails, screws,
spikes, agricultural tools, &c., that they made
prices to suit themselves, and that lower prices
were only reached by
encouraging home production.
Further, the shipping and agricultural interests are not in their
infancy to require any fostering care that other interests do
not need, at this time, when all branches of
industry are partially paralyzed waiting for a
smaller currency basis a little nearer the
coin
value to work upon.
If we favor the aboveuamed interests, other branches of
industry
will teel their needs, and
press their wants to
the same end, and I fear that when all branches are served with
apparent, uot real, prosperity, that there will uot be much left but free
trade, without revenue to pay interest or principal on our national debt.
It will cost to import spike-rods to
day
in currency, including duty on same
at 33 1-3 per cent. prem.
#107 50
If made to spikes, dednet duty on same
4180

actly

Lancaster Hall Building, Market Square,
PORTLAND.
IM^Canvasscrs and Sub-Agents Wanted,
Dee 11—d&wOw

CALVIN

Language and Literature in the McGill UniwnitT mid High School of Montreal. Canada Last,
I rot. LLON tie MONTJLR
begs leave to any that
lie is prepared to give Lessons in the above
importaut brancch ot modern
education, both in Schools
and private families. Classes may also be lormSU
by
gentlemen and ladies desirous of acquiring a thorough knowledge and the lluent speaking of the
French Language.
Prof. L. tie M.’s method of teaching French will
smooth in a great part the difticuliies of beginners
whilst to mure advanced pupils he will impart a proiiciency ol speaking, together with the pure Parisian
accent, so deservedly esteemed by all well educated

my.

cary stoic.

337 Congress Street.

In Portland.—Rev, Dr. Dalton, corner South and
Spring Streets; Rev. E. Holies; Dr. Fitch, 87 State

SPICES,

ja&14

Attorney

j

name

and settle at

Franee; graduated in the Academic de ParI^ROM
i^J^veraitie de France. Late Professor in the
French

Groceries, Provisions*

W.

our

—

janlkltf

THE

KNIGHT,

PROF. LEON DE MONTIER,

A. E. & C. H. HASKELL.

YVIYl.

heretofore existing under the

existing under the
name ot CALVIN EDWARDS & CO., is this
day dissolved by mutual consent. All persons lioldng bills against the lirm, are requested to present
thom t..r payment, and those indebted will
please call

French Language and Literature

LAW

n

3S4 Congress Gt,
junu

lirm

of
THE

_<10

TAUGHT

AT

I) issolutiou.

Dissolu tion

STREET.
CONGRESS
O’NEIL W. ROBINSON.
STEPHEN D. KNIGHT.
Portland, Dec. 8, 1866.

27 Market Square.

West

transacting

‘JSS

At

1,7 tARLETbN,

DEALERS

FICKETT & GRAY,
to do a
Pains* Oil and Varnieh Btiwinesw
in all its branches at 187 FOBS 8TBEET.
JEROME B. FICKETT,
Jan. 1,1$G7—1f
WILLIAM GUAY.

a

businoss, under the lirm ot

oat ol town Solicited.

Sept 24—dtl

of

Co-

a

Clothing and Furnishing Goods

PORTLAND, MR.
Coloring. Whitening and Wliite-Wasliing nrompi
front

AT

jan21dlw

them-

name

Is

Itosiiirn.,

BTUOOU AND MAilTlO WORKERS,
Oat Streat, betvveha, Congress and Free 3te

ATTORNEY

have

STANWOOD

continue tlio Whol.alr Grocery
CO.,
nml I rovi.iou
at the old stand ot
Randall Brothers, Commercial
street, head Central
Whari.
,T F KANDALL,
GEO. II. EMERY,
C. II. RANDALL.

Portland, January 17,1807.

this

undersigned
day associated
THEselves
of
together under the lirm

name

PLAIN AND GBNAMKNTAI,

S.

For the convenience of

cial and Fore streets, an order book lor freight Calls
will be kept at oilice oi Canadian Express Co., No.
Fore street.
N. WINSLOW.

Copartnership.

|

a

I

Orders

HUNT,

E. A. ULLDDEN.

17,18G7.

undersigned have tills day formed
copartLaw, TIIE
nership under the
ol RANDALL, EMERY
A:
and will

hENY,
PLAHTE RPI RS.

,y attended to.
May lf2—dtl

Jan.

this date.

DAVIS, BAXTER & CO.
dim
Portland, Jan. 1, 1867.
G3T‘Star please copy._

enpart-

COPARTN ERSHII’.

at

Bee 6—till

ROSS A

a

JOHN KANDALL,

Portland,

Attorney

ing Company

(^Copartnership.

Whari

No. 148 Fore Street.

Counsellor and

Register.

undersigned have this day formed

«l2ir.

2, 1867.

a

nership under the name ol’ JOHN KANDALL
& CO., tor the purpose of transacting a Wholesale Flour Busiuctig, and have taken the store
owned by D. T. Chase, Commercial street, head Long

oct 17-dtt

JOHN

Jan.

our

COPARTNERSHIP.
W.

Colors,

J. BATCHELKR is admitted partner
MR.in IRAlinn,
and also the firm of Portland Packfrom

IIANCOC K,

JOHN KANDALL.

CO.~

Oils,

<f-c.

Copartnership Notice.

Portland, January 17,18G7.

novfl’GSdtf

Wholesale

Portland,

Deeps—Received
recorded in

The afi'airs of the late firm will be settled at the old
stand by either party.
J. F. KANDALL,

j

PORTLAND, ME

W. F. PlIILLlP& &

prepared
Express Business over all the railroad aud Steamboat routes in the State, and West
S.
P.
&
Eastern
and Bosion & Maine Roads
P.,
by
to Boston, connecting there with Expresses to ail
the
oi
parts
country.

Co.,

settle.

Leads,

copartnership lieretofore existing between the
subscribers, trailer the firm name ot Kaiulall
Brothers, is this day dissolved by mutual consent.

Street*}

CHAPMAN.

Fobes &

Offices

a little
rolling mill in
vicinity, manufacturing some 1,500 tong of
rods
last
spike
year; these were made into
spikes, mostly for shipbuilding, and this draw-

cle on

And in

ALL

his Stock in

selected Stock ol

rpHE
X

& 00.,

|

DAVIS,

L.\)

Block, and

M.. and

THOMAS

Dissolution

Jcblnrs of

and

of

J.ml6dlw&w5w

tf

importer sand,

iyl2dtf

READY to commence again. C. M. & fl. T.
PLUMMER White anil Blacksmiths, having rebuilt on Lite old site, No. 12 Union St, would be pleased to answer all orders tor Iron Railings, Doors.
Window Shutters, Gratings,
Particular attention paid to Gas and Steam fitting.
arenow
arm

CHARLES FOBES.

Cumberland Registry
Jan’y 15, 1887, at 12h 50m P
Book 518, Pago 18f».

Law,

uovlD

HAVI8, ME3ERVE, HASKELL

my ollices.

CO.
rpHEET#EllN-ElcPBK?|»
X permanently located at No. 21 Free street,

Thankful for past favors, he commends to his
friends and former patrons their large and well-

Stamp.
Five Cts.

Morion Block, Congress Street,
Tiro Door, above Preble KIourc,
POKTLAND, ME.

Pry

as

JOSEPH S. RICKER & ALS., te l imited Partnei-

PEItCIVAL 1IONNI3Y,

at

Counsellors at Law. Morton
Same entrance as II. S. Ar-

A

Street.

Attorney

OMIT FT & HEED.

Block, Congress St.

Requests all persons indebted to him to call at their
Counting Room No. MO Commercial Ml..Thom-

ship.

Counsellor iiml

1>

o t i c e

Burgess,

R. Smith and Benjamin F. Whitney, and acknowledge the above instrument by them* signed to
be their tree act.
Stamp.
Belore me,
WM. WILLIS,
Five Cts.
Justice of the Peace.

CHADWICK HOUSE,

S. WEBSTER «f CO., can bo tound at the stoi c
\>9 of C. K. Babb, Clapp’s Block, No. 1). where we
offer a good assortment of Clothing aud Furnishing
Goods at low prices.
jul 10

SAMUEL RUMERY,
GEO.
JR.

subscriber having disposed ct
THE
store to Messrs

ellyn

at Lav.

may be
oi oak

corner

to do

Cum peel and, B9., Januarv 15,1887.
Then jiersonally appeared the above named, Joseph
S. Ricker, Charles J. Walker, Calvin S. True, Llew-

ROBINSON,

lbuud at No. 237

St._jullGtl

BURNHAM,

Iv

Portland, January 8,1887.

Ex-

STROUT.

A. A.

and

•

BIRNFIAU,

&

JaSdSw

ed January 8,1PG7, and will continue

street.

JViitl

G. F. SnEPLEY.

Stationer,
HFA^ARD, Book>eil
Congrusu St.,

ja5d4w

liquidation.

in

WALKER,

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
on

commenc

RIHIERY

iylidtf

mills. alrhough burned up, the Pro-

Messrs. L. ?T. 11111 6: Co.. are now preto furnish Cotl'ees, Spices, Cream Tartai,
at their new place of business. No. 100 Green St.
An Order Slate may be iound at Messrs.
Low,
Plummer «& Co’s. No 83 Commerc.nl ot, and at Mr C.
M. Rice’s Paper Warehouse, No. 185 Fore Street.
All orders promptly alien cd to.
Goods at the low. st piiees.
jullGtl

is this day disolved by mutual consent.
Either of
the late partners is authorized to use the firm name

three years from that date.
J. S. RICKER.
Stamp.
CHARLES J.
Five Cts.
CALVIN S. TltT'E,
LLEWELLYN R. SMITH,
BENJ. F. WHITNEY.

sitiout

Post Ofliec Building, 2d story; Entrance

Eagle
prieturs,
pared

Street.
CHAS. SMALL,
SAM’L G. DAVIS,

18G7.

ROML

No 13 Free street, Portland.
Same store with Ueyer and Caleb

copartnership heretofore existing between

rJPHE

land,

BOSTON, Mass.

&

JAI71B
tary Goods,

Dissolution of Copartnership.

oi

and Chimney Tors. Importer and dealer in English Floor Tiles, German ami French Flower Puls,
Hanging Vases, Parian, Bisque, and Bronze Statue! rs
and Basis. Glass Shanes and VValnui Stands, Bohtluian and Lava Vases and oilier wares.
112 TUEMdnT STREET Studio Building

gaseytv

Free

iyll ti
IIFIIBIU,, Dealer in
Watches, .Teweiry, Masonic llegalia, and Mili-

•

Successors to Messrs. Merrill Bros. & Cushing, late
Merrill «2t Small, in the Wholesale Fancy Goods
Business, over I>avis, Meserve, Haskell Si Co.,

IS

sL

story._

W. Y. POMEROY.

Limited Partnership.

n

Small, Davis & Pomeroy,

Maine*

JOSEPH STORY

uug22—<iiu

Jul 17—dll

At

X.

Wholesale

*:»»..

CO.,

General Agents,

jull7tt

block, Comiuercial

others,

IJ

TV. 1). 171TTL1: <£-

Furs,

MOXJCE. H. J. LIBBY A- CO., Manufacturers
1
and Commission Merchants. Countin'.' Hoorn
over First National Hank, No. 23 Free si root, aecond

copart-

a

*'

TRIK

WOODMAN.
Dry Goods. No. 4 Gait

Notice.
formed

THE
nership

and a limited partnership is this day
tormod between us under the name of CHARLES J.
in
which Lite undersigned, JOSEPH S.
WALKER,
RICKER, is the special partner, having tarnished
$25,000 to the capital stock. The business will be
continued at flic old at and as heretofore, No. 40
Union street.
J. S. RICKER,
CHARLES J. WALKER,
CALVIN S. TRUE,
LLEWELLYN U. SMITH,
BENJ. E. WHITNEY.
Portland, Jan. 8, 1807.
janltidOw

Co.__

aiirl

POLICIES ISSUED BY

ol

over

$170,000

Now have an opportunity to in ure with a sound and
reliable company, against loss by FiHE, DISEASE,
or ACCIDENTAL CAUSES, and from THIEVES.

National

»;& CU.,
BvHON,
Hats, Caps aud Hobos, 1W Middle .st.,

Hailey -y

jan9d3w

have this day
undersigned
under the name of

day dissolved,

corner

Home Office of New Yarn:

Stock Ins. Co.,

Dorses, Smblc-kccpcrs

dtt

Now take, for instance,

est,

Farmers ami Owners of Valuable

Huston; Narratoux-cU Office ol Providence:
Putnam Office of liartlord: Sia..dard Office ol New
York, iml otlier relialdc ollices. arc represented i'.
this agency.
John Dow.
F. W. Libbcy.
Jy25dtl

1>. P. NOYES.

Copartnership

n

of duties on all imported articles used in the
manufacture of tanning tools and in the construction of sailing vessels, and that in his
opinion “some branches of our industry may
suffer seriously by this favorite legislation for
the agricultural and shipping interests.” He
proceeds as follows:

II

Alt Paid la ana Securely Invested,
Is now prepared to issue Polices ou HORSES,
CATIi^E, uud JJVK STOCK ot oil kinds, against
DEATH 01 THEFT at moderate rates ot Xremium.

A

St.
KkCluuijje
utiice ol

refer.

to

Cash Assets,

aT fT.

M O V

w

business will bo continued by the remaining
under the name and style of Stanwood &
GEO. M. STAN WOOD,

January 1,18C7.

Copartnership Notice.

Live

d&wtl’

LIBHIiY, luNuritnci* Affrulx,
DOWill lie found
at No 117 Oommtfrc&l,

janl0u3w

liberty

The Hartford

usual.

as

at

OWNERS OF LIVE STOCK.

u. W. GAGE.

duly 10,1866.

we are

Concerning Spike*.
Ayres writes from Stamford, Con-

to the editor of the New York
Tribune, to say that he has observed the sections
in the Senate tariff bill allowing a drawback

necticut,

Of Exeter, N. H.

FARMERS

O. M. dT/jV W. NASH
resumed business at the head of Long Wharf,
under. J. W. Munger’s Insurance Office, and will be
pleased to see their former customers and receive their

SY

partners
Noyes.

to whom
Dec. 27 dtf

have

orders

Providence, R. I*

Mutual,

parties,

remov-

Stand.

Of Hartford, Ct.
Of

Aud are prcpaied to place any amount wanted on
Good property, at Hie most favorable rates.
AND VILLAGE Property, and CITY
prFARM
DWELLINGS and Household Furniture insured for
a term of years, on highly tavorablo rates.
LOSSES PROMPTLY ADJUSTED AND PAID
as heretofore, at our office.
Every loss of these offices by the great fire in this Citv, was paid up without any delay, difficulty or discount, (o 1 more than
simple interest,) to tlie entire satisfaction of all the

&- STEVENS have
to No ;» Long Wharf, loot of Exchange street.
CLOlDillAIV
Jan 11—dim

firm ceases on and alter this date. All persons
ling bills against the late firm arc requested to
present them lor payment, anti those indebted will
please call and settle at the old stand, No. 173 Commercial street.
CYRUS STAPLES,
GEU. M. STAN WOOD,
D. P. NOYES.

LAW,
Jj^du

consent.

Dissolution of Copartnership.
mutual consent Cyrus Staples’ iutcrcst in our

sep12dtf

Of Hartford, Ct.

A

C. STAtOUT.

R E

J. A. FEN PERSON,
W. A. SABINE.

!

Of Hartford, Ct.

North American,

WATERHOUSE.

dec31

W. A. SABINE,

Free streei,
n

heretofore existing between

1,18C7.

City Fire,

Atlantic

Corner Exchange and Federal Sts.,
Over Loriug’* Drag Stoic.

Wholesale Fruit and Fancy Groceries, &c„

For buildings ol all kinds.
CAR and STEAMBOAT DECKING. ROOFING CEMENT, for coating and repairing all kinds oi roois. PRESERVATIVE PAINT for iron and v.ood work, Metal Bool's,
&c. COMPOUND CEMENT, for repaiiing leaky
shingled roofs. BLACK VARNISH, for Ornaraen
tal Iron work &c. Full descriptions, c reular. prices.
&c. hirnislied by mail or on application ut theodicy.
where samples and testimonials cau te seen.

WElifll and AlTlERfCAN

janlhli'w

JOHNS’

Of Hartford, Ct.
Of Hartford, Ct.

Atlantic,

and Furs.

J. E.

Piacruix,

New England,

c. PEABODY.

H.

following First

Merchants’,

have removed to Office

who will continue the

Jan.

Law,

GAGE,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

The aitairs of the late firm will be settled by

at the Old

to

O V 1?1)

STliOU T

STREET.

(lay dissolved by mutual

represent the
CONTINUE
.C lass Firo Companies, viz:

St.

Waterhouse,

UClU'

E*M

B

FENDERSON & SABINE,

is this

sepotiil

Co,

No 79 Commercial St, & 30 Market
Square, (Lancaster Hall Building,)

PAYSON,

and Counsellors at

RARRIS.

R.

S.

WALKER,

W

F.

wholesale

as

of Copartnership

rjiHE Copartnership

Improved Roofing,

Importers anti Dealers in

ROOFING

Dissolution

General Agent lor the State ior

CO.,

Street,

copart-

a

A. M. SMITH,
C. J. CLARK.

241 COMMERCIAL STREET,
Foot of Maplo Street.

n

A. WILBUR &
112

WM. H.

FORE

Portland, Jan. 1,18G7.

BCHi rKl Tl Itf; A EAULVEEIUm
Messrs. ANDERSON. BONNELL tf CO., have
made arrangements with Mr. STEAD, an Architect
of established reputation, and will in fuluie
carry on
Architecture with their business as Engineers. Parties intending to buiid are invited lo call at thcii
ortice, No, 3UG Congress street, and examine elevations and plans or chinches, banks, stores, blocks ot
buildings, trc.
j iz

Near

109

Rank

Portland, Dec. 3d 1«c>6.
HARRIS & WATERHOUSE, Wholesale Dealers
in HuIr, Caps, and Furs, have removed to their New
Store,
■No. 12 Exchange Street,

TEAS. COFFEES AND SFICE3,
AT

M.

Hats, Caps

CLARK,

the purpose of conducting business
dealers in

tor

building lots in flic West End of tin;
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Finery, Cushman. Lewis. liramLall, Monument, Danforth, Orange a nd Salem Streets.
The) will sell on a crgllt of from one to ten years,

& Counsellors at Law,

&

SMITH

subscribers
rpHE
X desirable

Wliurl,
PonxLANi), Me.

CLEA

this

Insurance !

Office? (for the present) at

JOBBERS OF

Notice.

undersigned have
day formed
THEnership
under the style ot

lnducementH

H.

Harris &

dtf

Copartnership

ISAAC DYER.
No. y$ Union Whari.

auglltf

Merchants,

JJO JVA1UJ A-

Portland, Jan. 9, 1807.

cases

General Insurance Agents,

Near the Court House.

and by prompt attention to the wants ot customers,
sliall endeavor to merit a continuance of their patronage, which 1 respectfully solicit.
CIIAS. B. WniTTENIOBE.

BOARDS,

National

IIOLDEN.

A. B.

IIALL,

more

W. D. LITTLE &

Office, 229 1-2 Congress Street,

their old stand,

LANCASTER

LUMBER,

k STURTEVANT,
Q-ENEIiAL.

Wldgery’8

at

410,93

Reliable

dti

Exchange

Attorneys

BUSINESS

FURNITURE

TO

HOLDEN & PEABODY,

stock and good will of the
BURROUGHS & CO., I shall

533,90

STS’"* Do not Lii to examine into the advantages
Clrriii t/mpany presents belbro insuring elseat the Agency of
» 0. UTTLE A CO.,
Office 79 Commercial St., Up Stairs.
53P*Non-Foribitiiig, Endowment, Ten Year, and
all oilier form rf-policies are issued by this Couipai%r
on more lavorable advantage than b> any othertJumdec27dtf
pany.

MON DA V, Nov. 12, to the

OF

on!0dtf_

375,02
4830,87
3217,84
544.52
1579,53
085,93
623,24

this

TAILOR,

n

Merchants

33

#2710,22

359,80
1066,20

Mr. J. N.

1867.

this

with similar results and
names can be luruishcd to those who will favor Us with
a call at our ofKoe.

THE

OFFICE

Great
as the

Dividend
Additional

2008,00

1000
3000
1000
1500

un-

OF CHESTNNT

1800.

remove on

Ain’t of
Ptmn. Pd.
2262,25
*
201,23
3099,20

usurer!
*3500
600
8000
6000

OP* Many

R EM or A E!
Will

Gift !

his fumilv, in view of the

on

where, by applying

HAS REMOVED

Having purchased the

&c.short

FIRE !

No. 233 1-2 Congress Street,

1867.

late firm of GEO. X.
continue the

rc-

of

AT—

MERCHANT

Notice.

Year’s

Ain’t

51*
630
7707
7802
10325
10793
4146
12410

NO. 1G MARKET SQUARE.
u
dtl
.11(20
G. G. DOW N E S,

CORNER

of

Policy.

Photograph Rooms,

August 30,

Dividend!

It is the best

bestow

man can

No

Jal2d2w

THE

—

of

name

Portland, Jan. 8,

Wholesale and Retail.
Plank. Shingles andScnniliugof all sizes
constantly on hand.
Building material sawed to order.

CHASE, CRAM

OF

place

our new

January 11,1SC7.

New

GEO. T. BURROUGHS & CO.,
expired this day by limitation.
GEO. T. BURROUGHS,
H. B. MASTERS,

fi. T. BROWN,
At Warren Brown's Oilice, 230 Commercial St.
Jan 17 -dlw*

Ulftpp’N Block, UougrcMM Mt.

ociKMti

and

■Also 90 M. PINE OUTS, Laths,
Shingles,
G-Sr~ Spruce Dimension sawed to order at

former

augiTat t

thick, at wholesale

inches

and 2

tail.
Ill,
^

£#’* Particular attention given to writing Wills,
Contracts, Deeds and Legal Instruments.
dtf
July SI, ltfCb‘.

Commission

THEfirm

of
re-

B. F. SMITH & SON’S

copartnership heretofore existing under the

150,000 Dry Pine Lumber!

DEANE,
and Attorney,

Counsellor

Copartnership

call at

us a

month.

per

certainty of life.
Many Folir’cs now subsisting with this
Company arc yielding a large increase,
following case* will show:

Ncs. S'i- A j| ft Union street.
friends for tiie patronage exheretofore wo would invite them and ihe

OUT

JOHN B. HUDSON.

NEW BUILDING ON LliVIE NT.,

as

lit MARKET

Furnaces,

(OpjKwite the Market.)
Where they will be pleased to Bee all their

business.
Portland.

All orders, and remittances, should be addressed to
sent either
the
Paris Flouring Co., and
to South Paris or Portland, where we shall keep constantly on hand a full assortment of our Flour.
CHARLES BAILEY.
FRANKLIN CRAWFORD,
ANDREW P. MORGAN.
Jan 14d«Vw3w
Portland, Jan. 14th 18.it

BEILDINO.

Can be found in their

2ustomers and receive orders

CAPEN,

SQUARE.
Refers as specimens of his work to the following
&
-Lowell
&
signs:
Senter, Bailey
Noyes, Ocean Insurance Co., and others on Exchange
street; Crosman & Co., SFlilotterbcek & Co., Lowell .V:
Senter,
and others on Congress street: W. T. Kilbom & Co.,
A. D. Reeves, and others on Free street.
.iauSdlm*

n

Manuthct urers and

PAINTEK,

SUCCESSOR TO WJl.
at present at

Portland.
C. L. Qdisby.

D. tV. Deane.

U021dtf

ME.

A

our

public generally to give

Copartnership

a

us

$500,000

Grand

Yew

dtf

store

new

While thanking

tended to

Flouring Company
and have taken the Paris Mills formerly carried on
bv Messrs Woodman & Co. at South Paris, Me. Mr.
Charles Hailey of the former firm will remain at So.
Paris, and Messrs Crawford & Morgan, may be
found at 143 Commercial St. Portland*

THOS. K. JONES,
SIGN

Spring-Bods, mattresses, Pew Cushions,
JTo. 1 Clapp’. Block- fool Cke.Snm Slrcci,

moved to

PariM

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND,

and Manutaciurers ot

lease

pi emiums.

Streets,

w

Assets, $18,000,000.

at tlic rate of

Tuesday Morning. January 22,

York.

VVnLL l

ture

CHASE,
CO., Jobbers
TCKEV,
Boot* Slioi A UubberK, have this day

of stores

__

STOCK BROKER.

Upholsterers
FUMITUBE, LOUNGES,

undersigned have formed
TIIE
under the Ann name of the,

II. M. 1* AY SON,

BURS,
C'ougrcHii Street.

and
311

n

_.

Congress

Co.,

made on the first ot February next.
» *
Those who insure at this time w ill derive the
benolit
of
tlw»t
!
diviuenJ, widen wriJl add largely to
the sum in uicd, or may be used in payment of fu-

REMOVAL!

junl4dtf_
Notice !

Copartnership

1’orc Street.

<i

Lace Leather,

Sides,

Belt Leather, Backs &

Portland, Jan 1,18C7.

BROKERS,

WEB,

and

own

New

Another
I
;

the

on

a

Increasing

T

L.

BROWN’S NEW BLOCK.

jalfi

ARAD EVANS,
RAFAEL A. BAYLEY.

ME.

A

Solicitor of Patents,
Has Removed to

Comer of B

Am* 1 <£■ 2 Free Street Bloch.

IF. II. WOOli ,C SON,

V

At

all its branches, and have taken

in

O

Cash

II.

And

and Furniture Business

Crockery

JR^

HUDSON,

ARTIST,

Oilcc ot the Drug Store of Messrs. A. G. Schlotter-

W.

No. 4J India Street, Boiton.

J. B.

the purpose of carrying

for

Ot

CLIFFORD,
Counsellor
at
Law,

EVANS & BAYLEY.

PORTLAND, MAINE,

J. SCHUMACHER,

IV.

copart-

a

M

name

BROWN8 A MAN80N,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

C.

E

GREAT

Mutual Life Ins.

Notary Public dr Commissioner of Drcda,

K

Notice

undersigned have this day formed
THEnership
under the linn
of

__dBm

CHURCHILL,

lm

ANDREWS HASTY,
G. P. KIMBALL.
jaul6d3w

Portland, Jan. 14, 1867.

ttixn THE

COR. EXCHANGE AND FEDERAL STREETS,
Jan 15.
dtf
(Over Sawyer's Fruit Store.)

namo

PORTLAND.

IS THE TIME TO INSURE!

O’DONNELL,

Has removed to Clapp’s New Block,

Copartnership Notice l
undersigned have this day formed
copartTHEnership
under the firm
of Hasty & Kim-

NotinEh,$1.25

jan!5

|

daily press.

N O W

Counsellor at Law,

W. F. BARBOUR.
ANDREWS HASTY.

Portland, Jan. 14,1BC7.

Warm,

BUSINESS UAUI»S.

JAMES

name

solved by mutual consent.

INSUKANCfti

It E 31 O V A L

heretofore existing under the
THEtirmcopartnership
of Barbour & Hasty is this day dis-

Force Pumps and Mater Closets,

tion,

REMOVALS.

Dissolution of Copartnership,

OF

MAKER

ame

MORNING, JANUARY 22, 1867.

as to

dependent upon

the war.
A national

government would have inau Italian
parliaments

stantly couvoked

had none such been aireuly assembled—and
bade them watch over the internal security or
the country, and keep open every path
through
which aid might reach the holy war,
saying
to them, AVatch over us, and see that ucither
from weakness nor incapacity we lad in our

sacred mission.
A national government would have issued
a proclamation to the Italian people, saying,
Hold yourselves in threatening readiness as
our restrve force, so long as we do our duty
and go forward; and be also ready to punish
us should we oiler to draw back while one inch
of Italian ground remains to he conquered.
A national government would have addressed another pi-oclamalion to the peoples now
subject to Austria, saying to them, Arise 1

the Italian

army is your

army;

yours the

ports along the eastern coast of the Adriatic—
oeyond Ist-ia, which we shall set free—across
which sea we will form the alliance of free-

with you.
A national government wonld have
opened
unlimited registers of volunteers ; would have
the
organized
Hungarian legions, and the
thousands of Poles—sons of the last insurrecmen

tion—now wandering over
Europe; it would
have placed them with their national
flags in
the vanguard of our army; then,
leaving two
intrenched camps behind to guard Lombardy
and the extreme Po, would have sent two
hundred thousand regulars to push on by wav
of Laybach and Udine to
Vienna, would have
given the command ot our fleet to Garibaldi,
and, when he had destroyed the enemy’s fleet,
would have poured tilty thousaud volunteers
beyond the Adratic Into Croatia and Hungary-

Had this plan appeared too daring—which,
however, it was not—a national govertmont
would have arranged to have an insurrectionary outbreak precede the war along the 7one
of the Alps, and first
occupying the Trentmo
to its furthest frontiers
by the retruiar troops,
would have brought the main
body of the army into the field between the QuadrUateriai
and \ enice; in either case
contriving a simultaneous movement by the volunteers in
Southern Slavonia.
The monarchy, however—as if desirous of

which ended in defeat.

The monarchy, rejecting the advice of Prus-

sia and of the best military men of
Italy in
order to follow suggestions from
Paris, scut a
I»rUon ol the army, under the command of
the author of all the disasteis of
184g, upou

au impossible
enterprise against the Quadrila-”
teral, which combined with the fabulous dis-

order ot all the
and the
secondary
total want of ensemble operations,
In marches ami
in the
throw °f

A,t.er

thi3’ whether from cowardice oi some unknown
cause, exaggerating the

m^bTin^
Already
^Cialdini

importance of the defeai, the
plicahly rested on Its aims, until, when

treaty for peace, it dispatched
to
invade where there were no
cuemics and recalled Medici—the only onoot the
u

regtilar "en-

crals who had attempted
any serious operation—lum the Trentiuo, when he was
a few miles ot the capital.

within

The iniquitous flight trom Milan in
184.8
Novara, Custozza, and Lissar-such havchetii
the results ot the ODly wars out
1
monarchy bus
undertaken without foreign aid.
Foreign rulers—we say it with a grief that
passes woids
—though at times guilty of crime, have at least
sbtuuk trom dishonor.
It was natural that the
peace that followed
should be upou a par with the
war, but the
monarchy contrived even to surpass the uoiul
of disgrace
already reached.
The monarchy submitted to hear
Austria
declare: I do not give hack tills Italian
territo
those
who are unable and unworthy*
tory
to conquer it for themselves. I
fling the now
useless incumbrance at the feet of
the despot
who has already
wrung an Italian province
trom your cowardice, and who still
deprives
you of your own metropolis. Take it as au
aims from him, if he chooses to
bestow it up1
on you.
llic monarchy has submitted to
hear the
usurper of Itome and Nice declare: J a foreigner, bestow upon you as aims this Italian
province which you arc incapable ot winning
•or yourselves by force of arms. You
shall
henceforth do homage as vassals, not to Ausbut
to
me.
tria,
And the monarchy has swallowed the
douol<? Insult. Had it uota low ycun beloro
upon
grouud yet teeming with Italian blood, swallowed the insult of a peace concluded
by an
ally, who, though but a lew steps distant irom
the King, yet deigued no word to him—1 will
not say to ask counsel, but not even to Inform
him 01 tlie abrupt decision?
And this peace—though this U of small moment compared to dishonor— this
peace is ruinous to Italy. Intrenched withiu the
Alps
ol istria, the key ol our eastern fronmaster ot the pour

master

tier;

betrayed Trcntino,

the key ot Venetian
Lombardy; master of all
the passes through which he has been
wont to
descend into Italy—the
enemy can lie in wait
to seize the lavorite moment, which the
embarrassed position of Italy will
surely Oder to
tall upon us. A peace such as the
present
carries with it the
necessity of another war—u
war which (it is needless to deceive
ourselves)
will find Austria stronger than before.
Iteject
ed by Germany, she will be
compelled by the
foiee of things, and by the numerical
superiority of the Slavonian element, to trausloim herself into a Slavonian power; and the
Southern
Slavonians, uespairing henceforth of Italian
aid, and certain of preponderance in the Linpire, wiii at length rally round our enemy aud
become enemies in their turn.
Meanwhile, the certainty of having sooner
or later to engage in a new war wdi
compel
Italy to maintain her army undiiuinislwd,
her
in
the
place
necessity of making ficsh
preparations, and render any important reduction m her expenditure
impossible. It will
force upon her a progressive iucrease
or'liabilities. threatening the Slate with bankruptcy;
reduce her to a constaut condition ol commercial uncertainty, alarm, and
consequent
inactivity ol capital; compel her to new loans,
new taxes, and the iudelinite
interruption of
every great industrial, agricultural or commer-

cial enterprise.
Ruin and disgrace.

A

with a

monarchy which,

people Use ours, with ball a million of
under arms, with an army of
approved
courage, with soldiers and suitors such as those
who sank in the r’aiestro,
crying, ‘‘Viva fltr
aiial” coldly brings this
vassalage, poverty anil
dishonor upon the country, may yet exist lor
men

briel period upon the
eoiTuptioD and cowardice oi others; but, before God and
man, its

a

doom is sealed.

M

-—— —

VABIKTIEM.
—The Stewart divorce trial—the caso in
a wife leit her husband because
he did

whicli
not

write his own sermons—has commenced

in Chicago.

—A Mormon preacher in
England has been
sentenced to one year's imprisonment for
bigamy. When shall we see the laws of the United States enforced against these
impudent
scoundrels?
—Dr. Franklin’s celebrated
receipt for cheap
sleighing runs as follows: Sit in tho hail in
your night-clothes, with both doors open, so
that you can get a good draft;
put your feet in
a pail of ice
water; drop the front-door key
down yonr back; hold an icicle in ono hand
and ring the tea-bell with the other.
The
Doctor says you can,t tell the difference
with
your eyes shut between this and real
sleighing, and it’s a great deal
-A Western

cheaper.
radical, hunting for

a room in
nice specimen of
a Southern shrew, who took
occasion to air
her rebel proclivities, and vound
up with a

Washington, came

across a

shrewish reply

profound remark

weather.

to a

“Ves, sir, the Vankees

on
the
have oven

Northernized the weather.”
—The Interlocutors in the “Contributor's
Club” of Northern Lights are understood to bo
as follows: Mr.
Lingo is Air Gilmore; tho
Pythoness, Mrs. Howe. Mr. Crocus, Edward
S Kami, jr; the Hasheesh
Eater, Fit* Hugh
Ludlow; St. Leger, K. B. Kimball;
AL-jor
C.G.
O'Hagerty,
Halpine; “Silas Tucker" is
an idoal
personage, designed ss a representstive ot Yankee character.
-Mobile reporters take matters

coolly, as the
following paragraph from a Mobile paper will
*how:-“N1Rbt before last Mr. Harrington
shot at Mr.
gut.
mon."

Woodson and killed Mr. FarraSuch accidents as this are not
uncoru-

—Air. Charles O'Connor of New York
has
been invited to deliver the address
before tlio
literary societies of General Lee’s college next
commencement.

—Among the objects to be shown at the
Universal Exhibition, is the magnificent skeleton of a snake found in the Pardo
mountains.
It comprises no fewer than 1044 rings,
perfectly
in
a
spiral form.
arranged
—The man who undertook to call
things by
their right names, is now under treatment
at
the hospital for contusions received
upon tho
head. Served him right.
—A minister met a
parishioner who had
into possession of a
handsome property
by the death of his brother, and inquired how
he was getting
“Oh!” said he, “I
along.
come

am

having

out

letters of administration

a

dreadful time ; what with getting

probate court, and settling

and
attending
claims, I some

times almost wish he hadn't died.”

—A correspondent of the
Glasgow Herald
transmits the following: “On
Sunday morning last I had the pleasure of witnessing a
most interesting ceremony, which I desire
to
record for the benefit of your readers.
Whilo

walking near Falkirk, we observed two bees
issuingfrom one of the hives, bearing with
them the defunct body of a
comrade, with
which they flew for a distance of twelve
vardi
them
proving to Europe that Insurgent Italy would We followed
closely, and noted the care
have uo other allies than the agents of despo- with which they selected a
Convenient hole ut
tism—chose tor its sole ally liismarck. who, the side of the
gravel walk-the tenderness
being decided to make war upon Austria lor with winch they committed
the body, head
his own
purposes, would have afforded Italy
all the aid she requited from the mere iorcc downward, to the earth—and the solicitude
with which they afterward
of things, and without any ctlort on her part.
pushed] against it
The monarchy—as if dreading above all : two little stones, doubtless ‘in memoris m‘.
things that the people should acquire the con- rheir task being ended, they paused tbr about
sciousness of their own strength—elevated
a minute, pet
haps to drop over the gravu of
distrust into a system; dismissed the parliatheir friend a sympathizing tear, and then they
ment ; sanctioned exceptional laws against the
press, and against all public meetings or asso- flew away to their hive.”
ciations. It first refused ail aid from the volunteers, and then, when compelled bv the
public excitement to accept them, limited
their number to twenty thousand; then
urged
again by the threatening attitude of the peoto
ple, agreed accept double that number, but

—It is said that there arc bricks in the Mosque
of St. Omar that retain as fully the seent of
the musk with which they were originally impregnated
the W»U,

as on

the day the

mason

wt them

itt

I

...
"

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

nrForeign.
[Correspondence ot the Boston Advertiser]
Times.]
[Correspondent
PRUSSIAN POLITICS.
Rio Jankiso, Dec. 9, 1866.
Iff Prussia, the most noteworthy political
The last news received herefrom the seat of event appears to be the revival, to a certain
is
to
the
23d
betwe en the governI
and
up
Paraguay
ult.,
war in
extent, ot the old conllict
from Montevideo to the 29th. The presence of ! ment and the Lower House of the Landtag or
the new Brazilian Commander-in-Chief MarParliament. Though much reduced in numerbeen hailed with the greatthe last elections in consej ical strength at
quis do Caxias, hadall
the army and fleet, the
est enthusiasm by
or the reaction in favor of the governquence
Argentines themselves joining the Brazilians ment, brought about by the unexpected results
'The Marquis of the war, the liberal party has shown
in tneir demonstrations of joy.
by its
in the Lower House, in the
is on the best of terms with Gen. Mitre.
past few
I course
tio engagement has taken place yet between ! weeks, that it has fully recovered from the disthe belligerent forces; occasional shots of ar- couragement ot last summer, and is determintillery are exchanged between the outposts of | ed to check, as of old, the traditional inclinations ot the
Curupaity and Cuaugar. The Brazilian army,
King’s government to make arbiis
encouraged by the presence of the Marquis,and j trary demands upon the national legislature

The PnrnguayM

of the X. T.

SPECIAL NOTICE
NEW

Sly

Latest from Crete.—The following is tlie
last bulletin of the Cretan Central Committee
of Athens which has reached this country.—
The news from Canea comes down to the 11th
of December, that from the place where the
Cretan General Assembly is convened to the
7th of December.
On the 20th of November occurred the contest at Kissamos, which lasted for several
hours. The Turks fought under the protection
of several vessels of war. Many were wounded on both sides. Nevertheless the revolution
is as active as it was at the beginning, in spite
of the malignant rumors which have boeu circulated about it. The Cretans are assembled
in force in the district of Cydouia. where arc
congregated also the soldiers of the districts of
Sell nos and Kissamos add Sphakia. The insurgents are resolutely awaiting the enemy.—
Their courage has been greatly raised by the
nows of the departure of au English gunboat,
which has gone, they are assured, to take on
board women and children, and withdraw
them from the perils that menace them.
Wo have reeeivdd letters from the Cretan
camp, and are still under the inliuencc ot the
emotions which the bloody catastrophe at Arkadi awakened in onr hearts. The details which
we are every nay learning from those who are
arriving! from the cas’teru districts, arc still
There were about 1(50 persons
more aiU.cting.
in the convent, not 510, as it was said at first.
The fighting men among them numbered 250.
The women end children and old men, who
were in the monastery, numbered, therefore,
about 700. Sixty .one women and children alone
have escaped this trightful disaster, with thirty
five men, most of them wounded. Some others
h.ol been drawn out from beneath the ruins of
the monastery, but they were so mutilated and
lame and weak that their limbs refused their
office; and tlie Turkish soldiers who escorted
them from the Arkadi to Rhithymnos slew
them on the way in order to be rid of them.
In the afl'air of the Arkadi, the Turks lost
more than three thousand men, whose bodies
were thrown into ditches which were covered
over with images plundered from the monastery, in default of planks. The bodies of tlie
Christians have remained on the plain without
From the ruins of the
the rite of sepulture.
convent arises such a deleterious miasma from
tin! bodies putrifying there, that no onecan approach it.
r ro.n information which we have Teceived
here, we learn that Colonel Coroneos (the
Commander-in-Chief of the Cretan forces) regards the situation of things as very sstisfactory. The General Assemblage of tue Cretans
is in council with their military chiefs; and
something advantageous will without doubt reThe Assembly
sult from their deliberation.
was not yet aware of tlie debarkation of Colonel Vennissarli, who has given to the body of
400 men which he commands the name of the
Legion of Flute.
It is hoped that the naval vessels of other
powers, as well as those of the United States,
will follow the example of the English gunboat."
The Grand Trunk—The Sherbrooke (C. E.)
arraigns with great severity the management ot this railroad. There is unhappily
too much truth in its complaints. Au English
gentleman, au official of the company, recently
in our hearing characterized it in strong hut

ture,” is

brief but brilliant and discriminating essay from Mr. Edwiu P. Whipple, the
first of a series on English Literature which
that vigorous and polished writer is to cona

tribute

during the year. “George Bedilliou’s
Knight," is the beginning of a story by Mrs.
Davis, author of “Life in the Iron Mills,”
which exhibits thus far some of tho best traits
of that writer, her artistic skill and keen insight into character, without the coarse hardness of handling, and the morbid fondness for
mental disease which often make her works

Shanly, who
repulsive.
have had opportunities lor knowing
Mr. C. D.

seems

to

the Ins

and outs of that subject, contributes an entertaining article on the trials and difficulties incident to “Ccfmic Journalism.”
“Katharine
Morno” is continued, and is as sentimentally
didactic and as affected as evor. Then comes
“A Drift-Wood Fire,” another of Mr. Higginson’s delightful “Out Door Papers,” in which
fine thoughts and tender, graceful fancies follow each other os rapidly as the waves upon
the beach over which in imagination he leads
us. “How Mr. Frye would have preached it,”

by Rev. E. E. Hale, is a very striking record of
an experience to which many a man’s conscience might furnish a parallel, but our satisfaction in reading it is seriously marred by the
feeling that no man who had passed through
such an experience ever could, or indeed ever
should, relate it to such an audience. Thu exposure revolt! us, as
modesty which it is

violation of that mental
as much incumbent
upon
a

observe as personal modesty itself.
Conspicuous among tho attractions of this
number of the Atlantic will be the paper by
Professor Agassiz on “The Glacial Phenomena of Maine,” which is at once valuable for its
us to

facts, and interesting from its
descriptions. An extract from this arti-

scientific

new

local

cle will be found on the fourth page of to-day’s
issue. Mr. Win. Howells contributes under tho

title of “Forza Maggiore,” a lively reminiscence
of his experience of Italian travel; and another

well-known writer furnishes

some

interest-

ing “Recollections” of John Vanderlyn, the artist. The only political paper in the number is
that of Mazzini on “The Republican Alliance,”
a considerable portion of which we give else“The Stand-Point of the BoardingHouse,” and the usual reviews and literary notices complete the list of prore articles. Of the
poetical contributions “Elizabeth’s Chamber”
strikes us as the finest in teeling and most subtle in conception; “Mona,” by Alice Cary,

where.

printed on our fourth page, is tender and melodious; “The Guerdon” by Aldrich presents
in pleasing garb an old and favorite story, and
Trowbridge’s “Real Estate,” contains the subof many homilies.

stance

Gazette

expressive language as

a

“beastly

road.”

The

Gazette says:
The conuition of this road is such as to call
for special notice.
Scarcely a day passes in
which one or more trains do not run off the
state
of
which
the
track,
is, without exaggeraThere is no
tion, a disgrace to the company.
regularity in the arrival of trains, and so much
uncertainty exists that travellers can make no
calculation of the time when they will arrivo
Serious apprehensions arc
at any given point.
felt by those who arc obliged to travel by the
cars, and nothing but absolute necessity compels people to risk life and limbs by travelling
over the road.
It has been urged that the Province could
well afford the enormous outlay for bui diDg
and equipping the road, as the increased facilities for travelling, and conveyance of freight
would more than counterbalance the cost, in
the interest of the country; hut of
promoting
jate the risk of life and limb and the uncertainty attending both travel and freight, has
affo’-Hed anything but satisfaction in patronizing the road.
au, a week passes but wo
hear of trains
running into each other, with more or less loss
of life, and “nobody to blame”! The only
wonder is that a much greater loss of life has
lmt resulted from the manifest carelessness
exliibited and the totally unsafe state of the
track.
f'licre surely ought to somo Government
interference to protect the lives and property
ot parties using the road. Some
years since,
there was a Government inspector of bridges
appointed, but we never could learn that he
did his duty, or attended in any way to the
state of the road, except perhaps
occasionally
tiding over the road in a first class ear.
if something is not done soon to remedy existing evils, the country will be stariled some
morning w.th the news of so serious an accident and lo.-s of life as will shock the whole
community. It is better to prevent the recurrence ot such disasters in season than to lament them, when it is too late.
The Nation.—This very able paper began a
new year with its issue for January 3d.
The
first two numbers, owing’ to some accidental detention, arc a little lato in reaching us, but arc
still welcome.
The Nation is the very best of
our
politico-literary weeklies, the only one in
fact among us which in the breadth and soundness ot its
views, in the ability and culture with
which its articles are prepared and in its freedom from partizan bias
approaches in any degree the true standard of what such a paper
Its support of the
should he.
Republican
cause is all the more valuable from the fact that
a'
ove
subservience to the Republiitisquito
All the best principles and
can party

highest

objects ot the Republicans find in it a powerful advocate, and one which it is for their in-

sustain and encourage.
terest
The publishers offer a novelty in the
way of
premiums. They propose, one week alter the
first day of July 1807 to pay one thousand dollars to the person who shall, between the presc.u time aud the date above mentioned, have
lorrarjj.l the largest number of new subto

hundred; provided,
subscription shall be for a full year
(begiuuiug with any number); and that there
shall be at least twenty competitors for the

scriptions exceeding

one

that each

premium. If there bo lower than twenty competitors, but at least ten, five hundred dollars
will be awarded to the most successful
The terms of ihc Nation are
five dollars per
annum, in advance.
Address E. L. Godkin &
103 Nassau street, Now York.
—If

good

man

Co., publishers,

evor

says a pleasant thing,
it must be in company where there are no expectations. Pleasant things rise up in conversation like bubbles on a pure stream, winda

ing beneath the shades, and free in its wind-

ing.

Arrival of the North American.
The steamship North American, Capt. Kerr,
from Liverpool 10th and Londonderry Uth, arrived at this port at 9 o'clock last evening,
bringing 1C cabin and 91 steerage passengers,
and

large cargo.

a

We

are

indebted to Mr.

McNaughton, Purser

of the steamer, for late papers.
The North American is one of the pioneers
of this line. She has had new boilers put into

of Two Aged
Auburn.

near

COLUMN.

Arrest

of

Women

Man.

Suspected

a

[From the Lew iston Journal of Monday.)
Saturday evening the lifeless and frozen bodies of Mrs. Susannah Kinsley, a widow of .InsTill' t’OI'BTS.
tin Kinsley, aged about sixty-four years, and
of Miss Polly Caswell, a maiden lady aged
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
about sixty-seven years, were found horribly
JANUARY TERM. BARROW* J, I’RESIDINO.
mangled, in the house owned by Mrs. K. and
D. B. Mo?crvc, v. Oriental
Monday.—No. 181.
occupied by both, about half a mile this side of
Powder Company. Assumpsit to recover for servicWest Auburn, on the road leading from that
The defense was toat plaint ill* agreed to work
es.
place to this city, and about four miles from
six months for the company, and to give them two
here. The condition of the bodies at once
weeks notice when he intended to leave j neither of showed that a most shocking murder had been
committed, all the circumstances of which
which obligations he performed,and the company was
known at the present writing, are as follows:
put to extra expense in filling his place. Verdict for
Saturday night about dusk Mr. Isaac Lil.bey,
plain till tor S49.8C.
a shoemaker, living the third house this side of
I. W. Parker.
Widow Kinsley's [perhaps the distance of a
Deblois & Webb.
Ihe Collagan will case is
quarter of a mile,) went to her house for the
assigned for trial to-day.
purpose oi obtaining some suoes which she anu
Miss Caswell had been binding or stitching.—
Horse Railrond Meeting#
The annual meeting of the Portland Rail- He noticed that no track had been made to
the door since the storm of Thursday, hut
road Company took place yesterday afternoon
thought nothiug of this nor of the fact that
in the Common Council Room, and was quite
the two doors on the front side of the house
as the inmates were advanced
fully attended. The report of M. G. Palmer, were fastened,
iujycars and lived alone, die went to the shed
shows
the
to
be
in
a
Treasurer,
company
prosdoor and found that unhasped but fastened by
This
a prop loaning against it from the inside.
perous condition, and the stockholders expressled him to notice that there was no smoke ised themselves satisfied with the result.
from the chimney, aud being somewhat
suing
The whole earnings of the road for the year
startled, lie proceeded to the nearest neighbor’s.
is $54,986.80. Expenses for the same time $42.Mr. Otis Keith, about sixty or one hundred
607.38.
Leaving a net balance of $12,319.48, rods distant, and requested him to go with
to the Widow Kinsley’s.
him
which, with the balance from last year, more
Mr. Libliey and Mr. Keith went back to the
than pays the floating debt.
liqusc of Widow Kinsley, aud passed around
The Superintendent’s report shows the numthe buildings to the rear where they found the
door open, and snow blowcd into the
hack
ber of horses to be ninety-nine, an increase of
small entry. The nloor leading directly from
eight since last year. The cars and other the entry into a small cook-room
perhaps eight
equipments remain about tbc same. He also feel square, as well as another leading from the
cook-room into the sitting-room, were shut hut
shows that Congress Street is more profitable
not fastened. Opening both dours aud looking
than Spring Street.
Total number oi miles
around by the dim light of the moon, they disrun (if all done by one pair of horses) 192,804.
covered ajwhite object on the floor—so suggesTotal number of passengers carried by the city
tive of some horrible tragedy that both gentleat once beat a hasty retreat and proceeded
cars 782,829;
by Westbrook lino 225,665; total men
to a neighbor’s to obtain a lantern and assist1,008,494; a gain of nearly 100,000 over the last ance. Having procured both, they returned
to the house and there discovered a scene which
year.
made the blood almost freeze in their veins.
The subject of extending the track to Libby’s
On the floor, lying across the door-stool of an
Corner was quite fully discussed. Mr. Palmer,
open door leading into a small entry separating
who had given much thought to the subject,
tho sitting-room from a sleeping apartment,
expressed his belief that it would be advanta- was stretched tho lifeless body of Polly Caswell—her head and shoulders in the entry aud
geous to the company, but at the same time
her body and lower limbs in the sitting-room.
that
the
had
stockholders
not
examthought
The body was partially covered with a nightined the subject enough to come to his concludress, and on proceeding to take hold of it, it
sion, and while he would not urge them to was iound frozen stiffly, and giving evidence of
been in that condition lor several days.
adopt his views, lie could but say that in his liaving
A broken cliair, covered with blood, lay near,
opinion it would add largely to the profits of affording evidence in itself that it had been
used in aiding in tho murder of Miss O.
the company.
Hardly had this terrible scene been realized
The stockholder? made choice of E. A. Norbefore another still more terrible met tlieir
ton, W. L. Southard, ,T. N. Winslow, Elieu^ in the bed in a small bed-room, about tengaze,
feet
Corey ami John E. Palmer as Directors for square, adjoining the sitting-room aud connected with it by a door,—which was open—was the
the ensuing year, all Directors of the old board
lifeless and ghastly body of the willow Kinsley,
excepting John F. Palmer, elected in place also frozen still',
aud lying with her uiglit clothes
of Mayor Stevens, who resigned when elected
The bedon, in a pool ol congealed blood.
clothes were matted with blood, the quilt aud
Mayor.
leather tick torn, aud feathers were scattered
Additional Conli'i ballons.
abont, and everything indicated that a terrible
struggle for life bail there taken place, Mrs.
ladies’ executive belief committee.
Kinsley being a large and powerful woman.
The body of Mrs. Kinsley was horribly cut
and mangled. Tho jugular vein was severed
To long months of fearful sickness, and to
a deep gash on the side of the throat. There
by
bereavement, the Secretary of the
were also cuts on the left jaw
ladies’ Executive Relief Committee trusts enboyie and on the
left
forehead, a gasli nearly six inches inlength
tirely for pardon for the lateness of the follow- ou the
left leg, aud severe bruises on the leit
ing acknowledgements.
shoulder, not to mention many minor cuts and
Mbs. E. U. Bacon.
bruises. The evidence was conclusive that a
Received by Ladies’ Executive Committee
rape had been committed or attempted. The
for the benefit of the sufferers,from the Ladies
cause of her death was the severing
immediate
Society of Buxton ami Hollis, fifty-sevou new
the jugular vien. Appearances indicate
readymade garments; cotton cloth valued at of
that the murderer or murderers had attacked
$21; money, $13.50.
We would make a special acknowledgment Widow K. in her bed, trom which she had not
arisen.
to the “Ladies Portland Relief Society of BufMiss Caswell had received Revere blows on
falo, N. Y.” and to the gentleman of that city, lier
bead and lace (probably by the chair), her
who so constantly aided them in their efforts to
skull was fractured, her leit wrist broken, her
obtain supplies for our sufferers.
and left shoulder bruised. There was also
wrist
Their Society was formed immediately upon
eye, a cut on her left
hearing of the calamity that had befallen our a bruise over her right and
a cut on the left
arm
above the elbow,
beautiful city, and their labors did not cease
The
immediate
cause of her death
knuckles.
until our own Relief Society had closed its
the
fracture
of
the
was
skull, although
probably
room.
Their efforts were more remarkable
thatffnis might only have producbeing so remote and unconnected by business it is possible
ed insensibility and that freezing did the rest.
with not more than twenty residents
interestSj
Blood was found by the side of the stove in
of the city, as we were informed, natives of
the mantel-piece, indiMaine, anil only one or two from Poitland.— the sitting room nearhad
been attacked there
cating tlr.it Miss C.
One of the latter was assisted, when a hoy and
towards
the door to the entry
lirst, and pursued
in the commencement of his business life’, by a
into
the
where
she was stricken
room,
opening
gentleman of this city, who cannot number down.
The supposition is that Miss C., who
this instance as a solitary beneficence, and who
slept in a room in another part of the house,
now lias llie gratification to see his sympathy
was awakened by the noise of the struggle in
and kindness gratefully returned by the sucWidow Kinsley’s room, and arose and came
cessful merchant, in money ami labor to the
out
into the sittiug-rooiu, and was reaching to
city of his birth.
the mantel-piece for a lamp and a match to
1 copy from the Buffalo Commercial Adverlight it, when she was struck by the villain
tiser a. final report of “The Ladies’ Portland
(who probably had completed his work with
Relief Association;”
with a chair.
Miss C. not being ren“The cash receipts have been $406.17, which Mrs. K.)
dered senseless by the blow, probably attempthas been expended here under the advice of the
flee
to
her
ed
to
room, the villain following,
Ladies’ Committee in Portland, in purchasing
and beating and cutting her until she fell
warm shawls and clothing.
Her wrist was undoubtedly
in the doorway.
There have been forwarded to Portland ninebroken in attempting to ward off the blows of
teen boxes, containing new and second band
the cliair'
clothing, shawls, shoes, bedding, tin-ware, etc.,
I lu re were uo indications that the house or
ranging in value from $75 to $225 each. All
any of the bureaus, draws, or trunks had been
reached their destination in good order, and
examined, or that anything had been removed.
tbeir receipt has been promptly acknowledged.
The murderer hnu left nothing behind which
The officers feel themselves under the greathad been used by him in the commission ot the
est obligations m the Express Companies for
crime except the broken chair. Although his
their great libflility in forwarding all boxes
clothes must have been more or less covered
free of charge. Their thanks are also due to
from tile struggle with Mrs. KinsBreed, Butler & Co., and Flint, Kent, and with blood
ley, yet uo indications of anything removed or
Stone, for receiving and packing donations, to
could he discovered. Neither was
left
behind
C. F. T. Thomas, Esg., for printing reports and
tickets, and to the press for tlieir kindness and there the least indication that plunder was the
object of the villain.
promptness in publishing reports.”
A coroner’s juiy, which was summoned on
Mrs. T. C. Welch, President.
Saturday night, examined the bodies and
Miss B. W. Hawes, Secretary.
wounds, arriving at tiie conclusion that a rape
had been committed on the body of Mrs. KinsAnother Storm.
ley. All the tacts which we have narrated, auil
Another snow storm set in early Monday
others of which we will speak hereafter, were
morning which continued throughout the day, elicited. The investigations of the jury exthough not with so violent a wind as the storm tended into Sunday forenoon, and their verdict, of course, could only be that the deceased
of Thursday. A largo quautity of snow has
were murdered by some person or persons unfallen which makes it unpleasant
h^th for pe- known.
destrians and horses.
Wednesday evening a neighbor called at the
house and spent a portion ot the evening there,
Tho railroads of course suffered from the
leaving Mrs. Kinsley and Miss Caswell in their
storm. The Portlaud & ltochester ran trips
usual health and spirits.
A third member of
both ways in the forenoon. The train lrom
the family (Miss Kinsley), a daughter of WidAugusta, on the Portland & Kennebec road> ow K., was providentially absent at Auburn,
and thus her lifo was saved.
was not delayed half an hour.
The trains from
These circumstances point very clearly to
Montreal and Bangor wero delayed over three
some time Wedndsday night or early Thurshours, and did not arrive here until near six day morning, as the time when the murder was
committed.
Thursday the storm raged, and
o’clock.
scarcely a person passed along the road during
The train for Boston that left this city at 8.45
the day, and Friday the wind blew and the
A. M, was one hour behind time in roacliing roads were blockaded; and it was not until
the South Berwick Junction. The train that
Saturday that any one would have been likely
to notice the house.
left Boston for this city at 7.30 A. M., did not
Ill investigating as to who committed the
arrive here until about six o’clock in the evendeed, the only circumstances of significance
ing. No trains either way were run on this are these: About half-past two o’clock Thursday morning the family of Isaac Libby, who
road in the afternoon.
lmj# in the third house below Widow KinsThe regular trains for Montreal and Bangor
ley’s, as we have already stated, were awakenleft about the usual time yesterday afternoon.
ed by a noise of some one trying to get in at
the window’ of their sloeping room. Mr. Libby
The storm ceased about sunset.
arose, went to the window, and there saw a
man.
Mr. L. immediately asked him what he
Cumberland National Bank.—The annu- wanted?
I want to go in and warm me,” he
al meeting of the stockholders of this Bank
replied. Mr. L. being very suspicious of the
was held Monday afternoon, and the following
appearance.of tho man, responded, “I can’t
let you in; go away.”
Upon this the strange
Board of Direotors was elected: Wm. Moulton,
visitor went around to another window, and
Ashur Ware, Alvah Conant, Edward H. Damade an
to raise it, and soon after went

bury deceased).

William
Samuel Small, Cashier.

away.

Sunday, one Nathaniel Johnson, of North
Yarmouth, who has been a laborer in this vicinity for some time, was arrested by Constable

Moulton, President,

lin ker, at Mr. Kicker’s near the Poor Farm in
of being the murderer.
Johnson was at once turned over to the hands
of officer Littlefield, who brought him to Auburn Jail Sunday afternoon where lie is now
confined. Johnson is a heavy man, about 3oor
40 years of age, wears a long frock and a kos
sutli hat. He has not in years past sustained
a good reputation,
having been before the Police
Court for drunkenness, and having served a
•
season in jail ior larceny.
He has driven a team for various parties in
and
has
been
Auburn,
frequently on the streets
here. Haavers that he is innocentof themurder.

Back Mails.—The train that arrived from
Boston yesterday, brought nothing later from
New York than the papers of £ aturday morning, and nothing South of there later than last

Thursday morning.
The train from Augusta brought the Bath
papers of Friday, Saturday and Monday. Althe Belfast and Bockland palters that were
due on Friday and Saturday.
so

PRUSSIA.

Attention Battalion '.-Prepare for Review!
Column Forward, Guide Right—March l .'—The

Baron Von Werthcrn, hitherto Prussian Envoy at Madrid, is spoken of as tho future representative of Prussia at the Saxon Court.
The party of progress intend to bring forward a hill in the Chamber of Deputies, demanding that members of the North German
Parliament should receive salary,and their
travelling expenses should be paid them.
The North Gorman Parliament may he expected to meet in twelve days alter the termination of the elections—or about the 24th of

SPECIAL

Military Ball to-night will no doubt be fully atby our military friends, and wo have

no

Ladies

doubt it will prove one of the finest affairs
given in this State. A goodly array of

visiting Boston

uniforms add greatly to the effect at a festivity
of this sort, and wo are snre that our Portland

A
Robbing Clothes Lines— Officers Porter
and Hall arrested a negro on Saturday after-

charged with robbing the clothes line ol
Mrs. Reed on Lafayette street.
This robbing
clotheslines is “practiced to a great extent in
noon

FRANCE.

Rumors nt modification in the Cabinet were
again current, and M. Kouher was named as
likely to withdraw. It was also asserted that
the Council el State evinced a decided intention to oppose the new Army scheme.

this community,
public good, that

Cough,
A

1

Sore

A

Cold,

AND

If allowed to

continue,

Irritation of the Iiangs,
manent
or

STATE.

18

—The Skowhegan Clarion says that owing
to the snow blockade the Thursday train from
this city had not arrived at nine o’clock on Sat-

urday morning.
—In Augusta on Thnrsday night, as we
learn Irom the Journal, the shoe store of Mr.
Lawrence, the store ol Mr. Rowe, and others,
the number of five in all, were broken into
and robbed of money in scrip, to tbe amount of
$50 or more. The police worked up the case,
and have arrested several of the parties and
recovered nearly all the money,
—The Bath Times reports snow drifts in that
city varying in depth from nine to fifteen feet.
The Belfast Journal publishes with
approv-

to

|

AUSTRIA.

Complete amnesty bad been granted for all
offenses against the Press law,and newspapers
are relieved from all legal consequences of seufences which may have been passed upon
them.

j

ing

comments

the recent

Gen. Beauregard.

TURKEY.

“manly”

letter of

—The Rockland Gazette says that on ThursW. H. Titcomb accompanied
abont driving upon the Chickawauka Pond in his sleigh, the approach of

The Turkish Government has received information of plans formed
by the Greek party of
action, tor fomenting insurrection ill other
islands of the
Archipelago.
itusten Bey, Turkish
Miuister at the Italian

day last as Gen.
by his wife, was

another team caused his hor.se

rciJr,"tiVe

to start

a

per-

Throat Disease,

1

what I have to say at this
Personal.—The editor of the Star has retime. But before I take my scat you will
par- !
don me if I read a brief lesson which seems as ! vived a piivate letter from Rev. Mr. Me Collin
if written for the hour. The words arc as beau- I
ter, of Westbrook, dated at Rome, iu which he
tiful as emphatic.
states that he was about starting for Greece.—
“The dogmas of the quiet past are inadeHe would make a tour of that interesting
qaate to the stormy present. The occasion is !
piled high with difficulty, and we must riso country, and then return home, expecting to
As our case is new, so we
with the occasion.
arrive here in time to assume his
place at the
must disenthral ourselves, and then we shall
Seminary at the beginning of the spring term,

country,”

These arc the words of Abraham Lincoln.—
as full of vital force now as when ho
uttered them.
I entreat you not to neglect
the lesson, Learn from this how to save our

They arc

twuntry,

An

I

Consumption,
often

the result.

BROWN’S
BRONCHIAL
HAVING
For

TROCHES

A DIRECT INFLUENCE TO THE
GIVE IMMEDIATE RELIEF.

PART3,

Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Cobsninptive and Throat Diseases,

TROCHES

ARE

USED

WITH

ALWAYS GOOD SUCCESS.

Singers and Public S|»« aiters
will find Troches useful In
taken before

Singing or

clearing the voice when
Speaking, and relieving the

throat after an unusual exortion of the vocal organs.
The Troches are recommended and prescribed by
Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent
men throughout the country.
Being an article of
true merit, and having proved their etlicacy by a test
of many years, each year finds them in new localities in various parts of the world, and the Troches are
universally pronounced better than other articles.
Obtain

only‘‘Brown’s Bronchial Troches”

and do not take any of the worthless imitations
that may be offered, sold everwherb
Dec 4—d&w6m sn

sudden-

ly, and Mrs. Titcomb was thrown out of the
sleigh and very severely hurt, dislocating her
A Lesson.—Senator
Sumner, in concluding I left shoulder and receiving a fracture of the
his recent speech in arraignment of
Mr. John- j shoulder-blade.

save our

day’s

Mineral
and

one

a

Waters!”

half pints. One sufficient for

use.

Sold by Druggists generally.
Merrill Bros, No. 215 State st., Boston;
Pratt A Co, No. 106 Fulton st., New York,

Mains’ Pure Elderberry and Current Wines.
So highly recommended by Physicians, may be
found at wholesale at the drug stores of WAV Whipple A Co., H. H. Hay, W. F. Phillips A Co., E. L.
W. Perkins A Co.

Stan wood and J.

Make

Your

absconding debtor, who was summarily stopped from leaving town, says he is utterly opposed to writualUiu,

Folks Can’t Sleep Nights —We are
prepared to supply Hospitals, Physicians, the
trade and the great public generally, with the standard and invaluable remedy, Dodd’s Nervine, which
Some

now

article surpasses all known preparations tor the cure
of all formsot Nervousness. It is
rapidly superceding
every preparation oi opium—the well-known result oi
which is to produce costivcness and other serious
it
allays
difficulties;
irritation, restlessness and spasms,
and induces regular action oi the bowel
and secretive organs.
No preparation for Nervous Diseases ever sold so
readily, or met with such universal approval. For
Sleeplessness, Ixiss of Energy, Peculiar Female
Weaknesses ami Irregularities, and all the tearful
mental and bodily symptoms that follow in the train
ol nervous diseases, Dodd’s Nervine is the best remedy known to Beienee. Sold by ail druggists. Price $1Geo. O. Goodwin &
Co.,

augllsnlyd&w

n

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

OF'MIrumnlic Sails and Slramatic Miaet ui Waters, just received and ibr sale by
J. W. PERKINS & CO„
No 89 Commercial 8t,
no24tlKeowd*wly

GEO. C. LITTLEFIELD, I
a. m. wilson.

LIME

By Saving

and

NECESSARY'!

Your Waste Greasa

Using

.Jan 22

BUY ONE BOX OF THE

Peruvian.Portland—Liverpool.Ian

26

Bremen...New York. .Bremen.Jan 26
City of New York..New York. .Liverpool.Jan 26
Corsica.New York. .Havana.Jan ?g

Pennsylvania Salt M'fg. Co’s

SAPOJSTIFIEJK.

City of Limerick.. .New York. .Liverpool.Ian
Asia.Boston.Liverpool.Jan

(Patents ot 1st and 8ih Feb., 1859.)

North American..

.Portland

—

Liverpool

...

3o
30
.Feb 2

posed of according to law'.
Dated at Portland, this twenty-second day

—OR-

LYE.

CONCENTRATED

Suu rises. 7.23
Suu sets..5.01

It will make 12 pounds excellent hard soap, or 25
gallons of the verv best soft soap tor only about 30 cts.
Directions on each box.
For sale at all Drug anil
Grocery stores.

PORT

rapidly

"When by the use ot the ARNICA OINTMENT,
you can easily be cured. It has relieved thousands
from Burns. Scalds, Chapped Hands, sprains,
Chilblains, Sore Lips, Warts, cuts, Boils,
Eruptions, and every complaint of the Skin.
it for it costs but 26c. Be sure to ask for HALE’S
ARNICA OINTMENT.—For sale by all Druggists,
or send 35c to O. P. Meyiuour Ac Co*, Boston,
Mass., and receive a box by return mail,
dec 29 sn dim

Sch Frank Barker,
Galateer in tow.

Gray Street, (near Brackett St.,)
where he will attend to all business pertaining to
his profession: Snell ns .Setting Bones, Disiocatiou
of Bones, Injuries of Bones, Stitt' Joints, Contracted Cords, Hip Disease, Weak aud Palsied Limbs,
Spinal Complaints, Fractures, Rheumatic Affections,
Sciatics, and Lameness in general. The Dr. flatters
himself that, after having a natural gilt, combined
with a practice of twenty years in his profession,
pronounced incurable by
other physicians. Hundreds of Testimonials can be
given, but it is deemed unnecessary here.
Office hours irom 9 to 12 A. M., and from 2 to 5
cases

P. M.

jan!5 <I2w

14, 1807.
WISTAR’N

sn

BALSAM

CHERRY!

HAS BEEN USED NEARLY

HALF

A

CENTt fti

AMlium and every
affection of

THirOAT, liIJNQS Al¥» CHEST,
EVEN

CONSUMPTION.
The

success that has attended the
cation of ibis mod cine in all cases oi

unequalled

appli-

Pulmonary Complaints,

Boy den, M. D., Exeter, Me.
Alexander Hatch, M. D., China, Me.
R. Fellows, M. D., Hill, N. U.
W. II. Webb, M. D., Cape Vincent, N. Y.
W. B. Lynch, M. D., Auburn, N. Y.
Abraham Skillman, M. D., Boundbrook, N. J.
H. 1). Martin, M. D., Mansfield, Pa.
The proprietors have letters from all classes of our
fellow citizens, from the halls ot Congress to the
humblest cottage, and even beyond the seas; for the
fame and virtues of VFi*tur’ai BnUaui have extended to the
uttermost bounds of the earth,”
without any attempt on our part to introduce it beyond the limits ot our own country.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWIiE & SON, 18 Trcmont Street, Boston, and so.d by ail Druggists and
Dealers generally,
E.

HALVE!

Cures in a very short time

SORES, BURNS, SCALDS, CBTS,WOUNDS,
BRUISES, SPRAINS,CHAPPED HANDS
CHILBLAINS, &c., &c

OLD

Celebrated

Grace’s

Salrc!

Is r.rompL in action, soothes tire pain, takes out the
soreness, and reduces the most angry looking swellings and inflammations, as if by magic; thus alluding relict and a complete cure.
only 2o cents a box; rent by mail tor .1" cents.
SETH W.EOWLE & SON, 18 TrenmntSc, Bostcr,
Proprietors. Sell by Druggists and dealers gener-

ally.

tebl9, 'tid—sseodT.T.s&wecw

Long Sought

For !
Come at iMSt!

Mains’ Elder Berry Wine.
We take pleasure in
that the above
named

announcing

article

may be found lor sale by all City
lirsl class Country tfroeers.
As a Medicine Mains’ Wine is invaiuablo,
being
among the best, if not the best, remedy ior colds and
pulinouury complaints, as well as one of the most
agreeable Beverages. Manufactured from the pure
iuiceof the berry, and unadulterated by any impure
ngredient, we can heartily recommend it to the sick
as a medicine, and to the well, as a beverage.

Druggists and

To the days of the aged it addeth length,
To the mighty it addeth strength,”
’Tis a balm for the sick, a joy for the wellDiuggists and (tracers buy and sell

MAINS’ EhDERBERRl
novii7 »N <l&wtf

WINE.

WINTER SOAR.
Recoin ill ended for Chapped Hand* and for
general Toilet

use

may be obtained of

during Cold Weather. It
all druggists and fancy good

TI7E

ORIGINAL

LOZENGES.

confidence point to FELLOW’S
▼ ▼
WoRM LOZENGES as the most perfect remedy for those troublesome pests, INTESTINAL
WORMS. After years of careful experiment, success
can

with

our

efforts, and

we now

offer

to

the world

confection without a single fault, being sate, convenient, effectual and pleasant. No injurious result

a

occur, let them be used in whatever quantity.
a particle of calomel enters tlieir
composition,
They may be used without thi ther preparation, and
atauytune. Children will eagerly devour ail yon
give hem. and ask for more. They never fiiil in expelling Worms from their dwelling place, and they
will always strengthen the weak and emaciated, even
when lie is not afflicted with worms.
Various remedies have from time to time, been recommended, such as calomel, oil of worufeeed, turpentine, &c., producing dangerous, and sometimes fatal
consequences. After much research, study and experiments, embiacing several years, the proprietors
of Fellow’s Worm Lozenges, have succeeded in producing this remedy, free from all objections, and positively sate, pleasant and effectual. They do not. kill
the worms, but act by making their dwelling place
disagreeable to them. In order to assure consumers
of the genuineness of these lozenges, the analysis of
Dr. A. A. HAYES, Stare Assayer, is annexed :
“1 have analyzed the Worm Lozenges,
prepared
by Messrs. FELLOWS & (JO., .anil tind that they arc
free from mercury, and other metallic or mineral matter.
These Lozenges are skilfully compounded, pleasant to the taste, sale, yet sure and effective in tlieir
action.
A. A. HAYES, M. D.
Respectfully,
Assayer to the State of Mam.
Price IS cm l* per Box ; Five for $1.
can

GEO. W. SWETT, Proprietor of the New England
Botanic Depot, li(6 Hanover
Street, Bosron Mass
Sole Agent for the Uuited
States, to whom all orders should be addressed.
fcjr^Sold by dealers in Medicines everywhere.
octS-deowflmsN
n

Warren’s Cough Balsam.

Tlic best Remedy

evor

compounded for Cold*.

Coughs, Catarrh and ioimnnjiilion. iind nil
diseases ot tbe 1 broat and Lungs.
tfr-VaT sale bv all Dr-vpsts. Manufactured by
B. f HR inni Rv,
octlSd&wSN'Oni

Druggist, Bangor.

Pile Cure.
DR. GILBERT’S PILE INSTRUMENT
positively
cures the worst eases of piles. Scut
by mail on receipt of $4. Circulars lee. Sold bv druggists. Agents
wanted everywhere.
Address ,7 b: ROMA1NE,
Manager, No. 575 Broadway, New-York. oc2Gd3mss
A

Niirr

IMPORTS.

!

and

at
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Leatho

TlNSTnCCTIOA
1 forte, by

Miss

FIRST CLASS two story Brick House No. l:
Mechanic Street. Lot 42 x 100. Enquire at .*145
('ongri-MN 6ti, of
Jan 22dtf
L. D. ST BOUT.

AGUES MeC.

NEW

THE HOLIDAYS ARE APPROACHING

AS

JR.

M.

II O !S T

Has

To

Grloyes

Offer

House for Sale.

No. 4 Dcoriny: Block,
CONGBEMH
Dec -2—d&wtt

can

received from Paris, now in bond, and
to suit eu-tumors by

H.

ALL!

<ioods !

Price

List!
17c

Fine

31k

1 It

3©«

Bleached

best makes, yard wide, Bleached
ing,
Heavy Cotton Ffannel,
Bjst quality u
All tho

Sheet-

Specialities. Using

gars,

uro,

we arc

able

Pi
to

pit ai ion-; of our
vouch .or their

Tobacco,

Arfiwt*’ Material*, Ac., Ar.|
»Jan 12—d2m

OIL
LARD,

33c

nn«l

CA1VJDI.ES.

WHALE OIL,
OLIVE, ELAINE AND LED OIL,
KEROSENE AND MACHINERY OIL,
SPERM ft ADAMANTINE CANDLES, ft
SOAP,
For sale by UKADDIIAIY ft- I* All II,

40«

SPERM AND

No. 7 Central Wliarl, Eoalnu.

aug 0—Cm

35c

Balmoral Skirts,

$3,00

Prints,

lO to INc

All wool
All wool

Blankets, pi-pair,
75
Cassimcre,

$1,00
c former price $1,35
75 c former price $ 1,00
75 c former price $ I ,35

All wool

Tweeds,
wool Plaids,

Cotton and Wool

field.
Barque Mary Ann, Rogers, from New Orleans for
Havre, was wrecked Dec 21st, on Maggcns Bank.
No particulars.

Brown,

We also keep on hand a full supply of LUBIN’S
FOWDf B and SuAP, FANCY
EXTRACTS,
GOODS, Toilet Articles, Heed’s Id-juid i>ve Colors.
Wil on’s Herbs. Marsh’s Celebraiod Trusses and
Supporters, Patent Medicines, Hair Restorers, Ci-

30c

331«

White

All

Chemists,
door above

Oompoun.ling Physicians Proscriptions
Is one of our
own man uu fret

35c
35r

Red all Wool

reported

&

one

PORTLAND, ML.

Very Good, yard wide, Brown Sheeting,
Fine, yard wide, Brown Sheeting,
Heavy

Gray all Wool
Shirting

NTBEE1.

A. G. SCO LOTI LEEEAK aco.

purity.

«

lots

the Fi*h Market

orcr

FEDERili

303 Conprross St,

Leach, Parker & Co’s
Revised

sale in

for

P E Y U E T

Apothecaries

flow.v/

Ojten!

buy real French CALF SKINS
mmIPhilippeami Canaud’s <iAl(DINE.S m-

m

Oilier

Dry

NTBCET.

A New Place Jiti*t
TTTHFRF yon

i\EWS \

FOR

j

Privet* l

J Fixtures.
Enquire from 0to 12 A. M. at flrai tloor below
Americau House, India Mlrcci. jan£M3t*

GOOD

■.

Low

at

500 Pr«i, of W or Id-rru owned Trefoil **u,
at only
H|M
500 Hr*, of C'lothildc, nl only
1.00

JUST LOOK AT

dinve ashore on the rocks at Monument.
ageable
below Plymouth, where she b lgcd and the s.-a making a complete breach over her. The crew went into the mfczen rigging, where they remained ten or
twele hours. The steward and one seaman droppeu
Iroru the rigg.ng and were losr. T he rest were lafct n
olt by a life boat and put ashore, badly iro/en. The
tide ebbs and Hows through the vessel. She had a
cargo of Hgs. raisins, prunes, «Sfcc, which will be Raved in a damaged condition. The vessel is owned in
Boston and it is said is well covered by insurance.
Too cargo is valued at $60,000 in gold, and is fully insured in New York.
Sell Soplirnnia, Brient, ol and from Bucksport lor
New York, with hay and potatoes, went ashore on
Cape Ann, at 1 o’clock on Thursday, aud is a total
loss, together with the cargo. The vessel is owned
by the captain and his lather and was uninsured.
Italian b irque Anastusin. put into Liverpool, NS
on the 14tli inst, in distress.
Slic has the crew ot
barque Path Under, wiecked at Bermuda.
wrecked near B ston
The schr before
Light, witli loss of all hands proves to Lethe Juba
Anna, of Bostm. The captain and crew saved themselves in the bout.
The schr reported ashore at Pound L land, Gloucester, is the Julia, ol St George, NB. fche is a total
wreck. Crew saved.
A brig and schr are reported to be ashore at Marsh-

fresh Shrek ot

a

Kid

Sale.

Tobacco Cutter, Stove, and other Sloic

.mf:

and

LORO,

YEAR’S.

JfRUlM

Barque Velma, Nickerson, from Smyrna lor Bosbecame unmanton, during the storm of Thursda

PLANC-

the

-AND-

A

from Portland for New Haven.
flan 17—Ar, schs T J Tralton, from Boston lor Baltimore' Jessie Hart. 2d, irom do for Wood’s Hole;
Maracaibo, Henley. New York tor Portland.
Jan is, 19, 2o and 21—No arrivals.
The sen Mausueld, Irom New York for Anni?quam
is ashore.
Sch Cerro (fordo, ol Newburyport, has arrived
with loss ol foremast and bowsprit.
»lan 21—The tleet is frozen in.
Sehs Admiral Far rag at, from Philadelphia fur Port
land, and S 0 Loud, irom New York for Boston, arc
ashore at Edgartovvn.

on

CHRISTMAS

Also, Cigar Case, Candy Jars,

[BY TELBOR.VPH.]
HOLMES’ HOLE, Jan 16—Vr. sehs Nellie Potter,
tor
New York; S H Pool, McFaddcn
Boston
Somers,

GIVEN

437 TeufircM Slreel.
January 4,1SCT.
JaSillm*

janfchjsw

[AMPS,

Gore,

Ac

J'M.VO/’OJi TiJ.

--

For

GOltE’S

397 Commercial Si, 47 A 49 lirnt'b Sired,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
March 2f—rttl

THE

Case

,{

Ex-

mr

DY ALLTHK.

SOLD

nual meeting of the stock hob lers of the Maine
4'entml Railroad Company, will be held at the Town
Hall, in WaterviUe. on WEDNESDAY, February
27th. 1867, at 111 o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the following articles, viz
1st. To hear the reports of the Directors and Treasurer of said Company and act thereon.
2d. To make choice ot a Board of Directors for the

Show

the Lowest Prices!

STEAM REFINED SOAPS I

Maine Central Railroad Company.
stockholders arc hereby notified that the an-

bank.

furnish the

will

Wholesale Grocer* Throughout the Stale.

RICHARDSON,}

John

Plaids,

Union Beaver,
Moscow

50

former

c

price

37

e

former price 63r

35

c

former

$1,50

former

Tilton

$5,00 former price $7,50

McFarland,
more

than

40
Of their Safes gave AMPLE
late tire. Parlies desiring a

FIRST

PROTECTION In the

RATE

SAFE,

MODERATE PRICE, will please call on
EMERY & WATERHOUSE,
Middle Street, Portland,
Or at HO Nmlbniy Nim i, Boston.
Kr Second-hand Sales taken in exchange tor sale.

At a

price 501-

price $3,50

«£•

Desire to call tlie attention to the tret that

75c

—also—

—eath nio&adv remainder of time.
Portland Petroleum Company.
annual

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 17tli hist, barque Aliucna,
New
York.
Herriman,
Ar 20th, ship Kiug Phillip, Bickford, Boston.
NEW ORLEANS—Cid i7lli inat, sen Forest King
Welsh, New York.
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 14th, sch Ellon Perkins,
Perkins, Port au Prince.
BALTIMORE—Cld loth, sch Jaa Bropliy, Packaid, Wilmington. NC, (and sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA—Cld Hith, barque S D Ryor6on, Raymond, Antwerp; brig Persia Hinckly, Foster. Caibarion
A large ship was beating in to the Capes morning

BLACK AND COLORED BILKS

Silk

caM,

New Orleans.
Ar at Cardenas 9th, brig
Hyiicrioii, Simonton, fm
Havana, fand sailed tor Sierra Morena.

Bostoif

I Per steamer Asia, at Boston.)
,'lverpo°1 4th
C C Horton, Kelley, for

3d, Golronda, Davis, New Orleans; 5th, John
Diinmock, llarwani, Philadelphia.
North American, (ss) Kerr, for Portland
'Vlv
10th- W k Merer. Bryant, lor New York
loth; Kf
*or *al™oro with
!?^I\Hu.8se•v,
dispath; Southern
Rights. Ross, lor
Ski

Hamblen, Esq., No. 3 Union Wharf,
WEDNESDAY, February U, 1W>7,

Old at London 3d, Mary Beutly, Clark, lor Phila-

delphia.

Sld tin Deal 3d, John Barbour, Betts, (from London) for Boston.
Oif Falmouth 3*1, Marcia C Dav. Chase, flu Havre
lor Now Orleans.
Sld fin Newport 2d lust, Sarah L Hal Davis, ior

Matanzas.
Sld Im Cardiff 2d, Carrie Wright, Morgan, for New
Orleans; 3d, Denial* Hoi ton, Crocker, Boston.
Sld fin Swansea 3*1 inst, Annie, Morse, Baltimore.
Sld ini Shields 4th, Alice Thorndike, Carver, ibr
New Yrork.

Ar at Calcutta Nov 21, Oriental, Fiko, Rangoon:
Dec 2, Houghton, Buckminster, Maulmain.
Sid Dec 5, Colorado, Freeman, New York.
Cld Nov 21, Eddy stone, Peter«on, Boston; Dec 4
Sapphire, Hatch, New York.
Ar at Kunacheu Nov 27, Thomas Lor J. Preble
Card hi.
std Nov 27, Ib.muliLs, Fisher, London
Ar at Bombay Dec 2, Wizard
King, Woodworth,
New port; 12th, Sarept i, Oliver, .Wa dmain
Ar at Leghorn
ult, Anna. Bartlett, Shields.
'Tah'ho, t no date) J C Nickels, Jhi Savannah
for Tenenffe.
:
S)d rm Havre 1st
ina*, C&stlne. Thurston, tor New
°™“»; Marcia 0 l)av, Ohaae, do.
Sid tin iiolVQCt 2d
inst, Moonlight. Nickels, New-

at

fou*

year.

To transact such oilier business as may legally
before them.
By order of tho Directors,
WW, P. MERRILL. Scc’y.
41
Portland, Jan. 21,1807.
dtd

2d.

come

Go to Adams A I’urintou’s
*vonr House-famishing Goods of all kinds;
and all kindsofCroekcrv, Glass, Tin,
Earth em and Wooden Ware. Paper Hangngs. Window Shades, ftc, ftc.
nogudgin

Carpetings,

Stone,

the presen:

COOFFJi & MOUSE,
in informing their old patrons and
triends that they have resumed business at tbeir
OLD STAND, lorner of Market and Milk
streets,
where they will keep constantly on bund the best a»sortment of

TAKE pleasure

PARKER & CO,

Deering Oleck,
CONGRESS

jnulO

To Let.
Storage
ly^IIARFAGEand
»
wide and narrow

STREET^
d3w

FRANK

That tlie market atlord*, and it will be their earnest
andcaror to serve their customer* with promptness
and fidelity.
dcotlillt

water.

Apply

to J.

II.

Wharf._

AJtORN,

to lot on wharf with
gauge rail track, and deep
HAMLEN, head llotmon’*

___Ja5dsw

Portable

Steam

JEnyines,

PRACTICAL WATCHMAKER! C10MB1N1NG
the Max ini
of etliciency. dura*
bility ami economy with the mini
of weight
and
uni

>

I

NO. 1

fREE STREET BLOCK.
A

large

assortment of

CLOCKS
of all kinds.

Hatches, Sprelacies
constantly

nud
on

Tlirnnoatctcr*

mu m

price. They

widely

are

favorably known,

JOHN KINSMAN

hand.

Repairing

in all its branches punctually attended
work guaranteed to be faithfully performed.
All articles sold warranted to be oh
represented.
A lair share of the patronage ot the public in re-

to,

and

than GOO In in" In use. All warranted satisfactory, ar no sale. Descriptive circulars sent on
applieati >o. Address
J. C. UOADLEV A CO.
UVKXCE, Mass.
Nov. 6.
3md.
more

au-1

spectfully

solicited.
Port laud. Jan. 14, 1867.

DEALER IN

O ^ «

dtt

For Halo.

FIXTURES

SUIT of Sails, P.i rjrfng and Blocks, nearly new,
from a fishing Schooner of MO tons; also Topsails, Fore and Mainsails, second hand.
SAMPSON & CON A NT,
No. 19 & 20 Commercial Wharf.
deeldtf

A

A.

C A It

—AT—.

!>5 UniOU St.,

f>

PORTLAND.

Aug

L

do 10th.

in Port-

Meats, Poultry, Game, Ac.,

I LEACH,
55

rn

clock P. M., for the following
purports, viz:—
1st. To chooso a Board of Directors for tne
ensuing

our

Cloaks at Cost l

FOREIGN FORTS.
At Sierra Leone 6th ult, brig V irgiuia, Wood, to

Mason, Wyman, Cienfticgos; Pith, barque d k
Holbrook, Brown, Lath, Me.
Chartered—Brig Hyperion, to load at rardenas and
Sierra Morma for Portland, molasses at
pr bhu
of 119 gads, g g.e; barque Pency, for
Philadelphia,
direct, old railroad iron and hhds molasses at $4 pci
ton and hhd.
Sld tm Matanza- 8th, barque Devonshire, Hill tbi
*

and all Wool Poplin*
Thibet*, Nohnin, Alpn<(block nnd colored), C'a*hmrrr«,
All W’ool Do Caine*,
Wool

will l>e closed out at prices conforming to
state oj the market.
All our largo stock of

Rockland.

Georgetown, SC.
sld 8»h. brig If.ypcrion, Simonton,
Cardenas; 9th,
Win

o

figured,

DRESS GOODS

BELFAST—Ar l3ih, schs Mary Farrow, Condon;
Gen Meade, Ferguson, and Sea Flower, Dickev, from
Boston
CAMDEN—Sid 12th, sch D H Bisbee,(ncw) Jones,
Pensacola via Key West.

loud ior New York.
Ax at Valencia 20(li ult, barque Speedwell, Patten,
New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 29th ult, barque Dorchester.
Hey
nolds, boston lor Malaga.
At Barbadocs 18th ult, barque Marathon, Drltko,
f.om Norfolk, ar 12th. disg.
Sl<l 1 itli, barque Mayflower, Ellingwood, Trinidad.
Sid tin Mansanilla 1st inst. brig Valencia, Small,
for New Yois.
Old at Havana 9th in«t, brig Mary A Reed, Reed,

l

and in Cict all

goade.
GLOUCESTER—Ar Vtb, brig J H Counce. Billings, Lucksport for New York; schs Anna Myrfck,
Collins, Tangier 'dr Portland; Massachusetts, Hall
lor

and

an

Coburg*,

throp.Stewart, Charleston; brigs Keystone, Baiter,
Havana; Pomona, Brown, for Galveston; Monica,
Mitchell, Nassau River, Fla; Sophie, Strout, Brunswick, Ga; Tangent, Chandler, Boston; sch Annie
Collins, Smith, Arrovo; Gen Banks, Green, Sagua;
E S C'onant, Hammond. Brazos, Texas.
BOSTON—cld 19th, ship Camilla, (new) Humphr\
lor Ttio Janeiro; sch Maria J Moore, May, for Mira-

Boston

meeting of the »tockho!Jer» of this
I'iUECompany will
be held at the Counting-room ol

Edward

land,
both plain

of the 15th.
NEW YORK—Ar 17tli, ship Brewster, Collins, ftn
Bo ton, to load for Hong Kong.
Ar 20th, ship Alexander, Stineheomb, Boston.
Cld 17tb. brig A F Larrabee, Card lc, Charleston.
Cid l$tb, ships Meicury,Stetson, Havre; It C Win-

undei-signed having

THE
Hall, will

REMOVED from

Ware’s

OPEN THIS DAY
THEIR NEW STORE

No. 3 Free Ht. Block,
Ami

would invito the attention of tin:

Clothing,

Tailoring &

Dry

Clot hi ny

Foreign

U\

SHORT A'

Tailors’

Tritnniinyx,

hORTXGf

Booksellers &

Law,

Stationers,

Fwr, C-urner Outer Streets,
Have on hand a full supply o|

31

OF

& Domestic Woolens,

and llepaired

WILLIAM
is now

Large ami well Assorted New Stock
-—

Utf

BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal
located at his new store No £4 Fed
street,
eral st, a few doors below Lime street, will attend
to his usual business of Cleansing and Repairing
Clothing of all kinds with his usual promptness.
X^“Second-hand Clothing for sale at fair prices.
Jan 8—tit t*

Goods

Trade to their

Cleansed

20

School,
Miscellaneous
Blank Books.
STATIONERY OF Al t. KINDS.

Ut
We

Presses,

Envelope Case3, Let"
Pen Racks, 4c.

have I net rndeved fr.m Sew YorV

—AND—

a

fliH

supply

PAPER HANGINGS,

Gentlemen’s Furnisliiug Goods!

New patterns and Choice Styles.

Purchased the past week for Cash, which will l«
ottered to the trade at the lawest market prices.
Soliciting your patronage, we remain
Yours Very Truly,

DRAWING PAl'KU OF Aid, SIZES.

8POKIN
Dec 31, oft' Tuskar, ship Resolute, Freeman, from
Liverpool lor New York,

0HADB0URN & KENDALL.

Give

us a

call.

_

Shari A
31

January 15, 1867.

and

flash, Post Office and

Sid 20th, MomingStar, Matthews, London.
Calcutta, Dee 7-—The Sapphire, Hatch, for N York,
while dropping down to Garden Bench, got in collision and received some damage to the upper part of
her stern.

castle, E.

LIVERPOOL. Steamship North American—240
bdls hoop iron, 45 bdls rods, to Ebon Corey; 2 bales
Dundee goods, C M Bailey; 24 cases mdse, J E Prjii<die; 2 casks <lo. Eastern Ex Co; 16 coils wire rope.
1 bag hanks. GeoAPccble; 56 kegs 1 cask white
lead, Thos Paddock; 13 cases mdse, AgtGTRCo;
2 chain cables 1 anchor and stock, l l«ag hanks, t
case paint, 96 coils wire rope, RFC Hartley,

we CAii

Best Goods

LEA THE

Parties desiring to troat for the rent of any part of
these premises, are requested to communicate with
either of the undersigned.
JOS. C. NOYES,
)
R. M.
Committee.
P. BARNES,
)
■■

use.

Ben Q.ualitiea, adapted to the demand,
port and UouifHlir Con-umpiiou.

prominent business avenue.

[FROM OUB COKBESPOItDENr.l
KENNKBUNKPOKT, Jan. 19—Sch Democrat, (ol
Calais,) (apt. Thos. K. Thompson, from St Andrews,
N B, tor Boston, anchored in Cape Porpoise harboi
10th, and the nev : evening during the great snow
storm, dragged her anchors and struck upon tin

aK<tec24tofcblO
FKC COW’S

leuce that

This Pudding is within 100 feet of Middle street,
and very near the centre of the moat valuable improved district in the city. Plum street has been
widened seventeen feet, and is likely to become a

y-

family

ble for t'ue trade and

Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our good* are manufactured
under lie personal »Ui*ervision olour senior purtm-r,
who hai had thirty year- practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with eou-

ing.

induced many Physicians of high standing to
employ »t in their practice, some oi whom advise us
Twenty-one ships pic detained at the bar below
of the fact under their owu signatures. We have I New Orleans, with 0000 bales ol cotton.
space only for the names of a few of these:—
DISASTERS.
has

«Bi€E’lt('ELEII1AIED

Allot SUPERIOJl QUALITIES, in packages suita-

Swaaey, Boston.

Y,

astonishing success in curing
Cough*, Cold*, IIoarM’nr**, Moir Tlaionl,
iuiliteuzn, Whooping Cough, Croup.
Liver Complaint*, Ha-oiu hid*,
*
Diiiiculiy of Brcalhiug,

INCLUDING

t'UEMICAL ULI VC,

CRAXL’3 PATENT,
SODA, ANI> AMERICAN CASTILE.

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, couiaing all the modern Improvements, we
ire enabled to furnish a
supply ot suhiik of fhe

of the Directors to the Dexter and Newport Railroad
Company for the lease of their road when completed.
EDWARD T. LITTLE, Clerk.
Watcrvfllo, Jan. 13, 18fi7.

With the most

THE

—

OLEINE,

The three stories, twelve, eleven and twelve and a
half feet high, are oil about thirty-four toothy seventy in area—less the staii ways—and are exceedin' It
well lighted for any kind ol business. Thcie is als*
a basement, with good lights, under the whole build-

jan22dlw

1.

NO.

to suit the views of tenants.

Northern end of Green Island. The crew, expecting
she wr uld immediately go to pieces, left in the boat
and went ashore on the island. The vessel soon at
ter drove over and at high water was probably t lown
out to sea, as she has not since been seen, she regis
teral about 75 Ions, was owned by Win Dcmnnng, ol
Calais, and uninsured. She had a cargo of 1975 railroad sleepers and GOOD la bs, consigned to Foster &

—OF—

WILD

John, NB

fuXTR A.
FAMILY,

ATHENVEUM BUILDING, on Plum
ami in condition to be completed
time, is offered lor tease tin
business purposes, and will be partitioned ami fittc.

brig

REFINED 80 A PS,

STEAM

of Jan-

Sbo will disehaige and go into
dock loi examination and repairs.
The Esmeralda, from .Bangkok for Hong Ivong,
with ice, encountered a cyclone Nov 25tli and 2Cth,
during winch lost mainmast and lore and rnizzen top
Will discharge and dock.
mauls.
Queenstown, Jan b—The Hemy. from Limerick,
has landed here one of the crew of the Am barque
Harvest Queen, tiom Swansea tor Baltimore, win.
state* that the H Q loundered in a gale on the 5th
inst, oil' the Head ol K insale, and that he was picked
up after being four hours in tl<e water; that he he
lieved the remainder of tlio crew took to the boats,
but could not say what became of them, ns lie was
below when the vessel was going down ami only got
on deck in time to cling to a spar.

gvoundrd on a

House No. :il

Jan.

St

WOULO

1I
[Per steamer North American, at this port.)
Liveii*ool, -Ian 9—Accounts from all parts of the
coast stale that the loss of Ino and property duriug
the gales, has been unprecedentedly large.
The Ivanlioe, troin London tor San Francisco, a»
ensuing year.
3d. To see if the C ompany will satisfy the pledge
Falmouth, broke adriil during the gale 5tli, and

Dr. H'JI. II. SWEET, one of the celebrated
family of Sweet, Bone Setter, from Rhode Island,
but for the last 10 years a resident of New Bedford,
Mass., having l>ocn associated there with his brother
Job, with the most battering success, lias, through
the solicitation of his fiiemls aud patients in the
State of Maine, opened mi office iu this City, in

most

Br

GO EE,

solicit l he at ten ion ol the trade and
consumers to their Standard iii.inds 01

now covered
a short

CLEARED

Brig Martha, (Br) Dwyer,

Porteous.

Professional Card.

can cure

Wvlle, Boothbay, with

SOAPS!

lEITUE.i

new

Baltimore.

Try

WINSLOW. Agent.

KEFI.IED

THE
street,
within

cut away both musts to keep her from driving
the rocks, ami to save the lives of those on b ard.
Alter drilling about some time she was brought n)
and finally ma te a harbor. The captain Irose Ins
hands, am) is otherwise bitten. The vessel’s mainsail, and jibs, were saved. Geo H Starr, of this city,
who is agent tor the owners, will have the vessel repaired at luis port.
Sch .John Boynton. Reed, Newport, RI, to load for

Why Suft’cr from Sores ?

that l.e

PORTLAND.

on

Proprietors.

n

OF

be Mid tin;
at the office of

S T E A. ^vl

DESIRABLE PREMISES
To l»e Let.

3STEWS

DIVIDEND.
0,..,u. fcv cent. will

jaolOiltl_J. S.

S. Marshal, District of Maine.

U.

1

^

A Wtatoi'X^,S Warrior

CHARLES CLARK,

jau 22 d!5t

Monday* Janary 21*
ARRIVED.
Steamship Ncrth American, (Br) Kerr, Liv rpool
10th via Londonderry lltli inst.
Brig Galatcer, (Br) McLean, Boston tor St John,
Nb, via Matmicus in tow of sch Frank Barker, ol
boolbbay. ltcports, left Boston 15tli in charge of a
pilot, and on the morning the )7th during the sioriu
found the vessel clo>-o on to Matlnicus, and dropped
both anchors to keep her trom going ashore. About
4 o’clock, the gale ha-1 increased to such an extent,
that the sea was breaking heavily over the vessel
when she broke trom her anchors; was obi ged to

You need not Suffer with Piles
Since Carr’s Pile Remedy brings immediate relief, and Bloodily cures both recent aud inveterate
eases.
The only uniformly successful medicine lor
Piles. Dealers want no other where it has been introduced. Scud for circulars anil certificates. Ask the
nearest Druggist to get the medicine tor you.
Druggist who desire a most efficacious, popular and
selling medicine for Piles may apply to the
Proprietors. Sold by the Proprietors, and by S. Anderst>n& Son, Bath: 11. H. Hay, Portland; B. F.
Bradbury, Bangor; llqyacc Barbour, lAwiatou, and
other Druggists
Wm. Carr & Co.

sepl!)SN2tawtt

Moon rises. 8.05 PM
Hitili water.1.15 PM

MARINE

BEWARE GF COUNTERFEITS.
jg^Be particular in asking for Pennsylvania Salt
Manufacturing Co’s Saponitier.
noltsKeod&wly

uary, A. D. ib67.

Almanac.January 22.

Miniature
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A
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DATE.

Maple Streets,
/k

U. S. Marshal's Sale.

City o Dublin.New York. .Liverpool.Jon 23
Persia.New York.. Liverpool.Jan 23
Moro Castle.New Yurk..Havana.Jan26

EXECUTED.

January 2i!e<xl tin

United States of America, \
District of Maine, as.
(
RSUANT to sundry vend: Fxpo: to me directed from the lion. Edward Fox. Judge ol the
United States District Court, within ami tor the
District of Maine, 1 shall expose and offer for sale at
Public Auction, to tho highest bidder theretbr. the
following property and merchandize at the time and
place within said District, as follows, \iz:
At the Mill, formerly occupied hg Mason it Smith,
at Hollis Center, in said District., on
Friday the
eighth day of February next, at ten o'clock A. A)
One Lathe ; one TaJhe Bench and
Too’s
Turning
one Board Planer ; one Grind Stone and Betuh.
one dozen Circular Saws;
six Saw Shifts; one
Clapboard Machine; one Lath Alarhine; one Machine for
making Match Splints; one Face PUner
for planing end of Alatch Blocks; one Machine for
preparing Match Blocks; one Power ( ross-t ut Saw
one Hand Cross Cut Saw; on* and one
half gross
Stamped Matches; ninety-three one cent Jilt. Her.
Stamps; all the Shifting and Belting, unsfamjiea
Matoses, Stoves and other furniture in the Mid anti
Dry House, connected therewith, excepting /he Alain
Shat't and Water Wheel and the necessary Bel tint,
and Bearing connecting the mam Shaft with the B'a
ter Wheel.
The same having been decreed forfeit to the United States, in the District Court, for the said District
of Maine and ordered to be solfi and the proceeds dis-

—

FROM
FOR
NAME
North America.New York. .Rio Janeiro
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DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS
NO

DESCRIPTIONS,

Corner of A ork and

PASSENGERS.

!

Soap

Boards aud Plauk,

Jointing

OF ALL

STAIR IillLUINM

the North American, from Liverpool
Lieut
LeguNL Ensigns I^egard, Hall, and Griffith, Mr and
Mrs Giapcs and three chilyren, Capt Raymond, Mrs
Margt Draunt and two children. Miss Julia Draunt.
Capt F H Leonard, J N Hickuott, ami 1*1 others in
the st c-age.
In

janl2sNdly

Own

and

MILLS,

Sweep & Circular Sawing, Wood Turning, &c.

> cars.

JTft^The

Ravnclds,

no‘2USNeod&wly

Agents.

Planing, Matching

MOULDINGS

funeral services of the late Capt. Chas. II.
Gilman, will take place on Wednesday afternoon, at
2 o’clock, (instead of time previously announced,) at
No. 16 Green street.

Wholesale

Not

ITALY.

Here, sir, I closo

In bottles ot

has crowned

and it is necessary for the
those convicted should suffer

THE

SALTS!”

SALTS are made from the concent rated
Liquors of the Mineral Well oft he Penn’a Salt Mania.'taring Co., in Pittsburg, and are packed in airtight boxes. One always sufficient for a bath. Directions are attached.
INTERNALLY USE
These

“Strumatic

MOULDING & PLANING

F°r

Cape Elizabeth, Jan. 1:1, John Robinson, aged

[Funeral this (Tuesday) afternoon, at 2 o'clock,
Horn hU iate res denoc. Relatives and fr iends uninvited to attend.
In Monroe, Jan. 6, Miss Hattie A. Grout, aged 26
years.
Ai iho Military Asylum. Togus, Capt. J.E. Atkins,
formerly of Gardiner, aged 52 years.
in Lyndon, Dec. 15, Reuben T. Brown, lormerly oi
Livermore, aged 61 years.
At C astle Hill, Jan. 1, Mrs. Flora L., wife of Matthew Waddell, aged 15 years.
In Jay, Dec. 28, Mrs. Mercy Davenport, aged 1*2
years.
In Farmingdale, Jan. 8, Mr. Abijali Collins, of Ha’.lowcll, aged *2 years.

quack

WORM

immediate attention,
SHOULD BE CHECKED.

In

Do away with all your various and often peruieious dru^s and
medicines, aud use a lew baths
prepared with

a

WOOD

_

78

*•STRUMATIC

LITTLEFIELD A WILSON’S

DIED.

BY TREATMENT WITH MINERAL WATERS.

Throat,

Requires

some.”

Rumors had been current that the
question
between Italy and Turkey in regard to the
firing into an Italian steamer by a Turkish
frigate, had been arranged; but the Opiniouc
contradicts it, and says Italy will insist upon
reparation from Turkey in the matter.
The political emigrants at Bologna had
largely signed an address which virtually calls for
the overthrow of the Hope. They demand that
the Governors of the city of Rome shall cease
to be the worst in Europe; that foreign troops
in Papal pay shall be disbanded; that men
confined in prison for supposed ott'er.ees
against religion shall ba released, and that the
dominion of the priests shall be shaken off—
The address declares that liberty is oniy to .be

son, said:

RHEUMATISM CURED
ERUPTIONS oil (hr PACE CURED
SCROEULA CURED

or

_

of°l^P^MW^tt!ed

DYSPEPSIA CURED

dealers.

ladies cannot be surpassed.

H., Jail. liO, by Key. A. Dolce.
l'ryeburg, and Miss Georgia A.
NH.
Perkins,ot Dover,
In Auburn. Jan. 19. at the residence of John Stinson, by Rev. R. J. Ayer, M. E. Ingal|s. Esq., ol Boston. and Miss Abbie M. Stinson, of Gray.
In Newcastle, Jan. 3, John M. Jackson and Annie
M. BlagJon. both ol Wiacasset.
In Gardiner, Jan. la, Eph’ui Forsyth, Esq., of U.,
ujui Emily Williamson, of Pitts on.
In Farmington. Jan. 12, S. B. Hunter, ot Strong,
and Hanuuh II. Lnvis, ot Farmington.
in Weld. Dee. 22, Albert H. 1 Icald, of Sunmer,
and Sarah E. 11 ought on, of W.
In Farmington, Jan.iu, Aipbeus Hunt, of Pittston, and Angelina H. Richardson, of Avon.

dlysn

NOTICES.

will find the extensive Boot and Shoe Store of T. E.
MOSELEY A CO.’S, Summer Street, in the Immediate vicinity of the principal dry goods houses, and
their stock of fashionable Boots and Shoes is worthy
the attention of all.
jan22dlt

ever

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

In PurtMMUtb, N.
David A. Bradley, ot

MIX Eli AE BATHS AT HOME.

COLGATE At CO.’S,

tended

February.
Reports were in circulation that the Duke of
Saxe Coburg had resolved to abdicate his sovereign lights in favor ol Prussia.

by bloodshed.

November 10, 186G.

Auburn,-.fl suspicion

ating majority.

won

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.

£aintul

veis, M. M. Butler, W. F. Milliken, S. J. Anderson,) the latter in place of Jonathan Tuks-

MARRIED.

This splendid Hair Dye is tlie best in the world.
The only true and perfect Dye—Harmless, Reliable.
Instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous
tints. Natural black or Brown.
Remedies the ill
effects of Bad Dyes.
Invigorates the hair, having
it Bolt and beautiful.
The genuine is flgiisd William A. Batche'or. All others are mere imitations,
and should he avoided.
Sold by all Druggists ami
Perfumers.
b’uctory HI Barclay street, New York.
SK' Bcwnrc ot a coinm-rfcit.

attempt

her, and this is her first trip with them. She
proves now, as she did originally, to he the
swiftest steamer of the line, having made the
quickest trip of any of them.
Details of the effects of the disastrous gales
continuo to he published. The damage was
great, both on land and water, including many
wrecks and loss of life.
i;he London TitneB remarks that the movement for impeachment of President Johnson
is evidence of a revolution through which the
Union is passing. It is a hint of what may
come after. The fate of Johnson is a trifle
compared with the safeguards of all personal
liberty and individual freedom, which are thus
subjected to tlie unchecked caprice of a fluctu-

.,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

TRAGEDY !

Desirable Premises to be Let.

police

stronger

ADVERTISEMENT

Show Casa for Sale.
Wood Moulding, &e.—Littlefield & WilsonU. S. Marshal’s Sale.
House tor Sale.
Maine Central Railroad Company.

itself more and more every day,
j and to exercise arbitrary powers. On Four sevmougn
eral occasions has the
preparing for a decisive action, which,
opposition of the liberal
of J? ebruend
the
ui embers succeeded in
before
off
to
come
not iikely
defeating the governone ot this uulorlast
the
to
be
ment
the
consideration
of the annual
ary, promises
during
from the Mar- |
tunatc war, if wo are to judgo
which
has constituted so
appropriation
bills,
as a soldier, and j
far the main business of the present session of
quis’ scientific attainments
he is taking. The refrom all the precautions
the Berlin Parliament.
First, they brought
had a iuort saluforms he has lntroducedjbave
about the refusal of an improper demand for
morale ot the private solan increase of the salaries ot the higher grades
tary effect on the
diers and have increased that confidence so Of civil officers.
Their argument, that the
who now seem to
necessary in the officers,
lower classes of officials, whose pay is wretchbrave all dangers for the glorious termination edly low in Prussia, should receive the beneof this campaign.
fit of legislative liberality, prevailed by a small
Immediately alter his arrival at Corrientes majority. Next, they made the government
the Marquis had an interview with Admiral
yield its position relative to the bill appropriTamaudare, the result of which was a depar- ating one million and a half of Prussian thala
flotilla
of
of
three
ture
gunboats to Itapua,
ers ($1,100,000) for pecuniary donations to the
ill the Upper Parana River, to watch the Par- !
public servants who had most distinguished
The government
aguayans in that quarter, as it was discovered ; themselves in the late war.
that they have been receiving supplies through
wanted the House simply to vote the money,
the borders of the Province of Rio Grande, in I which it
proposed to distribute at its pleasure.
Brazil, and that ot Corrientes, in the Argen- ! But the liberals insisted on inserting the names
tine Republic. How this had not been provid- of the intended recipients ot the
people’s moed against by Tamandare cannot be understood.
ney in the bill, and carried their point after
It is the first important work the fleet will have
resistance
on the
part of the gov
protracted • • • *
done for many months.
Their third success’tho
eminent.
Theer is a tendency now, on the part ot some
liberals achieved in having by ihcir efforts an
Buenos Ayres papers, to execute the Admiral
appropriation of 35,000 thalers for the secret
fund strickeu out of the
for not having gone up the Paraguay River, on
budget of the
*
*
*
Minister of the lnteria.
the strength of reports made by American and
The most
Cuother foreign officers who have been up to
liberal triumph consisted in carryimportant
torwith
alive
river
is
ing a resolution by a minority of fourteen, derupaity lately, that the
but
pedoes for seven miles above the fortress;
claring expressly that, though the Uousc
before i^opez
would vote, iu view ot the political situation,
why did he not pass up a year ago,
tor
the
As
well?
had time to guard himself so
the appropriations asked for by the War Desouthern
the
froi*river Parana, running along
partment, tliis action was not intended to iuiticr of Paraguay, it has never been in the least
an indirect approbation of tho acts of the
obstructed, aud a single gunboat might have
Ling and ministry in connection with the reit
without
in
or
difficulty
blockaded every paso
organization of the army, carried out since
danger.
ldbO, in violation of the Constitution and the
Kor the success and brief conclusion of this
laws of the land.
The reorganization of the
war Tainamlare should have been recalled long
army, it will bo remembered, was inaugurated
been
known
has
over
a
year that,
since, for it
and accomplished by Kiug William and the
he w ould do nothing because ho could not
Bismarck ministry without tue sanction of
agree with the other commanders. The ImpeVarliament, by a flagrant usurpation of power
rial Government has at last remedied this state
It formed the main point at issue in the five,
of things by appointing Vice-Admiral J. J. Igyears struggle between the government and
nasio to substitute Tamaraude, who is coming
Parliament, in the course of which the former
back shortly. The new Vice-admiral lelt here
again and ugain dissolved the latter for steady
and will be in charge very
on the 6th inst.,
refusal of constantly increasing opposition masoon.
Ho was accompanied on board tho
jorities to vote the additional approprial ions
transport by a host of friends and admirers,
required by the War Department under tho rewho consider him and Caxias as tho ouly two
organization, the last dissolution taking place
men capable of saving the country from a disas late as last February.
By the passage of
the resolution, the liberals formally announcgraceful defeat.
The imperial fleet at present in Paraguayan
to
the
ed
government that its late victories
waters is composed of nine iron-clads, twenty
have neither wiped out its past record of outgunboats, two sloops-of-war, (oue a steamer rageous, persistent wrong to the popular
carrying 32 guns,) two bomb vessels, and seven branch of the national legislature, nor renderother small steamers,"besides a large number of ed them disposed to lbllow its dictation blindly
transports, carrying in all 215 guus and 3,70u hereafter, aud saved themselves the self-stnltification iu which an unconditional voting of
A very formidable force, surely, for a
men.
small country like Paraguay to oppose itself appropriations that they had so consistently refused in the past would have inevitably involvto.
ed them.
A Paraguayan deserter who came over to
the allied lines a few days ago, declares that
his
much
that
is
reduced;
The Atlantic Monthly for
Lopez’s army very
February opens
meu are in rags, and on the point of starvation,
with the second part of Holmes’s “Guardian
&c., &c. Iu contradiction to this statement,
an American officer writing from on board the
Angel." The story gets under weigh slowly,
Wo are quite struck with tho
Shamkin says:
the interest' of the present chapters being
magnificent appearance of the Paraguayans in found mainly in the carefully elaborated
poreight; they seemed as if they had been fed up trait of the old Master of
Arts, Byles Grid ley,
tor show, and kept in the best possible trim.—
They lookod fresh, well clad, and had the hear- which is presented in sharp contrast with that
ing of defiant men, and able to do their work of the able young schemer, Murray Bradshaw.
bravely.”
“Characteristics of the Elizabethan Literathan before the
is now

Cqrupaity

Murder

COLUMN.

Boots and Shoes—T. E. Moseley & Co.

fortifying

assault oi the 22d of September last, having
been greatly fortified by a heavy battery on tho
river side.

AWFUL

New Advertisements To-Day.

l.ariag,

Free. Comer Center Stiee
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order* lor Job Work to Daily Pr*®
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loyal representatives to Congress.
After speeohes by other gentlemen

CABLE.

same

PRESS.

Garibaldi

Affairs in the United

ou

Bread Riot

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.
to the daily

The

press.J

Turks

at

adjourned.

Colombia*
New York, Jan. 21.
Panama
The Herald’s
correspondent says
United
the
States Minister, fens
Mr. Burton,
liud serious difficulty with President MosqtieMr. Burton
ra, and demanded Ins passports.
bad broken off all communication with the
Colombian officers.
The yellow fever had broken out, but it was

Liverpool.

Defeated by

the

not

Cretans.

epidemic.

j

Tim RIAltKUTS.

IMPORTANT DECREE EBOM THE
EMPEROR NAPOLEON.

on Internal
Improvements call attention of our State delegation in Congress to the improvement of the
London, Jan. 19—Evening.
navigation of the Fox and Wisconsin rivers, to ; Up to the present hour forty-one persons are
reported to have lost their lives by the breakcheapen the price of hread-stuffs[iu Maine.
ing of the ice in Regent’s Park. Others who
HOUSE.
were known to be on the ice at the time of the
the
to
A hill
Portland & West- accident are still missing.
incorporate
ern Railroad Company was presented and reGaribaldi, at the request of an American
friend, lias witten a letter giving his opinion
ferred.
He applauds
on affairs in the United States.
Petition to amend charter of Water Power the election of colored
deputies to the Massawas
chusetts
referred.
Legislature, earnestly expresses his
Company
hope for tho preservation and future harmony
Bill to increase the
salary of the Governor, of
the Union, and urges the President to come
was read twice and
terms with Congress.
Wednesday assigned for a
third reading.

j

Job Compositor accustomed to
of work, and who knows the
a man to work ou
business;
posters. To
steady, reliable men, with good references, good
wages and permanent situations will be given.
EDWARD R. FISKE,
Apply to
jamUdlw
W oreeater, Mass
|
lines! class
ONEtheexperienced
also

WASHINGTON.

Petition lor

a

Gold

—

New York market.
New Yobk, Jan. 21.

Cotton—is dull and nominally }c lower; sales 150
bales. Middling uplands at 34}c.
Flour—a shade firmer; sa'es 0,200 Ohls. Prices nre
without change.
Wheat—dull and unchanged.
Corn—lc higher: sales 702,000 hush. Mixed Western al 117.
New Yellow Jersey 113.
Gats—more active; sales 21,000 bush.
Western at
62® 05c. State at 09 @ 70c.

so

:

j

j

Treasury.
OF SURRATT.

Washington, Jan. 21.

following is Hr. Morrill’s gold
passed by the House to-day:
The

the distress of the poor in this

bill

as

Be it enacted, that after the passage of this
act, whenever any sale shall be made of coin
from the Treasury of the United States, public
notice of not less than six days shall be given
by advertisement in one daily newspaper of
each of the cities of Washington and New
York, designating the amount to be offered,
inviting proposals for auy part thereof, naming
tl e place and hour up to which such sealed
proposals will be received, the terms of payment, and when aDd where such proposals shall
Such proposals shall be addressed
be opened.
11 the Assistant Treasurer at New York and
shall be opened by him in the presence of such
persons as may choose to attend at the time
designated in tbo notice. No proposal shall bo
considered unless accompanied by a certificate
of deposit in the Treasuty of the United States,
of five per centum of the amount of coin bid
for in such proposal, which shall he received
as part pay lor the coin bid for, when the proposal is accepted, or refunded to the party makPayment
ing the same, when not accepted.
may he received lor coin thus disposed of, in
compound interest notes with interest accrued
thereon. The Assistant Secretary, with the
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury,
shall have the right to reject the whole or any
part of such proposals, provided that none but
In ease of
the highest bid shall be accepted.
different bids at the same rates, said bids shall
be accepted pro rata.
Five thousand citizens of Western North
Carolina have petitioned the House of Representatives through Speaker Colfax, asking the
f rrmntion ot a new State in that region, or the
r 'Construction of North Carolina on a loyal
b isis.
The following are the features of the bill introduced by Representative Garfield to-dav:
1st, To provide lor the appointment of three
citizens not holding any federal office, with
full power to examine all books, letters, papers,
vaults anil deposits in the Treasury aud SubTreasury, and to report to Congress in reference to the receipts and disbursements of the
public money. 2d, The actual amount ol
money in the Treasury, and specifying ihe
amount of coin. United States notes aud ua
tional bank notes.
3d, The amount of public money deposited with the designated depositories and the mode of managing the
same.
4th, The amount aud description of
the 1 inuds deposited in the Treasury by the
national banks to secure their circulation.—
nth, The manner of paving interest on bonds
and safeguards against the duplication anil
counterfeiting of coupons, litli, The sales ol
gold, purchase and sale of bonds and other securities of the United States, with amounts
and rates of purchase and sale, and amounts
of commissions paid and to whom paid. 7th.
Engraving, printing and issuing of national
bank notes. United States bonds, legal tender
notes and fractional currency. 8th, Redemption and cancellation ot all United States paper representing value. 9th, Manner of keeping accounts, auditing claims, issuing warrants
for the paymentof money Irom the Treasury.
10th, Any other suggestion or recommendation affecting the efficiency and security oi
transactions in the Treasury Department.
The Supreme Court has announced an adjourned term commencing on the first Monday in April. The present term will close on
the first Monday in March.
John H. Floyd aud David Reide have been
before the grand jury in the case of John U
Surratt, uow on the way to this country.. The
first named kept the Surratt tavern at Suvrattsville, where Booth and Harrohl stopped.
Reiilc on the conspiracy trial testified that he
saw Surratt in this city on the morning of the
14th of April, preceding the fatal night when
the fatal shot was fired.

Beef—unchanged.
Pork—a shade firmer; sales 4,600 bbls. new mess
at 20 50; old do al 10 37}; prime 16 75
® 17 00.
Lard—unchanged
Whiskey—quiet.
Itice—scarce and firm; sales 50 tierces Carolina at
10} @ 10}c.
Sugar—steady.
Codee—in fair demand; sales 1,500 bogs Rio at 12c

serious character.

Sill. |

the Examination of the

1I1F C ASK

aggravated

city that it resulted to-day in a bread riot in
the Btreets, but the disturbance was not of a

Mew State.

DAILY

Girl Wanted.
GOOD cai>al>lo girl wanted in a small family;
must be well recommended. Apply to No. :il
Ntrret.

I

j

|

!
I
i

;

|

Athens, Jan. 19.
Advices received from the island of Candia
state that the Cretans had tought another battie, in which they claim the victory over 5,000
Turks.
The Cretan Assembly has issued a
call to the powers of Europe to send agents to
Candia to witness and report the condition of in gold in bond.
Molasses—firmer.
that country.
Petroleum—quiet :salcs of 600 bbla. crude at 191 @
Vienna, Jan. 19.
20o; reiined bonded at 29 @ 36c.
The Port has agreed to evacuate the forts
Naval Stores—quiet; Spirits Turpentine at 67 @ (Sc.
held by Turkish troops in the
Principality of Rosin at 4 31 @ lo 00.
Servia.
Tallow—steady.
Freights to Liverpool—firm.
Pabis, Jan. 20.
The Emperor Napoleon has issued an important decree. It or lers that the aildress of the
Chicago Market ft.
Chambers in reply to the speech from the
Chicago, Jan. 2j.
Flour unchanged. Wheat steady. CorukhigUer;
throne shall be continued; grants to the legisOats dull; sales of No. 2 at 41c. Provisions firm;
lative body the right of questioning the Govmess pork at 1C 00.
Live
25c higher.
Dressed
ernment; proposes that offences of the press hogs dull at 7 00 @ 7 30. hogs
be tried in convictional courts; that the stamp
duly be reduced, and that the right of the
Mobile Market**.
)ieople to meet in public be limited only by
Mobile. Jan. 2i.
those regulations necessary far the public safeCotton—the market is quiet; sales Middling upla uds
ty. The decree concludes by dcclating that
at 31$ <g) 32c.
these reforms will crown the edifice of a State
founded upon the national will.
New OrlcauH Markets.
The members of the Cabinet have tendered
New Orleans, Jan. 21.
their resignations to the Emperor.
Cotton—quiet and easier; sales 3,850 bales. Iiow
Middling 32c; Middling33c. Flour at 12 001 Ex.*tra
Trieste, Jan. 20.
12 50 <fg 1C 00.
Corn at 1 15 @ 1 20.
Oats higlncr;
Reports from Miramar state that the Em- sales at 85 @ 874 Mess pork at
30 00.
Bacon, n^ne
press Carlotta has quite recovered from her seand tobacco unchanged.
offering.
Whiskey
vere illness.
Vienna, Jan. 20.
Commercial—Per Cable.
The patent for the re-organization of the
Liverpool, Jan. 19, Evening.
Austrian armies will not be carried out.
The Cotton market is dull; sales of the
day C,w 00
Athens, Jan. 20.
at Ilf J. The market for Brcadstufil. is
bales,
closing
The Greek government has sent General Caactive and buoyant.
Corn advanced aud sold at -43s
bergis on a special mission to the United 6d per quarter,
States.
London, Jan. 19, Evcnint.
Consols closed at 90J for tooney.
Madrid, Jan. 20.
It is reported that the Government of Spain j
American Securities.—The following were the
is about to send Facuudi Joni as Minister to closing prices of American securities: Erie Kail ray
shares 442- Illinois Central sliarcs 814. United St fctes
the U li i ted States.
5-20’s 72f.
Beene, Jan. 20.
Paris, Jan. 19.
There is a report that the Prussian General
United States 5-20's are quotod at 72$.
Moltke is staying in this country for strategic
London, Jan. 21, Noors.
purposes.
American Securities.—The following are the
current quotations for American Securities: Illinois
Stockholm, Jan. 20.
The Swedish Parliament was opened yesterCentral ltailroad Shares 814.
United States 5-20T at
day. The King in his speech said that Swe- 72f. Erie Railroad shares 43$.
den would always endeavor to remain neutral
New York Stock Market.
in the various differences between European
powers.
New York. Jan. 2t.
The Stock market is steady.

XXXIX 00NGBESS--3EC0ND SESSION
SENATE.

Washington, Jan. 21.
Petitions were introduced and appropriately
referred iu favor of increasing the tariff; for tlie
abolition of inequality ou account of color;
against curtailment of the currency; tor the
extension of the law of copyright to trade
marks, &c.
Mr. Wilson reported the House joint resolution to trausier to tho Asylum for Disabled Soldiers, at Point Lookout, such property there as
may be of use. and it was passed.
A resolution was introduced instructing the
Committee on Indian Affairs to inquire into
the facts connected with the massacre by Indians at Fort Phil Kearney.
Mr. Sumner’s resolution relative to tlie correspondence between the Government and Mr.
Motley, United States Minister to Vienna, came
upon motion of Mr. Fessenden all orders were
postponed iu ordi-r to reach the Tariff bill,
which was then considered.
The bill makes 109 printed pages. The bill
was read and several amendments,
mostly verbal, adopted.

American
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons, 1862.108
| U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons,1864.1 Oof
| II. S. Five-Twenties, coupons, 1865,.106
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons *G5, new issue.104jJ
! U. S. Ten-Forties, coupons.100
U. S. Ten-Forties, registered.992 @ 100
U.S. Seven-Thirties, 1st series,.104s @ 1014
U. S. Seven-Thirties, 2d series.1042 (g 104 4
U. S. Seven-Thirties, 3d
(a) 104!
Missouri Sixes. 92$
S3
New Vork
Erie,. 612

Mr. Baker introduced a
joint resolution declaring that the late rebellious States, by acts
of secession, ceased to be Slates; when the rebellion was put down they became governments
of military origin, without civil foundations,
and not valid State Governments, and can only
become such by declaration of Congress. Keferrod to the Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Bromwtll introduced a resolution declaring the power of Congress attending tlie Constitution, which was referred to the Keconstruction Committee.
It resolves that tlie
States not now represented in Congress shall
not be entitled to vote, and that when tlie
amendment is adopted by two-thirds ot the
States, recognized as such by Cougress, shall
be valid.
Mr. Hill introduced a joint resolution susWASHINGTON COBRESPONDENOE.
pending retrieveuieut anil cancellation of legal
tender notes for two years. Referred.
Mr. Benjamin introduced a bill to regulate
The
the practice and define the powers of the Supreme Courts in certain cases. Referred to the
THE WHISKEY FRAUDS.
Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Bucklaud introduced a bill to amend the
act of March 3, 1866, so us to pn vent any furthNew York. Jan. 21.
er withdrawal or diminution of legal tender
The Times’ special says nothing will be done
notes. Referred to the Committee on Banking
in the impeachment matter before the 4th of and
Exchange.
March next beyond the collection of evidence
Mr. Maynard introduced a bill for the publiin the case.
cation of th laws in States lately in rebellion.
It is understood that Secretary McCulloch is
Referred to the Judiciary Committee.
in favor of selling gold, but wants to retain the
Mr. Ward, of New York, introduced a prediscretion of the time and amount to sell.
amble and resolution concerning the disfranGood judges say it is doubttul whether the
chisement of a portion of the citizens of Marytariff, tax and bank bills pass at this session of land. It sets forth among other things that
Congress.
the armed forces of the United States were orThe Herald’s Washington dispatch says
dered by the Federal authority to co-operate
Gen. Logan, who has arrived from Illinois,
with the Executive of the State of Maryland,
states that the people generally are in favor ol
and did override the Constitution and laws ol
impeaching the President, and believe him the State ot Maryland, and securing the votes
of
and
misdemeanors.
crimes
high
guilty
of rebels ami persons disqualified, and preThe Herald’s special Washington dispatch
venting loyal voters enjoying the right of the
says Col. Norton, Superintendent ot Indian
elective franchise. It requests the Committee
Affairs in Mexico, has submitted recommendaon Elections to inquire into and report whether
tions to the Government to establish the wild
the Constitution and laws have been violated,
and roving bands of Indians on the reservaand whether the President or any one under
tion!^ where they can be controlled and pre- him had in manner interfered in the election.
vented from committing murders and depreAlter a discussion, in which Messrs. Phelps,
dations.
Dawes and Finck participated, Mr. Ward sent
The Post’s special Washington dispatch says
up to the Clerk's desk and had read an article
the Congressional committee found the whisfrom the Baltimore American in support of
key frauds in New York so enormous, that his proposition, and sa'd that as to the propothey will recommend a reduction of the tax or sition which bad been disputed by Mr. Phelps,
uu amendment taxing each still up to its cawhether the prominent men of Maryland had
pacity.
asked for such action, he would inform that
gentleman that there was John L. Thomas, his
Mirauifr.
Voreign Nc»»
colleague, and another, Mr. Stewart, who is to
contest
the gentleman’s (Mr. Phelps) seat next
Kkw York, Jau. 21.
r
He had letters from numerous parties
session.
The steamship City of r.ew i uric from LivMaryland urging an investigation. It was
orpo.il 9th, via Queenstown 10th, arrived this in
the only remedy that they had. This state of
morning.
tilings was a part of the grand conspiracy in
The Loudon Times of the 9th says it is nowwhich the President and Governor Swann, the
for
the
left
Government of the United States
rebels and copperheads of the North were ento say whether they will accept arbitration or
to restore those rebels to power, and to
not. The great question is of course the Alagaged
insist on the recognition of the rebel State
bama's depredations. It thinks the law officers
Governments. The Supreme Court bad taken
of the two countries could in a very few hours
its nosition. The President bad taken his.—
form a perfectly satisfactory settlement, and
The rebels of the South and the copperheads of
believes that Lord Stanley in making the proNorth had taken theirs, and the only remethe
posal declared by Russe ll, will be supported by
dy left to the loyal people of the country, to
public opinion.
the down-trodden and oppressed Unionists of
The English pajsers contain accounts from all
parts of the country, of great storms, floods, the South, whether Maryland, Georgia or elsewhere, was in Congress. After some further
and
deaths from cold and starvashipwrecks,
discussion the resolution was adopted—yeas
t on.
103, nays 36.
The students lately arrested in Paris for
Mr. Noell introduced a bill to amend the
bolding illegal meetings,have been condemned,
negTo suffrage bill for the District of Columbia,
one for fifteen years.
by abolishing disfranchisement on account of
Genera] Montibello has been nominated for
sex, and moved its reference to a select comSenator.
mittee,
alleging that the District of Columbia
The Prussicn Government will not superCommittee were not friendly to the proposisede the public functionaries in the annexed
Referred to the Committee on the DisProvinces; they will shortly take the oath of tion.
trict of Columbia.
allegiance.
Mr.
Ferry introduced abill to further prevent
Three ukases have been issued by the EmReferred to the Committee on
peror of Russia, concerning Poland; one pla- smuggling.
ces her finances under Russian
direction, the Commerce.
Goodwin
Mr.
introduced a hill to aid in the
second regulates postal afl'airs and subordiconstruction of a railroad and telegraph line
nates to Russia, and the third divides Poland
into five instead of ten Provincial Govern- | Ironi the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific Ocean.
ments, giving iuller powers to the Governors, I Referred to the Committee on the Pacific Railroad.
and forms local guards.
Mr. Garfield introduced a resolution for an I
examination into the Treasury and other Exec- |
Oitiicullit* with ibr Firrdmcii*
utivc Departments. Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means.
New York, -Tan. 21.
Mr. Ingersoll asked leave to introduce a resoThe Tribune has ihe following particulars:
lution
$25,000 for distribution
Savannah, Go., Jan. 20.—A collision is likely among appropriating
the poor of the District of Columbia
to occur between the treedincn and the United
Gen.
Howard.
Oliieetic n being made !
through
States forces, growing out of an attempt to
did not come before the House for action.
eject them from a plantation on the Clievcses- it The
Speaker presented Executive communilate, situated in South Carolina, opposite Sacations as follows: From the President of the
vannah. They retused either to leave the
planStates transmitting the report of the
United
tation or contract for the present
Puryear.
Secretary of War with accompanying papers,
suant to orders from Gen.
commisTillson,one
in reference to the case of Col. Geo. St. Leg. r
sioned officer and fifty men proceeded to the
Laid on the table.
plantation, and were met by 200 or 300 negroes Grecufcl.
The report from the Secretary of the Inteall armed. A conflict wss only prevented by a
rior
in
to clerks of Federal Courts
reference
temporary compromise. Capt. Brandt tele- and marshal of the United Stctes courts
for
graphed to Gen. Scott, Commissioner, that it the district of North
Carolina, was referred to
was impossible to eject them, and asked fur
the
Judiciary Committee,
permission to detail a company of the tit li InA communication from the Secrrtary of War,
fantry from Lawtonville to Charleston, to asstating that all the information in his Departsist tiic troops sent over by Gen. Tillson, who
ment relative to the New Orleans riot, in July,
are still on the plantation.
hail been sent by him to the President for
transmission to Congress, was laid on the
table.
Cauadiau Allan1..
statement by the Chief of Ordnance as to
Quebec, C. E., Jan. 21.
The cause of sending a force of Government
““““factored anil repaired, and exmade at the
penditures
of
to
Sherbrook
was
the
receipt
Springfield armory,
police
recently,
the
year 180.;, wa8 la»d on the tabl(,
during
information from Washington of an intended
comtaittee on the murder of Unitraid on the Banks, by the Fenians.
ed States soldiers in South Carolina was diOttawa, Jan. 21.
rected to enquire into the public
of
The Gazette publi-hes a proclamation furUnited States ettizous at Raleigh, and the
ther proroguing Parliament until the 27th day
of
citizens
death
in
to
South Carolina
burning
of February, it is not then to meet for busiwhen confined in jail.
ness.
On motion of Mr. Kctehum, the Committee
on Ways and Means was instructed to
enquire
as to the expediency of providing for the reDrawing of the Chicago l.olierr.
and
five
cent
of
three
21.
coin
Jan.
demption
one,
two,
Chicago, 111.,
The following are the numbers of the princiby the Treasury,.in sums of not less than ten
dollars.
On motion of Mr. Banks, tlie Committee on
the Library was authorized to contract with
Allen Bierstadt for two paintings representing
some prominent feature, scenery or event in
American history, to fill the unoccupied panels of the Chamber of the House,
The House proceeded to discus’s Mr. Stevens'
reconstruction bill, and was addressed bv Mr.
From Nrw Orleans.
Kern in
and Mr. Kellogg in supNew Orleans, Jan. 21.
port of the same. The former sustained the
in
„olicv
reference to the establishlu the Third District Court, in a case involv- President’s
of h» State governman s in the South
ing the validity of Confederate contracts. ingThe
s.JOo'ctooK
at.
House
took a recess until
the
court could not
Judge Fellows decided that
lend its aid to enforce contracts of this char- 7.30 o’clock this evening.
EVENING SESSION.
acter.
e
--The debate on Mr. Stevens’ reconstruction
!
Death of !*. P. Willis.
I bill was resumed.
Address were made by Messrs. Trimble and
I
New York, Jan. 21.
r
Nathaniel P. Willis died at his residence at Dodge against the hill and amendment. The
Utter
said he was unhesitatingly in
Wild
last
evening, aged (Hi years.
Jdle
favor of
j

»C*eCt

whipping

874,772$_

opposition^

Flour Barrels Wanted.
and after

2d, 1867,
shall
of Flour Dlls. FOR CASH, at the
ONthe purchaseJanuary
Otiice of the
we

resume

Flour Barrels

Wanted.

each ibr tirst class Flour
pay
Barrels suitable ft* sugar.
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,

WE

30 cents

novl3dtf

130 Commercial street.

Wanted Immediately.
H /AYA Good American, Nova Scotia and Dish
X
Girls todo housework, cook, ^c., in pri-

vate families and hotels in this
and country
Situations sure. The best wages paid.
Amo 50 Girls to work in Factories.
Farmers and others wanting men for any work/;
will do well to call on us, as we will supply them freo
of charge. Address or apply at the General Agency
Employment Office, 351J Congress Street, up stairs.
COX & POWARS.
late WHITNEY & CO.
sept26dtl

city

Found—A

ONGentleman

Watch !

Street,

Commercial

on

a

Watch. The owner can have the
by proving property and paying charges, by

same

s

calling

brig

onboard the
Hobson’s Wharf, on
janlG dlw*

-series.104$

Central,.l08f

Hudson,. $29
Reading. .103
Michigan Central,.106 to) 107
Michigan Southern.
78

Illinois

Central,,.115}
Chicago & Bock Island.98} ub 9y
Pacific Mail.id

Uncle .jerry,” lying at
JOHN A. BROWN.

Rooms to Let.
Rooms, well ftiruished,

Front

House.

Board.
ROOMS witli

board
PLEASANT
by applying at No 13 Maplo St.
—————i—mmmm

obtained
jalSdlw*

be

can

A

To he Let.

PLEASANT
day.

published outside

very invigorating
when languid and week, and a great appetizer.”
Sarato a pring Water, sold by all Druggists.
are

“In lilting the kettle from the fire I scalded myscll
very severely—one hand almost to a ciisp. The torture was unbearable. * * * The Mexican Mustang Liniment relieved tlic pain almost immediately,

it healed lapidly and left very little sear.
Cuas. PosFricR, 420 Broad street, Philadelphia.”
This is merely a sample of what the Mustang Liniment will do.
it is invaluabc iu all cases of wounds,
swellings, sprains, cuts, bruises, spavins, etc., citlici
upon man or boast.
Beware of counterfeits. None is genuine unless
wrapped iu the steel-plate engravings, bearing the
signature of U. W. Westbrook, Chemist, and the private stamp of Demis Barnes & Co, New York.

applied

a bargain, if
for
a new 1J story House.
Said House is
an L 12 by 22
finished

by

feet,

throughout,

Gorham, July

Any lady can improve her appearance
very much by using this article. It can be ordered
of any druggist lor 60 cents
Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

Farm

Bank Notice.
follow

are

the 1st and 2d Sections of an act

“Section 1. In all cases where the
of any
“bonk in this State to redeem its bills would expiru
“in the year 1866, but for the provisions of this ad.
“such liability shall be extended until the 1st day of
“March, 1867, except such banks as are now in the
“bands of the Receivers.”
“Sect. 2. The Bank Commissioners shall publish
“in one or more
papers nearest the place where
“a bank is
and in such other newspapers ns
“they may see tit, a notice of the Uiuo when the liability of such bank will cease for the redemption of
“its bills, said notice to l»e continued lor three months
“next iKilore the time named therefor.”
The liability cf the following banks to redeem their
bills, which would have expired in the year I860, and
after the passage of this act is, by the first section of
the act, extended until the 1st day of March, 1867:

liability

situr.^G,

Augusta Bank,at Augusta Long Reach Bank at Bath
Lewiston Falls Bank,
Bath Bank, a I Bath.
at Lewiston.
Bank of Somerset,
at Skowhegan. Marine Bank,
at Damariscotta.
Bank of Winthrop,
at Winthrop. Northern Bank,
at Hallowell.
Freemans B’k, nfc Augusta
Granite

Bank,

at

Augusta.OaklandBank,

at Gardiner.
International Bank,
at Portland. Orono Bank, at Orono.
Bank,
Skowhegan
Kenduskeag Bank,
at Skowhegan.
at Bangor.
A. C. ROBBINS, 1
Bank
F. E. WEBB,
Commissioners.
S
Nov a, lacc,
no28dlaw3m

TWINES
Jaraca P.

oyly.

Established 1845.
Travo,, 46 Beckman Ml.,

N. V.

an" Gnan° Sackt*.
rraS?iJ5.?rH‘.,,n0,«ta-“t
J. Cotton Bales, flam Bags, Wianninp Writim*
Nou s, Book an.l Sami Paper, V'niicr i^angfm** Snln«
an.l DlUinK Net*, Ely Neta,Spit«ul Banffi afj Si,
Cord. Tobacco. Wool and flop Twine.
Mattress
Sewing ».ui,uarSail

Tailing Sticking, Brooui, Binding,
Cal’
pet and all other Twines.
Twines for Hardware, Dry Goods, Grocers Drturgists, Ship Chandlers, Book Binders, Paper aiul
Broom Makers. Stationers, Upholsterers, Fishermen
Weavers and all other Trades.
|3F~Cotton Chalk and Plow Lines, Trot, Staging
*
and Out Lines.
Samples can bo seen, and orders left With
chas. McLaughlin & co.,
S4w
Portland, Me.

A

YEAR

!

large

twelve dollars

as
a

bond, and for sale DUTY FREE, tor
the burnt district,
Strictly Pure Engliah Lead and Oil !

in other States is offered for ten

or

Rebuilders will effect a great saving by purchasing
in this way.
Every description of PAINT STOCK at the lowest
rates by
JL W. PERKIN* 4k CO.,
86 Commercial street.
jaul9(13t

year.

WaterviUe Classical Institute.
spi ing
THE
ruary lirfi.

carefully made up as if it were a perfectly independent publication. It contains from week to week,
the most important articles which appear in the daily,
together with a considerable amount of

Matter

Expressly Prepared for

We shall add to

st.

use on

as

RICHARD GAGE.
dec27eod&wtf

up stairs, opposite
S. C. KlGGS, Agent,
Portland, Maine.

st.

First Class Houses tor Sale.

Term will

begin on MONDAY, Feb-

particulars apply to the Principal,

For

Catalogue.

J. H.

15—2awd&wlw

dan

send for

or

HaNSON,
Principal.

S. WINSLOW & CO.’S

its Columns

GROCERY!

NEW

its attractions during the coming

moved

An

for

Agricultural

into
store, next
low
old stand, and fitted it for
HAVING

Department,

To lie conducted by the

Caiicton Streets.
These houses arc thoroughly built, with slate roofs,
brick drains, and marble mantelpieces throughout.—
They will be sold at a low price, aud on very favorable terms. Apply at our office, No. 27^ Dan forth St.
J. 15. BROWN & SONS,
or WM. H. JEURIS, Real Estate Agent, opposite the
Preble House.
October 1C, 18G6.
dtt

a

veteran journalist, widely and favorably known In
Maine, and a contributor lor sometime past to the
Press over the signature of “Traxi.” Mr. Drew’s
special qualifications for this work need no heralding.
The

It ill for

Shipping

lor

first rate farm oi 110 acres, with a two story
in good lepairand anew Barn with cellar,
40x60. There is a never tailing supply of good water
and wood lot. Said term is situated on the road
irom S iccarappa to Gorham Corner, about one mile
from the latter place. For further particulars applv
to DOW & JOHNSON, Moultonrstreet, or .J. ii.
Cook, on the premises.
jy27-eodtf
a

House,

FOR

SI ore

Review of the

Drigliion

Lots

En-

brook, about

dtf

Boiler Makers & Machinists.
subscribers haviug rebuilt their Work .Shops,
prepared to take orders tor Machinery

Iron Store Fronts hid Columns
for buildings promptly furnished.

•

Having able

and experienced pattern makers and new
tools of modern design, can supply patterns with
promptness and at a moderate cost. Repairs of all
kinds of Iron Work attended to with despatch and
at reasonable rates. Having a large and well equipped Forge, can furnish forgings aud sIurics of all
kinds for Steamboats arid Locomotive work #ueb as
Mh.ilts, drnaks, Piston (toils, I nr ullt|
Kingine Axles and Sim pc- pi pattern or drawings, from 10 tons to 100 pounds weight.
They are also Selling Agents for MERKIMAN’S
PATENT BOLT OtTPFKK, the best Machine ever
Invented for Hie pm-juise. perlbmiing double the

amount of work of any other now in nsu.
EUR SALE, n iii> horse power I.oeonitill'e Boiler with new tube sheets and new set ol
tubes, In first rate order, aud warranted sate with a
pressure of 100 pounds to the square inch.
A NEW TEN HORSE POWER PORTABLE ENGINE, ail excollentuMachhie, can be seen running
at uur Foundry.
CHARLES STAPLES & SON,
Cor. (loin. St. aud Brown’s Wharf,

Portland, Maine.

New Goods!

No. IS Market

Street,

(Formerly Lime Street,)

Produce, & Provisions,
Teas, Coffee, & Spices.
Also

a new

and

CHOICE STOCK of GROCERIES

and

Grocers’ Shell' Goods!
KT* An inspection of my Stock and Prices is respectfully invited.
GEORGE IF. HALL.
Jan 1C—dtf

Sale of Ileal Estate.

Committee.

COL. T. A.

is

one

—

FIRST
of

CLASS

all tylcs and sizes

on

iy* Tlic Portland Press comes out greatly enlarged, and we suspeet.it now gives another settler to the
question which is the principal paper in Portland.”
ft is bound to distance its competitors.
[From the Lewiston Journal; Jan. 1.]
The Portland Pres** has increasedrits size
equivalent to an addition of three or four columns. This
enlargement, following so closely upon its resurreclion from the allies of the great fire, show9 that the
it advocates and its efforts to cater to the
principles
lUev:uy tastes of its readers are appreciated by the
Itie
a lditioual
public.
sp ;ce now obtained will be
devoted to details of important events, and selections

literature.

[From the Worcester (Mass.,) Spy.]
The Fhess.—Among the
papers that commence the
new year with nniarged sheets In. I manifest
signs of
prosperity, arc the Portland Press and the Hartford
The
former
Is the hugest and best
».Vi!Jnm
in tho State of
(huly
Maine, and the latter we have
long regarded as one of the ablest of our Connecticut
cxchauges.

[From

Ear and Throat.
most

the remedies

cases

interfering

can

with the

be applied at

patterns occupa-

tion.

Era

I owned

mutt

Without Pain.

contain One Dollar to

ensure

eecn^at'oi'elir.’V office^8

DEAFAESS.
llelfast, Me.,

27,
During 10 years I grew totally deal in one car and
deal in the other that 1 was unable to hear
unless
addressd very loudly, and had «lh*agreeab.o noises In
my head. Was obliged to absent myself irom church
and society on that account, l consulted an eminent
ph>siciau m Boston without relief, ami supposed!
must always remain
deal, but about two \cars ago I
applied to Dr. Carpenter; after the application of a
course ol his treatment, 1 could hear a
watch tick 0
leci from either car, and my he;iring remains
perfect.
1 am titt years of age, and reside uu
High street, BelUna, Maine, where any person can see or bear irom
mcMrs. F. A. LEWIS.
We have been acquainted with Mrs. Lewis for
years
and .know sbe was deaf and now
bears, and believe
~

Nov

1«GG.

so

the above statement

be correct.
REV. C. PALFREY,
Pastor of 1st Parish, Be hast
MR. W. M. RUST,
Editor of "iielflist Age.”

to

the

Bangor Whig f Courier.)
Troy ,Me., Oct.

30.
Lear Slr:-ou tue *5d ol Feb1 placed myself under your treatment lor
Discharge ol'the Ear, which had continued so long
and was so great as to aliect my
hearing. After applying the medicine prescribed by you two months,
my oars were entirely well and remain the same.
Most Respectfully,
Miss SUSAN V. HATHAWAY.
r.
Dr.

Carpenter,

ruary last,

BLINDNESS.

R.

A.

[from Maine Farmer.,
In defiance of physicians and ail remedies, I su fibrexcruciatingly irom Scrofulous Sore Hyes ten

ed

years,

being freiiaontly confined

to
Hr. Carpenter prescribed
cured them entirely, and

a

remedies

Bangui,

dark

The

room.

last September,

at

they remain eo.
KATIE I.ANU

_

Passadumkcag, Me., 1806.

[From the Maine Farmer.',
I was nearly blind with Scrofulous Sore
Eyes fonr
years, being confined to a dark room and eutterlng
excruciating pain a great poriion of the tune. I cuusulted many physicians without relief. Dr. Curi enttr cured me. My sight is now
good. 1 reside In
Vassal boro
ill s. P. B. LANCASTER.

The Irish American Relief Associa’i
will give a

SIX

tlic

Portland Advertiser, Jan. 2.]
^r€*s appeared yesterday morning In an
J,i.C.IV\l,y
form, it is now
enlarged
fully equal in size to any
daily paper m New England. Ju the arrangement
01 reading matter it has returned to
the original style,
winch we think quite an
improvement in its appear-

course

of

ASSEMBLIES,

AT MECHANICS’ HALL,
Commencing Need*; Eve’g, Jan. 7th,
And continuing each Monday Evening, closing with a

GRAND BALL.
Tickets for the Course, including the Bull, will be
*5.00; Evening Tickets, *1.00; Boll Tickets, *1.50.
Uf'Music by Chandler’s full Quadrille Bond, D.
H. Chandler, Prompter. Dancing to commence at 6
o’clock precisely.
Hoot- .Uaaapcrs—Thomas Parker, James Rooney
James E. Marshall, Robert Dow, Patrick McCafarty
William H. Kalor.
Messrs. O’Bllcy and Bodkin will take charge of the

clothing.dec.Hdti

Ho

for

Sleigh

a

Bide

7

prepared with his BOAT
“ENTERPRISE,” to carry par tics in

SLEIGH

now

out of the city at the shortest nolice. On Wednesday and Saturday uitoruuons, (when pleasant! will
leave bead of State Street at 2 o'clock, to carry children aud others, at 25 cts. per hour. Children under
twelve (12) years lateen cents.
N. S. EEKNALD.
<k22dtf
Portland, Dee 12th, 1866.
is hereby given, that the subscriber lias
been duly appmnted and taken upon herscli
the trust of Administratrix of the estate of

ORLANDO LIBBY,
late of Portland, in the County oi Cumberland,
deceased, and given bonds as tbe law directs.—

Ali persons having deniands upon tbe estate oi said
deceased, are required to exhibit the same; andal
persous indebted to said estate are called upon to
make payment to
FRANCES A. LIBBY,

Administratrix.
Jan8dlaw3\v*

Portland Savings Bank.
made on or before Saturday, Febru-

DEPOSITS
ary 2d, next, will

day.

Office at No 13
from 2 to 4.
Jan 17, 1867.

commence

interest or that

Free Street.

Open from 9 to 1, and
JOSEPH C. NOYES, Tnos’r.

_

BOOK, CABO,

& JOB

PRINTING,

Executed with Neatness and

Despatch.

our office since tbe
Great Fire, with all kinds of New Material,
Presses, ic.. wo are prepared on the short-

est

of DRIED

Bar-

St.,

ROGERS,

notiee to accommodate
and the public with

our

Posters, Programmes,
BILL-HEADS, CIRCULARS,

For Sale,
lot
PEACHES in
ASUPEBIOB
rels, Bags anil tierces, by
No 133 Market
C. B.

possible

friends

Cards, Tags, Blanks, Labels,
And eTery description oi

Mercantile

jauleod3m

DcclfilBw_Philadelphia.

GAS AND COAL OIL

Printing-.

We have superior facilities for the execution ot

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS,
Catalogues, &c.,
Which lor neatness and dispatch cannot be surpassed
Orders from the country solicited, to which
prompt attention will be paid.

FIXTURES!

E.

Mo. II

Press Job Office

SON, Daily

TARBELL &

179 Commercial St, Portland,

BRRMFIBLD STREET,

BOSTON,
MANUFACTURERS

N. A. FOSTER. Proprietor

DEALERS

AND

IN

Brackets,
Lamps,
GAS FITTING

in

&c.

all its branches.

GAS STOVES, for Cooking and Heating.
CHANDELIERS, LAMPS, Are., Ke-Gi
Bronzed.

no21eod3m

1

Jackson’s

Notice.
HE Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
International Steamship Company, will be held
at their officc.corner or Union and Commercial Sts,on
Wednesday, January 23rd, J«CT, at 3 o’clock P. M. lor
the choice or Officers, and the transaction of any
other business that may legally eomc before them.
U. J. L1BUV, Secretary.
Portland, January 12th, 1S«T.
dtd

f|X

Chandeliers,

Catarrh

Snuffl

Store to

Congress Stroet, opThis iu tine of the best
the <-r#<«ry BmmUmmh in the City,
having ha<l a largo trade for the past ten yean*.
on

Apply

S.

to

jan 1 deiltf

Im

Instantly relieves annoying C.ugb. in Church.
Cures

Catarrh, positively without iseizuu.
\ aluable to Singer.,
Clergy, &c., clear. an<l
Htreugtlieuv the mice; acta quickly: tastes pleasnanaeaten.
»*reTeata taking cold Iron)
never

Sold by Druggists
“®;
Enclose 35 cts to

Skating, I.erlare.
or scut by mail ^44

Hooper, Wilson A Co.
(scpWeodtjunemT)
PHILADELPHIA;.
Wlmlesalc Agt.
W.

W. milPPLK. Portland.

“new Too
B.

i>.

r> s !

FBOST,

Merchant Tailor,
3321-2
Has

Congress Street,

just received

FALL

a

this office,

1g“w^1r.,

of

re-open) to my headquarter*,

bouton

Strw^ U»to£

ltidwKubbcTCompiitun*",^,^
Oast...,,, King,,
Machine Btltint,,n|| hviirant
purpoeos, fcuiaer
^oscripUon,
Comb,,
Balls, Toy,.
rinthl'nff ol"ev?ry
ir!u.rsheetiuz W bed- In cawsot sickness. Rubber
Shoes, Tubing, Spittoons, (Syringes,
B^s aSfl Mittens,
Clastic Kings aud
llano
er

Banda,

itLwee and
rnvers. Horse

Covers with aud w ithout hood. Wagon
Beds Pillows, Cushions, and idle PreOovera, Air
Mechanics’
Apron*. Rubber Jewelry, ol
servers.
beautiful patters, and all kinds of Hubbci Good, that
uiar be desired, all ot which 1 will sell at manufacturers lower t prices.
Please forward your or lcri lor the present to
M. A. HALL,
«5 Milk Street,Boston.
Jul Hcodtf

Leather Preservative /
Sold Wholesale and Retail by
S. W. MANDPIELD, Mnlr Agent,
l'l Middle St.
jaSeodlm*

NOTICE.
Dr. Charles W.
persons indebted to the late
Tbonias, arc roi|uested to make immeillate payment to the iindcrsigDed, who is duly authorized to
collect the same.
Office No. ltw Fore Street, over Cana] National
Bank. House No. 55 Danfortli Street, comer of State

GOODS ALL
will be made up in
scpiln—cod

dob work neatly executal at

MflUtetteld,

1 reside in
•

EPHRAIM MARKETER.

[From tho Maine Farmer.]
I suttered Horn Catarrh over JO years. Last winter
when I consulted Dr.
Carpenter, I had frequent and
coploue discharges, a bad cough, and my health so
much reduced that myself and friends were
apprehensive of serious consequences ; but Dr.
Carpenter
cured me. 1 am now well, and free from Catarrh
W. N. SOCLE.
Cor. Scwall and Court streets, Augusta,
Sept. 14, lttoa.
STATEMENTS OF THE PRESS.
Ail till' published Certificates of Dr.
Carpenter
bona jitie.—(Maine Farmer.

are

The Certificates, published in our columns, of Dr.
Carpcuier’s cures are bona Jibe to our own knowledge.
He Is all he profeeeee to be, and will not
humbug or
deceive the public.—[Aewieoec Journal. Augusta*
Dr. Carpenter has entirely cured persons in this
who have been under treatment at the
Bye and
Infirmaries without being kencfltted.—(lieOost

city

Kir

Age.

Several marked

cure*

have

come

under

our

obactv-

atibn, and we have conversed with many ot tiers who
have been bopefitted by Dr. CurpcntoP* treatment,
anil

we

satisfied

have become

that he Is skillful In the

class of diseases which he treats, and carefbl to promise only what lie can perlbrui.—[Bangor
See other Certificates in City pupers.

Whig r

Uour

dec Jl—dlinawlt*

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY
DR.

NT DEM1NG,

W.

Medical
174

Electrician»

MIDDLE STREET,

Nearly Opposite the United Stales Hotel
lETHEHE h« would respectfully announce to
citizens ol Portland ami
vv
vicinity, that he ■
permanently luealed in this city. During the On, e
we
have been in this cityj we have cared soil •
years

at the worst tonne of diseaso in persons who have
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and
curing
patients in bo Short a time that the question Is oit. a
asked, do
stay cured? To answer this questh
we will Bay that all that do not
stay cured, we
doctor tho second time without
charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical
lor twenl v»
one years, and is also a
regular graduated nhvskl i.
Electricity is perfectly minuted to chronic disease.,«
the form of nervous or sick
headache; neuraunu n
the head, ueek, or eitromitiea; cousumnUon wh',
n
lit the acute stages or whore the lungs are not fullv
involved; acute or chrouic rheumatism, scrofhla liu
diseases, white swelling,, spinal dlseai.es, curvati re
ol tlie spurn, contracted muscles, distorted limb,
or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dunce.
deafness aUn l
mcrlng or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, lndigeftlon, constipation and liver coinplalui, piles—we cure
every case thatcau be presented; asthma, broncl 1*
t-», stxiolures ol the cheat, and all forms of tennis

they

Electrician

palsy

complaints.

By Electricity

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the
lazy
loop with joy, and move with the agility and ehuthIty of youth; the heated brain is cooled- the frost*
bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities
removed; laifitness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to soe, tho deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ot
youth are obliterated; the AcoihkKTs of mature Ine
prevented; the calamities ol old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who have cold ltanua and leet ; weak
stomachs, 1amand weak backs; nervous ana sick
headache: dlzzinesa and swimming in the
head, with
and
constipation ol the bowels; pain in the side and bai k ;
Icucorrboui, (or whites);
of the womb wlib in*
ternai cancers; tumors
and all that long
train of diseases will hnd In
a sure means
ol cure,
tor painlul
menstruation, too
elute
menstruation, and aR ol those
line of troubles
long
w|th young ladies,
is acortam specific-,
and will, in a abort time, restore the sufferer
to the
vigor ol health.

Indigestion

hilUug
polypus,

fclectricHy

Electricity

TEETH i teeth: teetii :
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain. Persons havlug decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite Invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines lor safe
lor family umc, with thorough instrin tioin*.
l>r. 1>. can accommodate u few patients with board
«ml treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12
to G P. M., and 7 to tf in the evemug.
Consultation free.

M^; from

1

novlti

BOHOOII7 COLLEGE.
MKLlt AL fiETARTMENT. The »7th Annual Course ol Lectures In the Medical School
of Maine, will commence Feb. gist, and continue lti
weeks.
rACI7IsTT OF INSTRTTcrpiN.
SAMUEL if akuis. |>. 1).. resident ol the Colkiw*
L-

4S.v’.L

PvVfic ^ M.’dbino- 1>r0rf'’SOr °f *U ne°"
,'v,; C*and Therapeutics.D.,
Medici
C. L. Ford,
Physiology.

M.

—

I*™lessor ol Materia

D., Professor

of

Anatomy

and

C. F. Brackett. M. D., Professor of Chemistry
and Pharmacy.
W. \V. iiujCENC, M. D., Professor of Surgery.
T. H. dEWiirT, M. D.,Professor ot Ohusfries and
Diseases of Women and Children.
ii. H. Seavev, M. D„ D mon-.trat a in Anatomy.

SJr’Tirculnrs eonla ning fuU information
on application to the Secretary.

be-

will

lor warded

Brunttrirh,

C. F. BRACKETT, M. !>.. Sec’y.
Jan 1, 1867,
JatCT.T.ft&tiUMarl

FAINTS AND

Dnip*.

OILS,

Medicines,

Dye>

stnllw. Window Olass.
AOKltTS FOR

Warren’s Water-Proof

fine lot ot

Suit able ibr the season, which
tbo most thorough manner.

OT~Every style

Sqitero.

burned out ol mjr
St., I would
Poitland Vuiih Street
S5 Milk

It! Middle
Catarrh,Bronchitis, ofHAVING
the citizen, ot

Voids, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bad Breath, Headache, Ac.

antly ;

L. CARUeTON,

21 Msrket

INDIA RPBBEK GOODS-

Combined lor

Coughs,

troubles.

XVI1D

Let.

GOTITIC STOKE
THE
posite Laiaycttv Siroct.
stands for

ELEGANT TROCHE and SNUFF

CATARRH.
[ from the Kennebec Journal qf Augusta.
Augusta, Me., Jan., 1866.
JL hare bcetacnrcil of Catarrh in it. most disagreeable form, ot many years’ standing, by Dr. Carpenter. 1 sudered Hum pains, dullness and
tight,.t ic in
ray head, continned discharges, groat dirficulty in
talking and breathing, lelt as if 1 bad a bad cold the
whole time, and Buttered intensely to the great Impairment of my health, and was quite discouraged
fi>r all I had doctored was of no benefit. But thanks
to Dr. Carpenter’s skill, 1 now have none ol these

d2w

Daily Press Job Office,

invited to call.

Colors at reasonable rat ss.

the 1st of

[From the Bath Ximes.]

aro

Special attention paid to Copying of all descriptions.
Ltf-All work warranted to give satistaction.
N. B—Work dime for Photographers in Ink or

an en-

dailies- and it now makes a very handsome appearThis evidence 0f
ance.
protjierity on tlvc part of so
good ari l reliable a paper as the Press is gratifying.
1l shows, too, that Poriland has lost nothing ol vigor,
enterprise or resource, by the great fire, but that its
course is si ill onward—that its business is in fact Increasing, notwithstanding the apparent calamity of
last year—and tliat its promise of commercial greatness is certain to be fuliillcd.
Tlic Press is among
the best of the New England papers, and its present
is
a
credit
to
tho
State.
apj»earance

PIC1 IRII

Pictares colored in Oil, Water Colors and
India Ink by one of the boot Artists
in the State.

January to about the size of the Boston Daily Post
and Ad ver riser—w hich are our largest New England

from current

A.

Having completely refurnished

where lie will bo pleased to wait on his friends and
the public
Grateful for past patronage, he hopes by strict attention to business to merit a renewal oi the same.
Persons wishing tor

of Aue most agreeable features of the change.
IFrmr. the Bangor Whig.]
Portland Press was enlarged

dtd

I.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

[Opposite Mechanics’ Hall,]

Kirin,

The

PERRY,

At No. 316 Congress Street,

making it now folly equal in size to any
tlauv newspaper, in-New England. The editor, in
his New Year's Salutatory, shows that tlic success of
the paper for the past year has been most gratifying,
and we are glad of its prosperity. The return to the
original stylo of arr;mgiug the contents ol the paper,
<

CAPT. J. A.
ROBERTS,
MAJOR E. B. IIOUGHTON.

janl5__

179 Commercial Street.

NEW PHOTOGRAPH GALLERY

PRESS.

to license from the Probate Court for
Cumberland county, tlie subscriber, as trustee
under the will of Samuel Elder, late of Portland, deceased, will orfer for sale at private sale, on SATURDAY, the 16th day of Ftbruarv nu.vt, at 10 o’clock in
the forenoon, at tlie office ot P. Barnes, No. 19 Free
Sincc the Press has been under the editorial manstreet, Portland, the house lot, and dwelling- house j
thereon, No. 19 Danforth street, in said city, bung agement ot Mr. Richardson, its editorials have been
the eastern half of the double honse,
esof
tlie
high toned aud reliable, wielding a powerful influpari
tate ol wud Elder.
ence over its pations on all political matters.
He
SAKAH X. ELDER.
Portland, January 16,1867,
j has taken a lair stand, always discussing topics in a
4faw3w

PURSUANT

Officers and Soldiers and Sailors, who served during the recent rebellion, are invited to attend in uniform and with the distinctive badges of their respective divisions, cotps and associations.
Manic—Chandler’* Fall Quadrille Band.
0^*Tl(J K El'S, *4.00, admitting Gentleman and
Laities—to be obtained at the usual places or of the

an-

open his

ADVANCE.

Daily Press appears this morning in

The

workmen

street, takes pleasure in
nouncing that he will on

[From the Portland Evening Star, Jan. 1.]
large

made to order.

’07,

TUESDAY, JAN. 1, 1867,

[From the Gardiner Home Journal.]
Enlarged.—The Portland Press was enlarged on
the ist inst., to about the size of tlie Boston Dailies.
This is an evidence of not only the prosperity of the
Prfcss, but of Portland as well, for of course the enlargement is caused by the increase of advertising
favors. The Press is worthy of the patronage it receives, is a credit to Portland and to tlie State, and
we hope increasing years may increase its prosperity.
[From the Eastern Argus, Jan. 2]
—The Press appeared yesterday morning enlarged
l»v the addition of iH incites to the length of its colIts make-up lias also been changed again,
umns.
and on the whole it presumed a decidedly improved
appearance. Our eolemporary’s “new clothes” are
oinewhat larger than ours, but the biggest arc not
always the best.”

STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS, RAW AND
GRIST MILL WORK AND GEARING

by

or

00 Middle

England.

[From the Portland Price Cijrrcnt.]

CHARLES STAPLES & SON,
Iron Founders,

New Store!

formerly No.

-The PrEss.—The crowded state of our columns
last week prevented us from noticing the enlagcment
and re-arrangement of the columns of the
Daily
Press, which in its present enlarged form, and with
its excellent editorial management, is certainly the
leading journal of Maine, and equal to any iu New
England; especially when taken into consideration
the amount of interesting reading matter that is
daily furnished for the inoney.

Allen’s Comer West-

EYE,

HALL,

Tuesday Evening, Jan. 22,

E. 8. WORMELL

eight large pages,

[From the Christian Mirror.]

Proprietor.

all Disease* of tlie

AT

MECHANICS’

to take

PHOTOGRAPHS !

Tiie Press has been enlarged since Now Year's.
We are glad to soo such evidence of prosperity. With
such iwpers as Portland now furnishes wo see no
need of importing Dailies from Boston and New
York.

three miles from Pori land, one mile
from horse cars, aud Wcstorook Seminary.
Said farm contains about 100 acred, part of it verv
valuable lor tillage, and pari ol II for building lots.
There is a good h<»u.so, two large barus, ami out houses on the premises,
it will be sold logeiber. or iu lots
to suit purchasers
CYRUS THURLOW.
1C5 Commercial St.
sepll-dtf

novlOo d3m

THE

February 1st,

[From

BALL!!

Portland. Jan. 1, IFC7.

Residence, AMERICAN HOUSE.
India Sued, Portland.
aug20—If
August 17th, UtiC

a

OF

Holders,

DAI' WORK.
Can furnish First Class
and material of all description.

Family.

IN

Land

is

offered to the public at tlie low price of

NOTICES

Farm for Sale.
near

for the

New

u'°u-8 aoriL> p°«

only upon Blindness, Deaftiess, Catarrh, Eronel,ids
NiikiI and Aitral.Folypufl, Discharge from the KaiV
Nviaes in the head, Scrottilu, bore Byos, Film* and

Civicj

NOTICE

dGm

O’DUROCHKR, Builder,
prepared
MR.toutracls
tor building, cither by JOB

club of new subscribers, eleven copies will
be sent for twenty dollarsj and tbc same discount is
offered to larger clubs.
To

HORATIO BOOTH BY,

WILL sell my farm

Eaadiug

DOLLARS A YEAR, INVARIABLY

*1

Valuable Hotel Property for Sale.
Oxford House, pleasantly situated in the vilrpiIE
1 lagcol Frye burg, Oxford couuty, Maine, is offered for sale at a bargain, it applied lor soon.
The House is large, in good repair, with furniture
and fixtures throughout, together with all
necessary
outbuildings.
For full particulars inquire ot
Or Hanson & Dow, 345 Congress st.
Frycbu/g, Sep;. 2h, i860.

January 11.

Market' Reports.

Large** Weekly Paper in
It is

and

^Military

or

C. £. PAU£.

Notice to

Tlie weekly edition is made up in
of six columns each, and is the

Middle and
Plumb Streets, for a term of rears. Enquire
of
C.C. MITCllIiLL ttibSONy
178 Fore Street.
Aug. 28, IgQG—rlfl
of

House for Sale, No 32 Myrtle Street.
quire at No. 8 Central Wharf.
July 12—dtl

Markets,

also furnish weekly a page of

Miscellaneous

For Lease.

THE

8. WINSLOW.

Digest of General and Stale Neivs,
Wc shall

I dr.carpenter.
Oculist
Aurfet,

GRAND

1

GROCERY,

At the Lowest Cash Prices!

To country traders the weekly report of Portland
prices currrent alone will be well worth the subscription price. In addition to a careful

STREET.

corner

Portland

CLASS

beg leave

to merit a tair share of patronage.
The same attention as heretofore paid to orders for Meats ami Vegetables for dinner.-.
Cart will call for orders every
S. WINSLOW £ CO.
morning if desired.
No. 28 Spring Street Market.

Weet:

And the

subscribers oiler for salo the lot of land on
X tlie southerly side ot Commercial Street, bead ot
Dana's Wharf, measuring 72 by 150 feet,
for further particulars inquire
JONAS H. PEltLKY,
Oct 18 tf
or W. S. DANA.

valuable lot cf land

Metes

of the

Will be published without abridgment in the State
Press, as will also the

SALE,

COIIIIIEBCIAL

Subject—“Tlio Undiscovered Arts.”
Season Tickets, 75 cents; Evening Tickets, 50 cents,
had at Bailey & Noyes’, M. Packard's, Short Ot
Loring's, and at the door. Doors open at Cl ; Lecture
at 71 o'clock.
jangldtt
to be

fTUIE proprietor is

to return our thanks to our numerous
patrons for past favors, and inform them and the public generally, that while endeavoring to maintain our
reputation for selling the best of BEEF, and all kiittls
of MEATS and VEGETABLES, we have added to
our stock a cbo.cc variety of pure groceries, and hope
by selling the best of goods

a

The subscriber offers his
FA farm for saleMale.
or will exchange
city property.

Desirable

FIRST
we

WILLIAM A. ORE W, of Augnftta,

Rev.

uovl&Jtl

mysterious Drams, The

P. Y. M. C. A. COURSE LECTURES
EIGHTH LECTURE,
In the Free Street Church,
Wednesday Evening, Ana. 93d, 1NU7,
By Ber.Wn. Alvin Bartlett, of Brooklyn, N. Y

be-

door

our new

our

on

It is

the

year,

offer
sale the eight first class brick houses,
WErecently
built by us, situated
Pine Street,
between Clark and

on

Just received in

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

buildings

Congress

PAINTS AND OIL CHEAP

Is not like many weeklies, a mere waste basket for
the leavings ot th© daily edition. It is designed to be

arc now

ing
THE
of the Legislature, passed Feb 20,18Gb:

head of Green
dec28dtt

We expect to furnish a paper,

Center and witliin one half a mile oi the
It is pronounced by all who have
it to be the best and most desirable 1. cation in
the County. It comprises 110 acres, conveniently <U
vided into tillage, pasturage, wood land aud timber
land; cuts from 45 to f>0 tons first quality oi hay.
The
consist of a Iwo story house, built in
1858, at an expense 01 $3,100, with barn and outin
building-*
good repair.
For particulars apply to C. P. KIMBALL, or II.
W. GAGE, (firm of St rout & Gage,) ijortiand, BENJAMIN WALKER, Bridgton, or to the subscriber.

Bridgton, Dec., 18CC.

Reference—Messrs C. £ L. Frost,Capt Inman,USA,
Messrs. Breed & Tukcy, Benj Stevens, Jr., Wm.
Allen, N. M. Wootfihan.
For sale by Burgess, Fobcs & Co, W. F. Phillips
£ Co., H. H. Hay £ Co, Samuel Rolf, H. W. £ A.

For

seen

THE

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.
n
9un% 14,’60—eod&wly

DOLLARS

EIGIIT

I

aud Iron Work of all kinds.

Lyon’s Extract or Pure Jamaica Ginger—
for Indigestion, Nausea, Heartburn, Sick'Headache,
Cholera Morbus, &c., where a warming, genial stimulant is required. Its careful preparation ami entire
purity makes it a cheap and reliable sirticle tor culinary purposes. Sold everywhere at 50 cents per bottle.

the Daily Press.

Of

Bridgiou

I

Uciinstreet's inimitable Hair Coloring has been
steadily growing in ihvor for over twenty years. It
acts upon tiie absorbents at the roots of the
hair, and
changes to its original color by degrees. All instantaneous dyes deaden and injure the hair.
Heimstrocts is not a dye but is certlin in its results, promotes its growth, and is a beautiful Hair Dressing,
Price 60 cents and $1.00. Sold by all dealers.
Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

the Directions on the bottle.

376

or

terms'1

home TKsrinoNv.
The Testimonials below are all
received in this
and
can
be readily Investigated
State,
by tbuee deslr
°U‘or
«be

or

Deering.
Manufactory

Congress Street,

o1 property In the City
vldidtTn^..<!f.“ly.k,nd
^ attended to
the most tavorable

Monday ^nd Tuesday, Ann. 31st and J3d,
the American Comedy ot
Neighbor Jackwood I
Wednesday and Thursday, 33d and 34th,

Polish,

This Polish has been used by Mr
Croasman for the last twenty years, giving perfect satisfaction to all. It is warranted to stand a temperature of two hundred degs. of heat, ami is not otherwise easily defaced. Furniture polished with it will
be perfectly dry and ready for use in five minutes after tlie Polish ispnt on. Price Seventv-Fivo and Fifty Cts. per bottle; anyone tan use it by foUowiug

as

auctioneek,
BOO

Artificial

Crossman’s Union Furniture Polish! The 17th Me. Regiment Association
WILL
GRAND
best in the world for Polishing Mahogany,
THEWalnut, Stair-Posts,
Rails, Counters,
any
kind of Furniture.
Military and Civic Ball

We

HOLMES,

W.

CONSULTATION AT OFFICE
FREE,

Crossman’s Polish.

NO INCREASE IN THE PRICE

as

DIPHTHERIA.

Crossman’s

Tlie Largest in tlie State,

M

without it.

sorry to miss.

in foreign and domestic ports, will be published
bcretolore.
•
There will lie

SALE.

Hill

We

Leiseei Sc HlaMgcri.

Entire Change t f Entertainment.

SEVEN

Report of Maine Skipping,

a

HEADACHE. EARACHE,

Seven Thirties.

other

C.

DIVEBSIFIED AND ATTRACTIVE !
Novel and Emotional !
bringing Into requisition the full strength of the
SUPERIOR DRAMATIC COMPANY.

THIRTY Treasury Notes, first scries, due
August, 18CJ7, can be converted into 5-20 U. S.
Bonds, bearing gold interest, by applying to
NATIONAL TRADERS BANK,
Jan 19,1807.—d3w
No 21£ Free Street.

and an accurate

and

drove

as

Bidwcll Sc Browne,

FORTY THIEVED Ac DICK TURPIN 7
tir'See Daily Programmes.
Jnn21dlw

SORE THROAT and AGUE.
Also invaluable in all casus of Sprains and Bruisus.
Try it and you will be satisfied. Manufactured and
sold wholesale and retail by W. W. Rogers, Hampden
Sold in Portland by H. H. HAY
Corner, Maine.
& CO., wholesale and retail.
jal2d(im*

Review ot the Portland markets,

17.

FOR

Vie.

7—dtl

home without

GIVE A

minutes walk
neat Cottage
ail ti.eeonven

iences and in prime couduio>i. Ii is situated near
grove and a short distance iroin the County read.
J.E. STEVENS.
Apply to

possibly

•January

dlw

LONELY MAN OP THE OCEAN!
Friday and Saturday, 93th and 911 th,

NERVOUS and NEURALGIC PAINS,
PLEURISY PAINS,

STIFF NECK,

HALL,

Portland Theatre.

Ever Made

RHEUMATISM,
TOOTHACHE,

Accurate Market Report*,
forwarded by telegraph from al parts of the United
States, from Canada, and irom England. A weekly

VTOTICii. I " ill sell on favorable terms as to
J.1
pa\ ment, or let for a term of years, the lots oil

all Druggists.

Wjiat Did It? A young lady returning to hci
country home Alter a sojourn of a lew mouths in New
York, W!i9 hardly recognized by her friends. In place
of a rustic iluslied lacc, she had a soft ruby complexion of almost marble snfoothness, and instead of 23,
she really appeared but 17. She told them plainly
she used Aagan’s Magnolia Balm, and would not be

ALL

Fall and

rpIIE

sold

Excelsior Pain Curer.

shall have

soon,
21 by

DISCOVERY!-

Preparation

and

Waltz

Jan2l_

BOGEBS*

The Best

APPRAISER,

Office 176 fore St, at Me3s. Carter k Dream*

EVENING,

same

GREAT

“janaidlw

ami

Ana. ]U,
Tickets, Gents.,.$5,00 (Or the Term
Tickets, Ladies,.$2,00 lor the Term.
Terns le Consist of Eight Lessons nnd Six
Assemblies, without Extra Charge.
Ladles’ class commences st 7 o'clock, Ueutlemen's
at 0 o’clock.

_City Marshal.

of Maine News

readers here would be

which

ON DATUBD.tr

m,
duiinir the week

BAILEY,

at

Polka,

For the following Complaints:

telegraphic summary

Daily Summary

and situated within sixty rods of the Ferry Oilice.
Terms : One half down, the balance in one and
two years.
Possession given immediately.
ASA T. WEBSTER,
Apply to
Ferry Village, C. E., Jan. 8,18G7.
jan'Jdzw*

IV

Saratoga Spring; Water,

OF

Dancing*

AT MECHANICS’

unrivalled quality manufactured by
us for the last ten years, we are now
prepared to
furnish consumers and the trade, in any quantity.
J. B. LUNT £ CO.,
Jal9d3t348 Congress St.

valuable than any paper
can

Common

Camphor Ice.
the

AND

takes pleasure in
announcing to the citizens of Portland and vicinity that he will
commence a clast* in

I

England newspapers. We shall not publish
special dispatches from Washington, but we shall
have regular correspondence from that point, and a

House and L.ot tor Sale at Ferry
Village, Cape Fliizabctli.

Saratoga Spring; W ater, sold by all Druggists.

All who value a valuable head of hair, and its preservation from premature baldness and turning grey,
will not fail to use Lyon’s celebrated Karhaiion. It
makes die hair rich, soft and glossy, eradicates dandruff, and causes the liair to grow witti luxuriant
beauty. It is sold everywhere.
E. Thomas Lyon, Chemist, N.

declSdtf

S.

MB. J. W. RAYMOND

are hereby notified to govern themaccordingly, as the above ordinance will be enforced.
JOHN S. HEALD,

Letters

of the State

same

dancing.

All persons

In view of

more

Wm. Hcnnessy,
Frank Packet™
L W. Downing,
Augustus L. chase,
Win. strong.
Geo. F. Whitmore,
H. F. Nelson.
E. O. Waite,
A. D. Pickett,
C. W. lioan,
.1. H. Bussell,
Andrew Nelson,
Alfred J. Haskell.
FLOOR MANAGERS
A. D. Pickett,
President, L. Pennell,
Augustus L. Chase,
Sec'u, Wm. Henncssy,
Wm. Strong,
Beni. F. Nt Ison,
Andrew Nelsou.
itluair by Chandler’* fall Quadrille Baud.
JanlOeod Ull 26 then dtd

selves

New

KUA L LSTATL.

WILL
31 feet with

publish the

shall

jan8dtf

be sold at

make the Press

to

unfurnished rooms without board,
suitable for gentlemen and their wives. Enquire at No. 5South street, between 0 and 11 A. M.

Ticket*, $1,30, to ho obtained of tlie
COMMITTEE OF AKUANGKMNT8:
Leonard Pennell,
G. W. V. I’ridWtin

within three hours, and if rn the
night lime, before ten of the clock of the forenoon,
cause
such
snow to be removed from such
succeeding,
footway or sidewalk; and. in delimit the root, shall
forfeit aud pay a sum not less than two dollars, nor
more than ten dollars; and ior each and everv hour
1 hereafter that the same shall remain on such footway or sidewalk, such tenant, occupant, owner, or
other ]>ei8on shall forfeit and pay a sum not less than
one dollar nor more than ten dollars.
;

J

HALL.

C it

time,

In the dav

ohlirosl
Cot-

were

Auctioneer & Commission Merchant

AT-

Sect. CO.—The tenant or occupant, and in case
there should be no tenant, the owner, or any person
having the care of any building or lot of land bordering on any street, lane, court, square or public place
within the city where there is any footing or sidewalk, shall, after the ceasing to tall of any snow, it

Augusta every morning, furnishing a synopsis of the previous day’s proceedings.
To the people of Maine, and especially to people
who have business relations with Portland, wo hope

THE

Dyspepsia—certain. They

antici

we

a’ltj’p

1TENUAV, J.»„r,

and will continue every
afternoon
Atprivatoevery forenoon.

.Jan. 29, ’67,

MECHANICS’

NOTICES*

storm

ton

ON

Tuesday Evening,

Snow to be Removed from Footway or Sidewalk.

from

business 1*01 lion.

on

us

N Account of the
severe

Firemen’s, Military and Civic Ball!

[From the Portland Transcript.]
The Daily Press begins the new
year much enlarged in size; we are glad to see such an evidence of
the prosperity of this excellent journal. The
Press
lias swung around the circle to anotlier arrangement
of its editorial and news matter; after all/tlie old
second aud third page arrangement, presenting editorials and news together was the best.

Special Dispatches

Board.

each

most of

Notice to the Public.

OAuction
f^ESSSSXi&Z

'GRAND ANNUAL

iblv

till

El "• PATTKN Sc
CO., AuiSinrt,
PLUM STREET.

THEIR

GIVE

TENTH

Sreat

—————-—-m—mwlbut-—

FEW gentlemen boardors can be accommodated
at No 28 Paris Street. Apply to T. P. S. PEERING.
ja'kl2w*

AUCTION SALES.

Portland Associates-Ex Fives
WILL

[From the Bangor Times.]
The Portland Daily Press comes to us considenlarged and with a return to its old style of
make-up.” This enlargement—so soon alter the
fare—to a size equal with the leading Boston
allies, speaks favorably for the prosperity of the
city and indicates a good degreo of cuterprize on the
proprietors. The Bicss is edited with
PJ'fJ'O*
ability, lias able contributors, and as the leading
paper ut the dominant party, i* a power in the land.
er

Will be continued.
We have also engaged
Regular Correspondents in Washington,
New Vori&, Koston and Augusta,
and occasional correspondents at various points
throughout tlic State. During the session of the
Legislature, we shall publish

to lot witli
No. 38 Center Street, ojiposite Treble
jal8dlw*

above Farm is situated on an eminence overlooking the beautiful and thriving village of

•S. T.—-180o.—X.—The amount Of Plantation Litters sold in one year is something standing. They
would till Broadway six lcet high from the Park to
4th street. Drake's man u lire to y is one 01 the institutions in New ¥ork. dt is said that Drake painted all
the rooks in the Eastern States with his cabalistic
**S. TV—istfo—X.,” and then got the old granny legislators to pass a law “preventing disligui mg the lace
oi nature,” which gave him a
monopoly. We do not
know how this is, but we do know that Plantation
Bitters sell as no other article ever did. They are
used by all classes of the community, and are death

longer than

Canadian

TWOboard,

equivalent

edition is

the intimate relations existing between Maine and the British Provinces by which she is environed, we arc happy to
announce that
Spuriunk's”

BOARD AND ROOMS.

mAIaK, in Gorham, fifteen
FOIi
from the Depot, a nearly new,
House, Burn and outbuildings,having

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

to prove

considerations.

same

the cornel;oi Middle and Franklin streets, and on
Franklin street,including tkeeonier of Franklin ami
Fore streets. Apply to WM. HILLIARD, Bangor,
or SMITH & KEEL Attorneys, Portland.
jy!2ti

Afau de Magnolia.—The prettiest thing, the
“sweetest tiling,” and the most of it tor the least
money. It overcomes the odor of perspiration; softens and adds delicacy to the skin; is a delightful perfume ; allays headache and inflamation, and is a necessary companion in the sick room, in the nursery
and upon the toilet sideboard. It can be obtained
everywhere at one dollar per bottle.

daily

history will be registered from day to day by the telegraph. The expense of special dispatches from all
parts of tho world will prove too great for singlo
newspapers, and correspondence will regain something ot its old importance. Newspa]>er associations
or news ayents will assume the task of furnishing
the daily dispatches, while correspondents will furnish details, explanations and illustrations, by mail.
The Atlantic telegraph has already destroyed the
system by which our foreign news has for years been
furnished by steamer, and already tbe Tribune has
its special correspondent ^ established in almost
every capital in Europe. We cannot rival the feats o
New York journalism but we must be governed by the

LOST AND FOUND.

Monday 14th hist.,

our

The Press will insist upon a settlement
which will secure the fruits of our victory. Nothing
is settled till it is settled right. We must have democracy at the South as well as at the North—equal
rights for all secured by equal laws, freedom of
speech, freedom of the pre.-s, impartial suffrage. Of
the profound convictions of the Republican party of
Maine, the Press will remain a faithful exponent.
The present year will probably witness the extension of the telegraph round the world. Tho completion of that great enterprise will compel a change,
which has already begun, in the management of
newspapers. The leading features of the world’s

SONS.

J. JB. 1SKO WN A

will

PRESS,

pated.

31 1-3 Dnuforth St.
dc27dlm

likely

seems

Sti{;af Co.,

|

HOUSE.

^

Town in the State.

l’orllaml

presented

addition of between tluee and four columns to
its size. This additional space will be devoted to datails of imi*oriant events, winch we have heretofore
been obliged to give in brief, and to selections from
current literature, grave or gay, such as wc have
lately been obliged to omit altogether.
What the character of the paper thus enlarged will
be, its past history will show. The Press was established primarily to represent the Republican party of Maine. It was impossible for the controlling
party of the State to remain voiceless in this city.
The Press will continue to defend the principles of
the Liberal party of America. Tho war has closed
one great cycle in our national history—the cycle
during wliicli aristocracy at tho South and democracy at the North grew up side by side, a period of
jealousy and conflict, resulting in an appeal to arms
and the victorious supremacy of tho democratic principle. We have entered on a state of transition, width

Agents Wanted!

Everj

enlargement of

Tho

CAT* For Full particulars apply to or address,
J. PATTEN FITCH,
333 1-3 CONGRESS STREET, PORTLAND, ME
Jan 1C d2w&w3w*3

Gold.1362

Adjourned.

Impeachment Question.

For

wo

to the

MAN with $303 wants to join some responsible
person In any paying business where ilio above
sum and his own services would insure him arcasonable living. Address D. C. K., This OUice. jalddlw*

Book

the past.
its newt is judiciously and carefhtly selected, and
a general culture and literary taste characterizes its
contents. As a good Ihmily newspaper it has no superior; and while Mr. Lincoln occupies the city editor's chair there will he no lack of local news, as it
Is generally acknowledged in that department he has
no equal in the .State.
The enlargement argue* a prosperous business, at
kgst for ur cotemporary, and we hope it will never
■Mound ncccssai# to curtail the dimensions of tide
enterprisingandrespectablc sheet.

Paper Enlarged to the aizc of the largest
New England Dailies*

A

Jan21dlw*

management, anil wish him and the proprietors even
more prosperity in the neat year than it has had in

1867.

With the opening of the new year
to the readers of the

__

Brown

PRESS

For

whole

A

Financial.
New Yobk, Jan. 21.
The money market closed vary easy at 7
per cent,
with only a moderate demand Horn stock house a
Government bankers were generally supplied :it 0
per cent. Gold has boon quite steady and uniform at
13CJ. Foreign Exchauge is quiot. Prime bank era’
bdls 109} (at W ig.
Government securities stoady hut
quite dull. Stocks linnet at the last open board.—
Mining shares were quiet at both sessions.

Liverpool, Juua19—Eveoiog.
The unusually intense cold of the season lias

Morrill’*

THE

EN TEKTAIN SLENTS.

his

_

wanYed^obprinters

A

dignified manner, yet leaning in all vital luanei with
hie party. While we cannot alwaya agree with all
of
political notions, we heartily bear witness to the
ability, character aud culture he has displayed In its

prospectus.

j

Wanted.

Ordered, That the Committee

Bill for

the House

the

WANTED.

House, Augusta, Jan. 21.
senate.

\lr.

subject

on

From

States.

—.----

[special dispatch

THE

admitting those Southern States which would
ratify the Constitutional Amendment and send.

January 22, 1867.

Tuesday Morning.

State

B1

---“

-—-

EUROPE

mOM

NEWS

LATEST

Street.
January 1,1*«7.

eod4w

GEORGE A. THOMAS.

Forest River d Warren Lead Co. ’s
(

RAFTS &

Nos. 6 and 6

Wlt.LMH8,

Commercial

Wharf, Boston

_Oecl—TuTliStly

O Y S T K R N
WILLIAM Il7 DABTOIK,
his

!

233C'ongrcss
stores, No*.
New City Building, is constantly receiving fresh
AT
which ho
New York and
arrivals
231 &

Street,

near

Virginia Oysters,
prepared to sell by the gallon, quart or bushel, o(
atrved up In any style.
January s. l«r. dtr
ol

Is

“TjTpKIin"
Pulmonic
Syrup.

Ultra.
BY

ALICE

I

MEDICAIi.

Poetry.

#

CARY.

Dav and night, and night and day
I nr ay, and cannot choose but pray,
With lowly ended brows;
Uod, lot the glory come to pass
Of Easter- Ja sie* in tnc grass.
And green leaves on the boughs!

m

side, Night Sweets. Hoarseness, Consumption in
stages, and all Diseases o! the Throat and

heavy heart to ease!
And butterflies, so fair,
Upon vour wings ol red and brown.
Balance before her up and down,
And brighten all the air !
All hud9 wi h unfulfilled hours
Have birth at ence in i*erloct flowers,
i charge von, in love's name;
For when the unsanc.ioned is allied
So nearly to the sonctilied,
^«ot heaven itself can blame!

lire.

public.
Yours,

NICE BLACKSMITH'S COAL.

in her pallid pain.
A dower that thirsts and dies ior rain,
1 see her night and day;
And every heart-beat is a cry,
And every breath I breathe a sigVO tor the May! the May!

Lowlvlng

It was late in September, just at the turn
of the leaf; the woods were in all their golden and crimson glory, with here and there a
purple beech, or a back-ground of dark green
pines. Familiar as we ail are with the brilof the autumnal foliage in the neighborhood of our towns, one must see it In the
unbroken forest, covering the country with
rainbow hues as far as the eye can leach, in
order to appreciate ftilly its wonderful beauty.
A few words on this change of color, which is
as constant as any other botanical character,
(each kind of tree having Its special tints peculiar to itself, and not reproduced by other
kinds,) may not be amiss. Indeed, not only
does every species have its appointed range of
color, but each individual tree has its history
told more or less distinctly in the ripening of
the toliage. A weaker or a younger limb mey
have put on its autumn garb, and be almost
ready to drop its leaves, while the rest of the
tree is untouched. A single scarlet maple or
red oak often gives us the most beautiful arrangement of tints, from the green of mid-

liancy

summer, through every shade of orange and
red; In the same way one leal may ripen unequally, its green surface being barred or spotted with crimson or gold for days before the
whole leaf turns. The e dillerences give ample opportunity for studying the ripening process.
in attempting to determine the cause of
these changes, it ought not to be forgotten
that they occur locally, and also make their
appearance upon particular trees much earlier
than upon others; so early, indeed, as to show
clearly the fallacy of the prevalent idea that
they are caused by frost. The temperature
remains ten or fitteen degrees above the freezing-point for a month and more after a good
many of our trees have assumed their bright
autumnal hues.
The process is no doubt
akin to that of ripening in fruits; especially in
such fleshy fruits as turn from green to yellow, purple or red, like apples, peaches, plums,
cherries and others. The chmge in color coincides with changes in the constitutive chemical elements of the plant; and this comparison between the ripening of foliage and limit
seems the more natural, when we remember
that fruits are but a modification ef leaves, assuming higher functions and special adaptations iu the flower, so as to produce what we
call a fruit. The ripening process by which
the leaves take on their linai colors is as constant and special as in the fruits. The cherries
do not assume their various shades of red,
deepening sometimes into black, or the plums
their purples, or the peaches their velvetyrose tints, or the apples their greens, russets,
browns, and reds, with more unvarying accuracy than the different kinds of maples and
oaks, or the beeches, birches, and ashes, take
on their characteristic tints.
The inequali ty
in the ripening of the foliage alluded to above
has also its counterpart in the fruits. Here
and there a single apple or peach or pear ripens prematurely, while all the rest of the fruit
remains green, or a separate branch bring its
harvest to maturity in advance of the surrounding branches. No doubt the brilliancy
of the change in the United States, as compared with other countries, is partly due to
the dryness of the climate; and indeed it has
been observed that certain European flowers
take on deeper hues when transplanted to
America. But I believe the cause lies rather
in the special character of certain American
plants and trees. The Virginia creeper, tor
instance, which is much cultivated now in
France and Germany, turns to as brilliant a

city.

a

HABD

oc25dtt

hesitating, be said, “Lundy,

Lundy’

poser—a d—l of a pinch:’ He applied to Curran ior a motto when he first set
up a carriage. “Give me one, my dear Curran,” said he, “of a serious cast, because I am
afraid the people will laugh at a tobacconist
setting up a carriage, and, for the scholarship
sake, let it be in Latin.” “I have just hit on
it, said Curran; “it is only two words, and it
a

will at once explain your profession, your elevation, and your contempt for their ridicule,
and it has the
advantage of being in two languages, Latin or English, just as the reader
chooses. Put up 'Quid rides’ upon yourearA Limerick
nage.
banker, remarkable ior
his sagacity, had an iron
leg. “His leg,” said
“is
the
turrau,
softest part about him.” Of
his wit, these few
instances, culled from many,
J
will give some idea.

Another

Back

to

Change of Base

l

the old Middle St. Stand !

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

Southern Pine Floor Boards.

r;A

DU TIEBCESi
40 BULS.

OLD

TIME

PRICES I !

G.

M. ELDER
Beg* leave to Inform hi* friend*, customers and the
public geneially that having rebuilt hie store at
mo. 13 RUDDLE NTBEKT,
is

now

Ja8dtf

FATTEN,
2U3

Trinidad, Muscovado

Rings beiag weak and demandihg tie most vigilant
care. I believe the Syrup Hie surest rcniody for Pulthat Ins

ns

CONSUMPTION

WONDERFUL CURE OF A CHILD TWO AMD A
Half Yeaiis old. Gents:—My grandchild, a little girl of r 1-3 years old, was taken sick in Port'aml,
Me., hi January, lbSti. No one conld tell whai was
the matter with her. But she was much piosseil lor
lirealli; Inula lianl, light cough; could not raise; her
throat troubled lior greatly; she seemed to lie idling
up, and though attended by tlio best pbvdcians ju
Portland, they coidd not help her, and slic declined;
and for some tineo monlbs was not
cxpeeled to live.
Her doctors, and at length her llicnds, g ive up all
hopes of her rocovery. She was brought home to mv
house ill Pliipshm g, Mo. We Uied Coil Liver Oil. hut
the etleet seomod rather opposite from
good. She now
could not move her hand, so reduced was she. 1 was
taking ieirookuh's Syrup at the time, acd eommeuecil
giving it to her, and in a week, she showed unite a
change tor the bettor, and we continued giving it to
lior. She gradually improved, and is now a
perlbeliy
healthy child. People were ast oiushed to sec wlia t
•wot the medicine had on Hits
child, and lo sec her
well
the
use
get
I'vuookali’s Svrup. which we
byho the Lestof medicine
believe to
lor 1'idinonarv complamts in the world.
H. LARABEE. Pldpsburg. Arc.
Yours,
Space will permit ttie publication of but a lithe o
the certilicatcs which:iro constantly coming in uom
all quarters oi tho globe. Patients will mid the most

lor sale

A

by

superior Flooring and Step
Boards now lauding at Custom House Wharf,
and for sale in lots to suit purchasers. Apply to
C, M. DAVIS
CO.,

ABOUT

Parlor,

and
All Kinds of Clocks.

04 EXCHANGE STREET,
LOWELL A SENTER.
Foulatjd Jan. nth, JS67,
U6m

11.

15.
1G.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

117 Commercial street.

Portland, Nov. 21,1806.

Coal,

nov22dtf

CJoal.

Coal,

RECEIVED and for sale by the undersigned
at their Wharf,

JCJST

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial St,
275 Tons Hazel toil Lehigh,

conclusive evidence of the value ol* this lewcdv. in a
trill or it, which will cost but a
triile, and wliiJi may
yield pric-olos* results.
medium sirre 53 cents/ prorarge bottles

AND STOVE SIZE.

27.

300 TONS LOJBERY,
Free burning and VERY PURE, nnd all kinds

filed by K. li. KNIGHTb. M. D., Chemist, Melrose,
Mass., end sold by all di legists.
W. F. Phillips & Co., W. W,
^erSobiby
Whipple
&
Co^J. W.Pdkins Si Co, Portland;
George CGoodwin & Co, Boston, anl
by all Druggists and
Merchants.
iio26eod&wti

White aud Ile<l Ash Coal.

S. ROUNDS & SON.

Sunt lici

fa

Pine Lumber

prepared to execute orders &r SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER, bv the cargo, deliverWFwith
are

dispatch at any convenient port.

ed

RYAN & DAVIS
April 17—dtf161 Commercinl St.

Saint

Louis

49.

Flour 1 J

'Memorandum A Referred to in Reply
£9,055 North Union Railway A Stock.100
7.000 South Eastern Railway 44 per cent, preference stock,. .100
780 Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway 6 per cent, stock,.100
49.000 Chester & Holyhead Railway stock,.100
10.000 South Eastern Railway 44 preference stock,.100

New

T. Harrison & Co.,
Plants. Eagle,
Brilliant XXX,

Trinidad

Oat Meal

isfaction in all cases when use-1 in strict accordance with oar instructions.

Flour, Meal,

Uenewcr

&c.

20 half bbls. Buckwheat.

It will keep the Bair from falling put.
It cleanses the Scalp, and makes the Bair
SORT, LUSTROUS, ANI> SILKEN

F.

I

STREET,

tr(

Office,

ii

uaisu

Proprietors offer the Sicilia* Hair Retho public, entirely confident that it will
back
the hair to its original color, promote ’ts
bring
growth, and in nearly all cases where it has fellsn
off will restoro it unless tho person is very aged.
The

Sycamore,

v-fsuWenr haVinK

,,
Noy 29—eod.lm

OR

in all kinds of

JI.9 been

an

Messrs. John X. Shaw & Co.,
atter

Steel.

Prfrft 25 ppiits.

A.

I

Sold by all Itriipcrists.

ivo.

out of Federal street, July
resumed business in the room over tlif

CORNER OF

1.IME

ANA

FORE

STREETS,

OPPOSITE THE NEW CITY MARKET.

Havingnrcpared a stock of Oak

Philadelphia, they

tiers for

are now

tanned Leather
ready to execute all or.

Fire Engine Hose,
Double ami »l,.gle riveted, and of all sixes, as used on
Steam File
imagines, Hand Engines, Stoamboats and
Force Pump*.

COTTONt

CiaU a, Towns and Corpornlioufl
bo sufipUcd with a
strong and durable
ranted eQual to any made elsewhere *»i

can

SPOOL l

“THE

FIR

d your orders for Job Work to
Daily Tree

T'HOSK suffering from that terrible malady Chills
V and
Fever, who have hitherto been unable to

remedy, will do well to write to me, as I Lave
certain cure, wldch I will lurnish to the
X a.na
afflicted
lor five dollars. Address

Pl.iiu*, "Wetbrnuk,
January 5,18CT. 03W*

Marp^of8I >ppri ng

MIGHTIER

with fig a description of Sixes and
receipt ct is#-ter postage.

Catalogue,
on

no20d&wa»_
8C1110-Allf

VKIttHM,,

Vvi,awmger

Counsellor at I.aw,

jjuii*

of Pans'

Agent

prices.

To
Brick Store,
ONE
street. Apply to
•1aM«

A.

^

MOBTOW.

Let.

tlJree stories, No. 60 Union
m
ST. JOHN SMITH.

I

success

!

to

;Npply the name

per,

Store, Hew Goods.
JiAYLEY,

Nos. 1 & 2 Free Street Block,

MONDAY,

Jan. 14th,
and complete assortment of

FURNITURE,
Crockery,

Claes and Silver
Plated Ware,

Bedding, Upholstery Goods,
a

Label, Stopper and Bottle.

John

FURN1SI1IAG

Portia

(id,

PERRINS,

Duncan's

Nos. 1 & 2 Free Street Block.

EVANS & IBAYI.EY.
Janl4dtf
Jan. 12, 1667.

Worcester.

Sons,

On and

alter

Monday,November

of the age of

men

SACO i PORTSMOUTH R. R.

thirty who

are

troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or bunting sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or al
bumen will appeal*, or the color will be of a thin nulkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There are many men who die of this difficulty
ignorant of the cause, which is the

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and &
full and healthy restoration of tho urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description of tlieir diseases, and the appropriate remedic
Will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will
be returned, if desired.

Address:

DU. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Preble Rouse,
Portland. Me.
a
tor
Circular.
Send
t#
Stamp

Electic Medical Injliinary,
TO THE LA OIKS.
DR. HUGHES pnrticnlnrly Invites all L-kIIcs, win
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1 i

Street, which they will find arranged for theii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s JCluctic Renovating Medicines are unrival
led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating uli
Female Irregularities. Their action isspedlic amt
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable In all cases of distractions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vogetable, containing nothing in
tho least injurious to the health, and may be takei
with pertect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full thrections.
DU. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland.
Preble

Bj—Ladies
A

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday,

a»d Laborer’s Train will leave
Biddeford daily, Sundays excepted, at 0 A. ]ty., and
at 0.08, arriving m Portland at 0.40.

Saco

Returning,

will leave Portland lor Saco aud Bid-

delord and imeimediate stations at 5.£u P. M.
A special treight train, witfi passenger car attached, will leave Portland at T.lo A. ;%i. for Saco and
Biddeford, and returning, leave Biddctord at 6.30
and Saco

at s

40 A. M.

(

Cures all

VIA Tnu

New York Central,
Erie & Lake shore.
Am! Pennsylvania Centrul

Railroads,
F»r Hair
ern

the I.owcm rain p.t tho WestKailirn, Ticket Olflce,—LANCASthK
Ml

BUILDING, Market Square.
W. U. LITTLE db CO.,
Gcucral Ticket Agculi.
83/*“ Passage Tickets for California, via steamers

HALL

trom New York on the 1st, 11th, and 21st or each
mouth for sale at this office,ua heretofore. dc25d& wtl

nance,

Insanity, Consnmp-

non, ana nil diseases tnat fol-

...

low as a sequence of youthfiil indiscretions.
The Cherokee Cure will restore health and rljjor,
stop the emissions, and effect a permanent cure
after all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two
pa?e pamphlet sent in a sealed envelope, free to any

$2 per bottle,

by all drusgists;
of the

or

or three bottles for $5. Sold
will be sent by express to any
oo receipt of price, by the

world,

portion
proprietor.
Dr. W. B. MEBWIB, 37 Walker

6oie

r*

_

Montreal OceanSteamship Co.
CARRYING THE CANADIAN
AND UNITED STATES
MAILS.

*
t

8t.,

Iiiver|io«l.

Hooked to laoudondcrry an
Krtura Ticket* urautrd at

Reduced Rale*.

The Steamship Peruvian, Captain Ballon
tine,
will sail from tins i>oi t tor
Liverpool, 8ATUKJUAY,
2Gtli January, lbt>7, immediately alter the arrival of
tlu) train of tne previous davirom Montreal, to be followed by the North American on tiie&i of
February.
Passaic to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin, (according to accommodation)
*70 to .**<>

Steerage,

Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
Er For Freight or passage apply to
l LA‘'’ A°
Portland, Nov. aClSlic.'

#25*

juiii'l

fftHEKEDULEO to BOSTON.

N. T.

Summer

Arrangement!

_

Cherokee

Remedy.

»Urine, Strictures of the
KUrethra, Dropsical StcrflJFinffi, H ick Dust Deposits,
and all diseases that require
diuretic, and when used in
conjunction with tho

CHEROKEE INJECTION,
does not foil to cure
cous Discharges in Male

STEAMEBS.

PmuM'iager*
of

Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimisie-vt of Vision, Premature
J Old Age, Weak Ferres, Diffi\cuft Breathing, Pale Counte-

noldtt

Through Tickets from Portland
To all Points West £ South,

MEDICINE,

Memory,

18€fo

To Travelers !

r-*

leases caused by

self-abuse, viz;r*

FRANCIS CHASE. Supt.

Portland, Oct 29,

desiring may consnlt one of their
of experience in constant attendjanLlHiMAw.

TrtK ORE \T

P£ih, 19G41.

P. Al.
A Mechanic’#

lady

CHEROKEE CURE,

Nor,

Passenger Trains leave Portland for
kimwtmrVEuston at 8.40 A. M„ and 2.20 P. M.
Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.30 A. M.,and|2.30
.in

Gleet
or

and all Mu-

Female, curing recent
days, anil is especially

in from, one to three
recommended in those cases of Fluor Albas or
Whites in Females. Tho two medicines used in
conjunction will not fail to remove this disagreeable
complaint, and in those cases where other medicines
have been used without success.

cases

Price,
Bottle, $2, Three Bottles, |5.
Remedy, Ono
u
**
**
**
$6.
$2,
Injection, *
44
Cherokee
The
Cure? 44 Remedy? and 44 Injection" are to l»e found in nil well regulated drug
stores, and are recommended by physicians and
drpggists all over tho world, for their Intrinsic worth
and merit Some unprincipled dealers, however,
try to deceive their customers, by selling cheap and
worthless compounds,—In order to make moneyin place of these. Be not deceived. If the druggists will not buy them for yon. write to us, and we
will send them to you by express, securely packed
anil freo from observation. We treat all diseases to
which the human system Is subject and will be
pleased to receive fhl! and explicit statements from

those who havo foiled to receive relief heretofore.
Ladies or gentlemen can address us in
confidence. We desire to send our thirty-t^o page
free to every lady and gentleman in tne
land. Address all letters for pamphlets, medicines,
or advice, to the sole proprietor,

pamphlet

Uutfl further notice the Steamers
ot the Portland Steam Packet Co,
will mu as follows:—
Leave Ailuutic Wharf for Boston
--vvery cn‘iini'», (ex.-rju Sim.l:iv,at
7 o clock. Leave Boston the same
days at 5 P. Jvi.
Cabin tare.. #t.oo
..
ot the Act uu

Package ticket.to be bull

duced rates.

1.00
at ra-

Freight taken as usual.
L

May 22nd, 18CB—iHf

B1LUM68,

Agent

International Steamship Oo.
East poll. Calais and St. Joliu.
WINTER

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIP

PER

WEEK.

On and after
DeceiulKtr
1 Till, the steamer NEW BRUNSWICK, C-l|it- E. it. WINCHESTER, Min leave Knit toad Wharf,
-'toot of Stole St., every WON DAI
at 5 o'clock P. M tbr Easlport and Su John.
RETl'RNINO, will leave St. John every iHUIiSDAT. at 8 o clock A. M.
At Eaoliiort Stage Coaches will connect lor
Martha..
hn the E. Cv N. A.
Railway will connect

Monday,

]uAtS,,'C
..^Freight received
PA„

on

day. of nailing until 4 o’clk
C. C. EATON,

dccJO-dtf_Agent.

PORTLAND AND

NEW

YORK

STEAMSHIP COMP4VT.

Dr. W. B. MEBWIH, 37 Walkw St., V.

IMPORTANT to LUMBERMEN
-A lit-

IVew Store,
H. W. SIMONTON &
opened

HAVE
taining

a

a

good

Owners of Hemlock Land* t

Street, (Up Stairs.)

349 Coupress

Ladies* Furnishing
assortment ot

CO.,

Store,

con-

Hoop Skirts, Corsets,
Under Clothing, Reran. Tele, Collar..
Cndfte, Worated and Fancy flood..

French

Stamping

Done to Order.

349 Canaress Sir eel, (Up Stairs.)
octal

dtf.

Choice Southern and Western
FLOUR AND CORN !
for sale

by

O’BRION, PIERCE & CO.,
Wliolcaitle Denier*, 159 Commcreinl St.,
PORTT.AND, Me.
dec31dly
DYE R, can bo mund with a new stock
of Sewing Machines, ot various kinds; Silk
Twist, Cotton—all kinds and colors, Needles, Oil, &c.
I*>Middle street, up one IIight stairs.
Jull 7cod

WS.

Photographs!

DAVli

A. S.
1TTOU1J) respectIXilly inform bis fanner customers
I T
and the public generally, that he is now located at No. 5T MARKET SQUARE, where he would
be happy to receive all thoso wishing for Photographs,
Ambrotypes, etc.
N. B.

All

Oysters,

2T

MARKET SQUARE-

Oysters.

day received a splendid lot Virehila Oysters,
and tor sale at$1.60per gallon, solid;
tS^AU orders by mail or express promptly attond-

TIIIS
*

Oysters delivered in any part ol the city.

H. FREEMAN & CO.,
dco22dlm

AMERICAN PATENTED IMPROVEMENT
PANNING COMPANY, ot New York,own the
exclusive right in the United States tor the manufacture of an imperishable “EXTRACT” from Hemlock
Baric for tanning purposes. The Bark Extract is
now extensively used among Tanners, nnd the demand ibr it rapidly increasing. It commands a ready

THE

marsale in the Boston! Now York and
kets, at sixty cents per gallon. The appliances for
manufacturing are simple and not expensive, costing
Tanbut little more than the ordinary leaches used
ners.
By this process, lj cords of Bark may oe reduced so as to concentrate the entire strength into
forty gallons of extract, without in the slightest degree injuring its tanning qualities, and at a cost not
exceeding one dollar per cord. The saving in freight
alone, between the transportation of tlic Extract nnd
the bark, will range from six to eight dollars per cord
so that any one who may get out but three hundred
cords of bark per year, may save from two thousand
to twenty-five hundred dollars in the difference in

Philadelphia

by

lOl Federal Street.

EVA FIERCE, Attornoy antfcounsello
at Law, No. 8 Clapp’s Block.
Jul2l

BI.ANO HARO'S

freight.
The

Company does

not

propose to sell Territorial
rights, but will grant exclusive privilege to manufacture in certain localities, charging a small royalty pci
gallon on the amount manufactured.
The Company will send competent men to superintend the construction of the works, where parties desire to enter into the business, nnd to instruct in the
manufacture of the Extract.
As a guarantee of success to parties entering Into
tills business, the Company 'viJ! contract to take all
the Extract uianulhcturod under their process at filly
cents per gallon, delivered In Boston or Now York.
Parties In Maine desiring lurthcr informal ion as to
or address CHARLES
terms Ac., may cal! upon
HALE, General Agent for Maine, 24 Maine street,
Bamzor, w here models of the apparatus mar be seen.
8. U. KENNEDY.' Pres’t.
uoviadJiu
..

GENTLCREN^
AND
Cannot

find

a

place where

it

can

he done

more

Temple Street,

20

IdMlies*
CLEANSED
tic Give me

Saoques I

FIRST CLASS STYLE!
trial and 1 will endeavor to pleaae.

IN
a

CIIARLE* H. HUnONEY.
Hlgtoat Gaik price paid for caat-off Clothing.
ARM.

200
lor sale by
CIG

Juirnt

M. Imported and domestic Cigars
C. C. MITCHELL & SON,
IT* Fore Street.

Steam Boilers!

boilers 700 degn. <fheat is thrown away.
making a loss of 1-3 the idol. The qu.-nti »n la
otten asked how can this be saved.
Mr Itianchard
has invented a byilor that lake# i**riec4 control ol
all
the heat und makes it do duty in the eiisrhiu.
This is
very simple in its constructs n; alter the engine lain
motion the smoke pii»e is closed tight, and ihe
waste
heat carnetl through heaters, heating tho steam to
auy temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the
heat but JflOdegs.: the beat being
there can be no danger of setting lire,
mark,
thrown itom engines, which will add muchbjvalue w
this invention, ocsides the saving 1-3 the luel

ON

re<hs4fl

inquire ot

,^i°milierc^a^ Wharf and Couuntrcial St.

reb2l—dlv

WRIGHT

to |

Second Door from Congjcas »t.
ffT Every Garment V ill receive prompt and faithfel attention.

on

>oiue

REPAIRED,

their satisfaction than at

No.

iiuprovement

For particulars

B I8KIINR

Cleansed !

Clothing

work warranted.

MARKET SQUARE.
CTjanl4—3m*

ABTIOf.ES

fully lnnled.

oms

many

are

perfect

NEW YOEK, Agents for tbe United Staus.
ocl7dly

first class stock of

of OYery description.
By a sttrlct attention to business and the wants of
their cu rturners, they are In hopes to merit a bit
share of the patronage of the public.
An Ins pectiou of our stock and prices Is respect-

Warero

unprincipled dealer*

Spurious Compounds, the pub-

Photographs!

WILL OPEN

and

to

LEA Ar

THE

■EVANS <St

delicious and unrivaled

caused many

lic is rpspectftilly and earnestly requested to see that
the names ot Lea & Perries arc upon the Wrap-

splendid^

OYSTERS,

Morton Block, 2 do+rs above Preble House.
new Bounties, under the law approved
Jalj
28th, 1866, Increase of tensions, Arrears of Pay,
Prize Money, and all other dhims
against the (iov«
ernment, collected at short nnBce.
The necessary blanks have teen received, and claimants should tile their claims
promptly.
Frank ti. Patterson, lato tfeut. r*th. Me. Vols.
Paul
late Maj. 1st Me. Cav.
Chadbourii*,
Oct 16-dtf
u

Hew

1851.

atabie as well as the
most wholesome
Sauce that is made.”

ot this most

dpndiment having

Madras, to Ids
Brother at

opinion the most pajf-

d i mi.

j

■ ■"

middle-Aped fflen>

a

Manufactured by

Patterson Sc, Chadbourne,

For sale at life
Headquarter, No 26 Malden Lane, DOUSE
York, and by every duly -appointed
at the
A

V

THAW

The Bust Pens in the
World!

Prices, sent

No-19 Free Streot.

rea-

Flexible

Morton's Gold Pens!

same

manner-Shu's

JABEN FBEEHAM.

a new

OheapeBt

Now

8a,tata°tory

|

to

OF

WAM CLAIM OFFICE.

TRIE 9WOBD.»

nud a

8*r!X"v

T9

The Gold Pen—Best and

NOTICE.

Wood or Coal is the most powerful furnace in
use, and has the most radiating surface. Judge
Bullock of the U. S. District Court for lthodc Island
says “I have used your furnace Mo. 10 two winters:
It is simple in construction. 1 am entirely satisfied
with it and deem it preferable to any hot air furnace
I have seen
ALEX. M. LESLEY,
_
Jilt. 603 till, Avene, New V«rk.
A circular sent
by request.
dcifSdlm

PEW

drt

__

___

1,1*66.—d3m

The Gothic Furnace I

on as
s

-AT

Dec

Hose,

war-

d HtJstci s,
nd Ifcxxels
ylldifln

DAVIS & CO.’S.

applicable

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

a

‘‘Tell Lea & Perrins that their Sauce
is highly esteemed in
India, and is in my

EVERY VARIETY'

XTT

MAINE CENTRAL

Cures all Urinary Complaints, via: Grarel, Returnmotion of the RUulUer anti
■Ait l neys,
Retention
of

Qentleman

Worcester, May,

Good Sauce !”l

The

letter trom

Medical
at

Monday, Nov. Pilb, 18GG.

12th,
ami Complexion.
frycurrent. uau.s will leave Portland for
Bangor ami all intermediate station on this line, at
finny Thousand* Inn Testify lo Tki»
l.lu
P. M. daily. F’or Lewiston and Auburn only,
by Unhappy Experience!
J at
7.40 A.M.
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—n
trams for Watervillcnnd all intermeBF“Freight
the
a
lesult
of
bad
habit
in
complaint generally
dlate station?-, leave Portland at 8.25 A M,
youth.—treated scientitt* ally and a perfect cure war |
Train irom Bangor is due at Portland at 1.43 P. M,
ranted or no charge made.
In season lotounect with tram for Boston.
Hardly a day passes but we arc consulted by one or
From Lewiston and Auburn ouJy,ai s.lo A. M.
more young men with the above disease, some of
EDWIN NOTES,sunt.
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
Nov. 1.1806
nobdti
the consumption, and by their friends arc supioscd to
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and only
XL AIST D
correct course of treatment, and in a short time arc
made to rt^oice in perfect health.

EXTRACT

The “Ouly

WINTER ARRANGBMENT,
C o in me in- a ug

SEASON.

Do not watt lor the consummation that is sure to follow; do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, tor
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

Worcestershire Sauce !

Union Wharf.

janTdlw

FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN

CELEBRATED

a

PORTLAND UENNEBEC R. R.

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
arc the Barometer to tho whole system.

Perrins’

of

ot

to the

Caution to the Public.
Zm&r -'im Passenger Trains leave Portland daily
Wfrur—at l.oo P. M., lor Bath, Augusta, WutEvery intelligent and thinking person most know ervihe, rveud all's Mills, Skowhegan, and intermeniate
that remedies ham led out for general use should have
Stations.(connecting at Brunswick with Androtcogtheir ellicacy established by well tested experience in ! gin K. U., for Lewiston and F’armlnglon,
and at
the hands of a regular!y educated physician, whose
Kendall’s Mills with Maine Central U.R.l tor
Bangui
preparatory studh s lit him for all the duties as most and in ter mediate stations. Farts as low by this route
lulnl; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrum*
as any other.
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
Leave Portland lor Bath, Lewiston, Augusta and
which are not only useless, hut always injurious
intermediate stations on Saturday only at 7.45 P. M.
The unfortunate should be particular in asleeting
Mixed Train leaves Portland 1 or Brunswick and inhis physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertitermediate stations daily, except Saiuruuy, at C.aO P.
ble thet, that many syphilitic puticuu are made miserable with ruined constitutions by jn;iilrcaUnciit
Freight Train, with passenger ear attached, will
from incxi>cricnced physicians in general practice; tin
leave Portland lor Skowlu-gau aud inte mediate stait is a point generally conceded by the best syphllogrations every morning at 7 o’clock.
phers, that the study and management of these come
Trains irom Brunswick and Lewiston arc due at
plaints should engross the whole time ol those win
Portland
2.20 A M., anti irom Skowhegan and
would be competent and successful in their treataud ail intermediate stations at 2.00 P,
Farmington
ment and cure. Tlie Inexperienced general practiM. to Connect with trains for Boston.
licit
.her
tioner. having
opportunity nor time to makStages for Rock laud connect at hai h; and lor Belhimscli acquainted with their pathology, commonh
lost at Augusta, leavin' doily oi: arrival oil ruin from
one system of treatment, in most cases mukBoston,
leaving at 7.^d A. M.; and tor Solon, Anson,
ng an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and danNorridgewock, Athens aud Moose iie.nl Lake at
gerous weapon, the Mercury.
Sknv begun, aud for China, East aud North Vassuibor.*’ at Vassalboro*: for Unity at KcuUall’aMill s,
Have ( onfldricc.
and for Canaan at Plshou*3 Ferry.
All who have committed an excess of any kind,
W. HATCH* SupcnntcuJesi,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stingnovl2dtf
Augusta, OeL 27,1SC6.
ing rebuke of misplaced confidence in maiurcr years,

Price

JySfidtl__

PRONOUNCED BY

OWING

address.

GOODS, Jbc.,

Ac

notice.

a Driver ou the Engine
breaking
“Westbrook,” the regular freight train ou the
Portland and Rochester K. K. will be discontinued
lor a lew days.
dcgOutl

cess.

Loss

New, Clean and Desirable.

Lea

Special

fect and PERMANENT CUBE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
iaet of his long-standing and well-earnoU reputation
furnishing suilieient assurance of his skill and suc-

Co.,

Purchasers of the above goods arc respect iullv invl
tail to examine our stock which is

By the Quart, Gallon, Bushel or Cargo !
All In want of Oysters for the trade, Partlea, Levem, &c., will find it tor interest to call at Heil-

qiguters,
No. S

he can lx* consulted privately*, and with
tlie Utmost confidence by the utDicUxl, at
hours daily, and from 8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Dr. H. addr *ssetf those who are smi'ering under the
affliction of i rivate diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch ol
Devoting
tlie medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cube in all Cases, whether of loug
standing or recently eontrocted, entirely removing the
ilregs of disease from the system, and making a per-

CONGRESS STREET.

CERTAIN

ROOMS

INDIAN

Paper Hangings

And

Bridgtou, Lovell, iiiram, Bruwuiield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett. Jackson Limingtan, Cornish, l’oiler, Freedom, Madison and baton, N. 11
At Buxton Center for V\est Buxton,
Bonny-Eagie,
South Limingtou Limington, Limerick, Nowfiela,
Parsonstreid and Ussiuee
At Sacearaupa lor South Windham, Windham Hill
and North Windham, daily
By order ot the President.
Portland, Dec. 14, I860—4ti

No, 14 Preble Street,
Nfni thf Preble fflaawe,

11 Drown Street.

CABPETOGS l

01 07

£160.

Fh fla, telplain Oak Tanned Leather

X

SPOOL
7 CFXTS A

having been burned

J. TEWKSBURY & CO.,

Salt Tthenm* Scrofula, Ulcers* Small Pox,

*©r© Nipple** Mcrcutial bores, Erysipelas.
Ca rbuncles. Corns, Bunions, and all KlieiiinnticPnlns* dke. &c. Benin permanently Old
Sore© and Fresh Wounds.
F-or Fronted
l.imbs, Burns, or Scalds, it has no equal iu
the World. OWe it n trial.

Steel

I

Blandish, Btcep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,

C. PENNELL,

To be

cargo ©1' those

NORFOLK

ex-

ADJOINING MECHANICS’ HALL,
Are now prepared to oflor their friends and the pullie a large and well asorted slock of

JUST RECEIVED

and Firemen’s

equipments
4tii, Ixaye
store oi

Xcver Fails to Cure.

MRS L.

311

OYSTERS!
a

S. B. BROWN.

Having taken the Chambers

F. PAPE & CO.

hoses

; Military, Masonic

McALISTER’S ALL HEALING OINTMENT

Spring «C* Corking
STEFJi !

SENTEli,

WORLDS SALVE

old family nurse for the past twenty years,
and known all around the world ns the most soothand
ing
pealing Ointment in existence.

Greave’s

&

a

Skirt.
Jan 1 dtt

Cenatiaacnn

t»ny°rk

Oak Tanned Leather

fire

Bar, Hoop, Oval & Half Round
IRON !

LOWELL

will find the most convenient and

5,’oOO

trains will run as follow*Passenger trains leave Saco Klver for Tort and at
5.*10 aud 9.00 A. M., and U.40 I*. M. Leave Portland
tor Saco Klver 7.15 A. M.. 2.0 and 5.45 P. M.
Freight trains with passenger c«r atiachod will
leave Saco Klver for Portland. 6 50 A. M. Leave
Portland lor Saco Kiver 12.15 1*. M.
lago* counect at Gorham lor West Gorham,

MEDICAL

N.

LAPIES
peditious way of making Walking Dresses is to
“SKIRT' LIFTER" adlusted to the Hoop
have

Agent,

a

Janl5 dSm

own sox.
ance.

“Short Dresses.”

Ash,

ttl{ed in

Painting

dtf___

7*474 Jfc

Butternut, WhUewood, dec.

thdr °rde,S

JOSEPH

Philadelphia

Near Foot of
Exchange fit, Parliand,

jaSdSWlm

All orders for
Paint for vessels’ bottoms.
executed at short notice and satisfactorily.
January 1.1807.

St., Boston.

Address orders a nd communications to

COREY,
Nos. 9 and 11 Moulton Street,

January 5,1807.

WHITE

Venetian lied, and a full assotment of Paint Stock of
every description, Window Glass, Sheet Lead, ar.d
Lead Pipe.
Agents for Gardner’s celebrated Copper

Marrett, Poor &

Oak,

Chestnut,

Street,

Fore

LEAD, Foreign and American Zinc, Linseed Oil, Coach, Furniture ami Florence Varnishes, Japau, Spirits Turpentine, French Yellow',

DEPOT,

Cherry,

STOBE,

AT TTIETIt

SALE

FOB

187

No.

STATE

hBlv\

Trade

OFFrtt

09 02

rcdid

_

Agency for the aalc of Carriage Springs and
Manufacturers’ prices.
WantoJ a Salesman acquainted with the Iron

FICKETT & CRAY
07 05

m^aras

IRON AND STEEL!

Carriage Tyer

Paints, Oils Varnishes, &c.

nanl. Joist, &c, to which
they respectfully invite the attention of pttrcliasers.
oiid Hard Pine, all qualities, rough or dressed for
<Se
Floors, Sheathing,
Spruce
Floor
*’
p
Boards worked and Ufln-dried, ready for immediate use.
tvants of Builders are unsurpassed, and riartics at a distance
mop Hv
ordering by

i

Swede and Norway Shapes,
Nail Rode, Horae aline* anil Nail*.
Carriage Bolin, Nat* and Washer,
Boll End*, fillers, lUaliahle fastings,
Bellows, Anvils, Vises, Tyer Benders
Screw Plates, Hand Drills, dirr.

OPPOSITE PRERLE HOUSE.
dlf
dec22

26,220 00 02

£166,232

BROTHERS,

SHAW

a

Cedar,

Maple,

Druggists.

A Son’s Cast

00
04
01
07
00
00

BOSTON.

No. 441 Tremont
now

Black Walnut,

B. P. BALL & CO. Proprietoij
Nashua, N. B.

Jessop

jo
19
06
09
00
00

Tr,ILu’’'1,cr,3iS1'ed liave established In connection with thcirwoll-known “Bat State Moolmws MaxuLumber, giving especial attention to SEASONKDHAUTj WtomSVrV"'
?*• sale
P'}tcli?ac
WOODS and
ofler lor
well-selected Stock of
largo andflooi

»ewer to

Wm.

913.00, former price 9111-00.

47,041 09 08

^

sold

Silk Velvet Hoods,Beaver trimmed,
FOR 94.00,
and other Goods in proportion.

19 06
11 01
00 06

27,069 18 06

i
)

be

Grey Squirrel Setts,

Nice

JT

}

CASH,

FOR
can

Hudson Bay and American Sable!

1i 00

nPTMiT&3

ling

more

Tlierc

than at any other store.

24,312 08 00
10 362 10 00

)

SALE

CHEAPER

d
£
31 226 02 09

1

FEE RING,

LUMBE R

•I

|y Ask for Hall’s Vegrtablk SkjilUi*
Hair Renewed, aud take no other.

and Dealer

And

uo m

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Ou and alter Monday, Dec. 17, I860,

[and

and olegaot Fun in Boston,

BOUGHT

\

88}

new

18 00

Jan2d3w

BAY

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSING!

Importer

of

PORTLAND* ROCHESTER R.R.

the above
House l'or a term of years, is prepared to accommodate parties rind the public generally,
from his long experience in Hotel keep
holies to receive a liberal share cl the
public patronage, having kept a Hotel lor
than twenty years. Charges reasonable.

■■

)

951

R. BARBOUR.

E.

J..BARBOUR.

ASSIGNEE’S

C51.740 01 07

90?

10

Rubber Hose.

FROM AN

OFFICE NO. 10 FREE STREET.

Portland, danuary 1, 1867.

1:3

No person, old or young shonld fail to use it.
It is recommended anil used by the FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

09 10

to take

NATHANIEL

CnASE BROTHERS,
HEAD LONG WHARF.

Jan5ST&Ttf

30,476

C.

_dll

promptly. Apply

40 bblR. superior
Oat Meal.
25
kiln driedMeal.
10
snpertor White MeaUfor table use).
1000 lbs. Butter, &c., &c., in store and just received, for sale by

Will RESTORE OR AT HATH TO
ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

by

..

House !

GORHAM, MAINE.
THE Subscriber having leased

■low

Great Fall in Furs !

has been appointed Agent of the abowe
Company for this City, and is prepared and
risks on Buildings and Merchandise against loss or
damage by PIKE.
The Company, as will be seen by the published
Statcmrmt, has largo means, and is entirely reliable, and
losses under Policies issued here, will be adjusted liberally and
to
paid

lully authorized

Rye Flour.
iMielvWheat.

**'

00 00

subscriber

BaiUiuore extra i lour.

*•

15
10

BUBBER PACKING.

Clothing,

noV.U

STEPHEN HIGGINS ON, Agent and Attorney,

100
BBLS. Baltimore Family Flour.
100

ha* proved itself to be the most perfect preparation
for the Hair ever offered to tho public.
It "is a vegetable compound, and contains no
injurious properties whatever.
It is not a Dye, it strikes at the Roots and fills
the glands with new life and coloriug matter.

40,425

£051,740

AND 3 KILBY

ENCINE HOSE

MOLASSES HOSE,

Bonds.g’oso
13*302

1

HALL’S

00 01

51,924 05 10
27,500 00 00
49,020 09 00

Company,.'ii

Buckwheat!

LEATHER.

LACE

28 444 03 04
lo’ooo Oft on
HL511 15 08
Toxteth l*ark Board of Health.
jq
City Offices
00 00
£100,000 India 4 per cent. Bonds,.
95,750 00 00
H ^7# pi jq
11.000 Canadian 5 per cent, stock,...
2,160 Liverpool Corporation Water Board,.‘Jll5 11 01
4,100 Mersey Dock** and Harbor Hoard
12 05
Bonds of Burton-on-Trent Improvement Commissioners,.
02 08
Balance ot sundry Loans accounts, secured by varirms British
stocks
Railway
and sliares margin of from 15$ to 52 per cent, aliove amount lent.•
455,882 02 03

Molasses.

and_

02
00

185,859 14 DO

(
1

217
98
21
103

METROPOLITAN HOTEL, Washington, D. C.
account oi tlio 1 odurnl price of provisions, the rate j
The Company arc not responsible for baggage to
of board at this Hotel will be Focb Doljlabs per
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that jiersonday from date.
al) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate oi
POTTS & SHELLEY.
one passenger for
every $500 additional value.
r. J. Ul! i'JJUEiij Managing Lnrtctor.
iaNdlin
January 1,1867.
// HAILE K, Local
Superintendent.
dtf
Portland, Nov. 2, lMkJ.
Cxoi'luuu
on

SEEK

OAK AND HEMLOCK BELTING.

Details of Sundry Investments, Bonds, &c.

KA BBLS. SUPERIOR NEW OAT MEAL.
Cr V/ 241 Barrel* Southern Buckwheat.
J ust received and tor sale bv
CHASE BROTHERS,
Ucail l.oug Nf’Imrf.
Dee 18,1806.—T,T&S2w

$1,000 Reward

HP-

do

Boots and Shoes of nil kinds.

Rubber

166,232 09 02

Bonds of Burial Board ot Toxteth Park,...
British anu Irish Magnetic Telegraph Company,..
Mersey Dock and Harbor Board,.‘*‘1*

1 KCi HH3t)S. PRIME QUALITY TRINIDAD
Xt/vl MOLASSES ibr sale by
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
nov23dtf
139 Commercial Street.

If the Sicilia* &air Rrxewrr does not give sat-

all

do

00
07
07

s

'Memorandum R Referred to in Reply to Question 31.

aug7dtf

It is an entirely new scientific discovery, combining
many of the most powerful and restorative agents
in the vegetable kingdom.
We have such confidence in its merits, and are
eo sure it will do all we claim for it, that we offer

Sold

218
95a
1284
5k

25.000 South Eastern Railway 44 per cent, preference stock_100
Birkenhead Railway stock.loo

FOB SALE BY

HAIR RENFWER.

IT

do

do

do

Shoes.
09
16
05
17
00

Island Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
Train lor South Paris at ft.oo P. M.
No baggage ran be received or cheeked after the
time above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn, at 8.10 A. u.
**•
I Prom Montreal, Quebec, Ace.,

fiursues

Ladies’ and Nines’ Serge nuil Calf Bools.
Men’s Fine Cnlfand Thick Beets.
Beys’, Youths’ and Children’s Boots and

Question 13.

25.000

Churchill, Browns & Manson

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

I^fir

to

Whitmore,

HALL’S

Vegetable Sicilian

10

820

Amnmnto,

PORTLAND, ME.

00 00

Rubber

....

12.000 Lancaster & Carlisle stock,.100
2.000 Lancaster & Carlisle 44 preierenco stock,.100
820 £20 shares Merthyr, Tredegar and Abergavenny Railway,.. 20

Dictator,
TrapicaJ,

NO. 8 EXCHANGE STREET,

00 00

JOHN BARBOUR.

addition
03,.\

48.

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,
*•

RUBBER BELTING,

interest?.*..#

47.

Wheat Family Flour of the most
CHOICE
celebrated brands.

MIRACULOUS.

£77,878

....,

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

and Retailers of

Manufacturers

litemja.................£075
\.
marine business.

‘.*8.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

These Coals are ol the very best quality, and waranted to give satfasact ion.
Al-SO, 500 cords ot best quality of H ARD nnd
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part ol the city at
short notice.
B3J*Glvo'u»'a call and try us.
T
irfi
,
Jan
15tli—dtt

MAINE.

OF

Amount of losses due and unpaid. None.
Amount of losses claimed and unpaid? None,
Amount of losses reported, upon which the liability of the Company is
not determined?.. .£20,401 12 02
Included In amount mentioned in reply to question 34.
Amount of all other claims against the Company? Unclaimed dlvi05 00 1
ia rj!1
*e,w>r
l_>uty collected lor Government not yet due.£17 08€ 01 09 1
A mount of cash received t< >r premiums on fire risks,...
j.
414 733
Amount of cash received lor premiums on marine risks? N o
Amount of notes received for premium on fire risks? None.
Amount of notes received for premiums on marine risks? None.
Amount of cash received for
21,109
Amount of income received trom all other sources? Including £55.000 LAfe
58d45
Profit,,
Amount of fire losses paid last year? Including amount stated in reply to question 26
316,946
Amount of marine losses paid last year? No marine business.
Amount of dividends paid last year?.
47 377
Amount of income tax paid on same?.797
Amount paid for expenses oi oillce?*..
11 713
Amount of 01 her expenditures?.104 857
Amount received in cash for fire risks not terminated ?
About.
374,580
Amount required to reinsure all outstanding risks?
About.
187,290
Amount ot premium notes on risks not terminated? None.
Amount of delinquent notes not charged to profit and loss? None.
Highest rate of interest received? 9 per ceut.
Highest rate of interest paid on money borrowed? None.
How many shares of capital stock are pledged to the Company? None.
Balance to credit of profit and loss account? This is in
to £116 913 02 10
Reserved Fund, making, together, 213,1W) 10
96 277
Balance to debit of profit and loss? None.
How many shares of the capital stock are owned by the
or
not
subscribCompany,
ed for?
3,885,
What anrouut of the capital consists of the Stockholders* notes?
None.

24.
25.
26.

BROKEN AND EGG SIZE.

F-OG

STATUTES

of tlio Company?

Total...£1,281,066

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

!

Gallery Clocks,

13.

HO M very

J. & C. J.

Amount of bank stock? State amount ot each kind, and
par value and market value of each. None.
Amount of railroad stocks? State amount of each kind,
and par value and market value of each
* As
per memorandum A attached hereto.
Amount of railroad bonds? State amount of each kind,
and par value and market value of each. £40,000 Great
Western Railw ay Bonds.
100
100
Cash value oi real estate owned by tho Company?.
Amount of cash on hand, and in Bank of Liverpool?.
Amount of cash in hands of agents and branches?.
Amount loaned on mortgage of real estate?.
Amount loaned on collateral? On Lite Policies, with personal and other secuiities
Amount loaned without collateral? None.
Amount of all other hi vestments? *As i»cr memorandum D attached hereto....
Amount of all premium notes on risks terminated? None.
Amount of borrowed money, specifying collaterals given for same? None.

12.

Southern Pine.

THE

WITH

_’I*1
BARBOUR,

1800,

Amount of State stock? Stato amount of each kind, and
par value and market value of each. None.

11

CRESSSY, PLUMMER A COLE,
K>3 Commercial street.

JanUdiw

Janl

Calendar Clocks,
Hoivards Clocks,
Office and Bank Clocks

Clayed

Hogsheads and Tierces; also a full stock of
GROCERIES, FLOUR A PROVISIONS

nov22dtt

cLOCKS

and

name

ING

The stock embraces FINE, MEDIUM and LOW
PRICED CLOTHING, made up In tlie most fashionable style. A large assortment of the newest styles
of GENTS’FURNISHING GOODS Is now on hand.
dec8

England,

Year

When Incorporated? 13th June, 1845.
*2
Amount of capital? £2,000,0Uo. Subscribed for, $1,922,300.
Amount of capital actually iuiid in?.
288,815
Number of shares, ami par value of each? 90,115 issued to public, £3 each paid.
Amount of lire risks outstanding? About.
102,802,00
Amouut of marine risks outstandingNo marine business.
Total amount of outstanding risks?
Amount of United States stock or treasury notes owned by the Company? State
amount of each kind, and par value and market value cl’ each.
Par Value, Market Value,
per share.
per share.
100
1254
$71,000 United States C per cent, stock, 18C7.
11,965
do
0 per cent, slock, 1868.
100
124
75,uW
12,681
0
do
5
cent,
1371.
10J
97
per
55.0
stock,
8,110
5 per cent, stock, 1874.
do
100
94
282,000
41,220
do
6 per cent, stock, 1881.
100
104
26.000
3,900

in

heretofore, and all description ot

manufactured to order.

Commercial St.

the

stock of

new

FURNISHING GOODS !

Royal Insurance Company.
Where located? Liverpool, England.
State the

MOLASSES,

been made availa-

Kubl>crs,'a~l|lie*
work

T.

COMPLIANCE

IN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
C.
7.
8.
9.
10.

A

£.

Liverpool,
f\or

111 Commercial Street,

prepared to sell at prices lower than the low41111 Ja*crlP*,on* °f Boo**. Shoes,

Impairing done

Of

have a

—AND—

ROYAL INSURANCE COMP’Y,

MUSCOVADO

QUANTITY, of superior Sou them Pine Flooring Boards, planed jointed and thoroughly seaAlso J-allies and long
soned, and ready lor uwe.
lumber, for sale by

E. W. FIBER, F.W|., writes Irom Virginia City,
Colorado, Mari'» 11, Ill'll: “1 feel very grateful tor
having (.aronkah's l'nlmonie Syrup rear me, mv
ever

CHOICE

) MOLASSES for sale by
CEO. S. HUNT,

ianBiUiw

tion frankly h> acknowledge its excellence.
While
using your syrup, I haveenjovod belter health than I
had enjoyed lor years. I have had
slight attacks oi
hoarseness, hut the Syrup would soon remove it. <
tuulitisa mild and sate remedy also in Spasmodic
Bilious attacks to which I am constitutionally sub-

monary Complaints
ble to the aulicted.”

)

we

CL©'

STREET.

TITE-

From Rev. U A. Lampueb. Nortli Hem, Vt. “I
have used Larookah’sSvi up, and feel under obliga-

so

FREE

3

10—(ltf

Dec

RETURN

Choice Muscovado Molasses

—AT—

•

WOOD

culod Catunah Kernel Los but ultlil' f usod
the Syrup I cxperllneod no rebel.”
spittenq of blood, pleurisy, INFLATION OF THE LUNGS, PAIN
IN THE
SIDE
N1U1IT SWEATS, HOARSENESS. Ac.
From Rev. B. F. Bowles, Manehostor, JL II.;
“The bottle of Dr. Larookah’s Pulmoirtc
Syrup, you
so kindly sent me, has been tried tor
hoarseness, with
vtuygood results; for this I wouldcpiuidcnlly recomand lor

cross-examination he was inimitable.—

lordship

once

n

Where

ELDE1V & CO.,

T.

E.
I

COMMERCIAL ST.
Head of Maine Wharf.

No. 00

(Opposite the Preble House)

WINTEK ABUANOBMENT.
Artcr Mondoy, Not. 12,18m,

1—lilTrrTTn °n an,!

trains will run ax follows:—
Train for South Pam and Lewiston, at 7.40 A. M.
1
Mail Train for Watervlllc, bangor, Gorham, -land
Pond, Montreal and Quebec at 1. 10 P. M.
Toronlor
train
This train connects wltli Express
attached Horn
to, Detroit and Chicago. Sleeping cars

WHERE

STREET,

Trains.

—

Card.

KNIGHT I

_&

288 CONGRESS

satisfaction.

Knndail, McAllister & Co.,

do," Match 11. tent: “Having siittcicsl ior I’mir years
with Bronchitis and Catarrh in their most aggravat-

be

may

TERMS FA VORA B LE.
angl>9-0m___ N.J. DAVIS.

PRIVATE MEDICAL

We have taken the store

I
Full Assortment at all times ol the Celebrated GROVER & BAKER, Manufacturing an 1 Famij ly Sewing Machines, and Machine Findings, at Manufacturers’ Prices. Every Machine Warranted to give

assortment ot

SOFT

AND

The old, the young, tho middle aged unite to praise

doubt or denial of one of the advocate’s arguments, “I see, gentlemen,” said Curran, “I see
the motion of his lordship’s head; common
observers might imagine that implied a difference of opinion, but they would be mistaken
H is merely accidental. Believe me, gentlemen, If you remain here many days, you will
yourselves perceive that when his
shakes his head, there’s nothing in it.”
Judge Kobinson made a most unfeeling effort to extinguish Curran at the beginning of
bis career. Kobinson, it was reported, had
attained his rank by the publication of some
scurrilous political pamphlets. Curran declared, In combating some opinion of his adversary, that he had consulted all his law
books, and could not find a single case in
which the principle contended for v. as established. “1 suspect, sir,” said the Judge, “I
suspect that your law library is rather contracted.” Curran eyed him lor a moment in
contemptuous silence. “It is very true, my
lord, that 1 am poor, aud the circumstance has
rather curtailed my library. I have
prepared
myself ior this high profession rather by the
a
of
tew
siudy
good hooks than by the composition of a few bad ones.”
It was not in the exercise of bis
profession
alone that Curran s
extraordinary wit was
brought into play. To Lundy Fool, the celebrated snuff manufacturer and tobacconist

Dill

a

Delivered at any part of the city at short notice.

ing loans, I fcelil my dutyto stale that 1 have liccn
permanently cured by Hie use ol f '01 oik 111 I'a l'illmoiucSyrup. Iliad jiaid large sntns to physicians

He

that’s

hand

PRICES, and Bargains

C.T

CAN BE FOUND AX HIS

CLOTHING!

MACHINES.

SEWING

for Foundry Use!

keep constantly on

We shall make a BIG BREAK IN

every Description.

Ol

i

mt.j. u. uuoiils

FIRM !

ROBINSON
expected 1

Alteration ot

Proprietor of tlio COMHOUSE, (which u as destroyed in
the great lire.) begs
to announce to his old patrons
and the public thru lie has leased the above hotel aud
will ojicn lor the accommodation oi the
public generally, on Saturday August li.
'i hawktul to Ins old customers for
past
patronage,
he would solicit a continuaucc oi the sumt

37

Astonishing-

at

GOODS,

MOURNING

purchasing.

entirely overcome.”
BRONCHITIS AND CATARRH.
A. W. Ha Bins, writes irom wiiaio-sltip *‘EJdora'

says of that emi-

worried, he mimicked, he cajoled, he blarneyed witnesses. He stopped at nothing to
couluse and couiound them, believing that in
law, as in love, every stratagem was adtnissable. To a witness or the name of Halfpenny,
be once begau, '‘Halfpenny, I see you arc a
rap (counterfeit,) and lor that reason you
shall be nailed to the counter.” Halfpenny is
sterling," exclaimed the opposite counsel. ‘‘No
sir,” said Currau: “he’s exactly like bis own
conscience, capper-washed."
“My lord,” vociferated a peasant witness
writhing under Curran’s Ia3h, “I can’t answer
yon little gentleman, he's putting me in such
“A doldrum! Mr. Curran, what
a doldrum.”
docs he mean by a doldrum!” exclaimed the
Judge—Lord Avonmore. “O! my Lord, it's
a very common complaint with persons of this
description, it’s merely a contusion of the
head arising from a corruption of the heart"
To the bench he was at times quite uoceiemonious. He wts addressing a jury on one
of the State trials tn 1803, with his usual animation, when the Judge shook his head, in

LEHIGH,

Choice Family Coal. Those wishing to purchase large lots will do well to give us a call before

was

BcmiaiMcicri of Currou.

At

Laces, Embroideries, Hoiierjf and Gloves
ly Low Prices !

Furnace*.

Lebigb Lump,

Sm

septlSd&wfim

RAILWAY,

Canuda,

Ot

PORTLAND, MAINE,

side of tLe Western Prairies.’’

NEW

For Ranges and Cook Stoves, John1* White
Atth, Diamond, Red Ash, which arc free of all
Impurities awl very nice. Also Cumberland ! A
cargo just landed, nosh mined, for Blacksmith use.

ITS EFFECT IS

nent barrister:

One Price and No Variation!

GRAND TRUNK

UNITED STATES
II OTUL,

From Report ot Solon Robinson, Agricultural Editor of the Tribune j “It is one of the most oxteusive
fertile tracts, in an almost level position and suitable
condition tor pleasant fanning that we know of this

__

Lcliigli,

LOAF
For

a European garden as in its native I
woods.—Agassiz in February Atlantic.

contemporay of Curran

Co.

SUGAR

•We

Address CHAS K. LANDIS, Vineland P. O.,
Landis Township, New J^sey.

Goods I

Cloaking

can now

Old

W HOOPING COUGH.
E. W. Mavlb Ot Cartoon, N. li., writes 7.1)cc.,
1B5U: "By son, live years old. was a tfcw mouths siuco
suheiing greatly irom WHOOPING COUGlt. 1 never saw a more distressing case. 1 gave him Luoakah’s
l'nlmonie syrup according to direct ions and soon Iksto 6oe improvement. 'X’lie t tough became easier—
le expectorationtVccr, and ill two weeks the
malady

and

Silk Velvets, Cloths,

Shawls,

offer nice CHESTNUT COAX
at $8.00 per ton, delivered at .any part of the
Also for sale at tlic lowest market price,

WE

GOODS.

HOUSEKEEPING

$8.

CHEAP COAL!

W. R. BOWEN, W IlanoVcr St.

scarlet in

A

LEHIGn.

lot of DRY SLAB WOOD, sawod in stove
delivered in any part of the city, at $8 per cord.

a

$8.

Figured Wool Fojilins at Very Low
Alpaccas, DeLaines, Prints, &c.
A FTTIX ASSORTMENT OP

length,
PERKINS, JACKSON & CO.,
High Street Wharf, 302 Commercial,
Foot of High 9treot.
jan4dtf

public.”

Our Woods to Autumn.

LOIP

TONS

too
Also

Mrs. J. R. Bursis, 114 East 23d St., N. Y.. writes
Oct. 9, ltC4: “During last winter three of my children were attacked with Croup, and Rom the violence
04* the symptoms, they were pronounced to he in
much danger. At the instance ot our pastor. Rev.
Ail. Stiles, I tried JTuookah’s Pulmonic Syrup.''which
promptly relieved them, and in a very short time they
entirely recovered. In gratitude for the henciit conIferrcd, I cannot retrain irom making this testimony

Toss high your lovdiy head*!

Plain, Striped
Prices,

Cash.

for

Ottoman Cloths,

Figuared Silk Poplins,
and

small lot of

A

GOODS.

Fancy Silks, Thibets—all shades,

and

Plain anil

STOVES,

Kates

Low

At

CROUP.

O star-flower, pushing from vour breast
The dead leaves, ibiuofut with the rest.
And from the garden beds,
Yo daflodils- made ot light,
To please her with a pretty sight,

Black

i

of

AMONG WHICH MAY BE FOUND

—A NH—

M. E. Church

O drowsv-lidded violets!
Cons eilate llowerthat never sctsl
Aua blush-bells, low and small,
Aud pinks, and pansies, plain and pied,
And sovereign marigolds beside—
My Mona needs ybu all!

DRESS

Ranges, Furnaces,

PABLOIi

Monday, December 10th,

on

I

sandy

j

_

Coal for

Co.,

&

VINELAND.
AND FRUIT LAND®, In a mild and
healthful climate. Thirty miles south ot Philadelphia, by Railroad, in New Jerscv, on the same
line ot latitude ns Baltimore, Md.
The soil is rich aud productive, varying from a clay
loam, suitable tor Wheat, Grass, Corn,
to a
Tobacco, Fruit and vegetables. This is a great fruit
Country. Five hundred Vineyards aud Orchards
have been planted or t by experienced truit growers.
Grapes. Peaches, Pears &c., produce nnmerne pr«*ti s, Vineland is already one of the most bcautitul
places in the United States. The entire territory,
consisting ef fitly sqnare miles of land, is laid out
upon a general system ol improvements. The land
is only sold to actual settlers with provision for public
adornment. The place on account of its great beauty,
as well as other advantages, has become the resort
ot people
It has increased five thousand
taste.
people within tlis past three years. Churches. Stores.
Schools, Academics. Societies ol Art and Learning
and other elements of refinement and culture have
been introduced. Hundreds ot people are constantly
settling. Hundreds of new houses are being constructed. Price of Farm Land, twenty acre lots and
upwards, $25 j>er acre. Five and ten acre and Village lots for Bale.
Fruits and V egetables ripen earlier in this district
than in any other 1 eality, north of
Norfolk, Va.lmproved places tor sale
Openings lor all kinds ol business, Lumber Yanis,
Manufactories, Foundries, Stores and the like; and
Steam Power with room can be rented.
For persons who desiro mild
wiuters, a healthful
climate, aud a good soil, in a country beautifully iinprov d_. abounding in iruits, and po.-sessing all other
social privileges, In the heart of civilization, it is
worthvol a visit.
Letters answered, and the Vineland Rural a papti
giving full information, and containing reports ot Solon Rob nsou, sent to applicants.

FARM

Large Assortment of Rich and Low Priced

A

COAX !

COAX !

Boston. March 9, Ucn.
Dr. E. R. KsiruiTft: Having used LAUOuKAIl'S
PLBMONlO si RCP myself and in my family tor
the {ost »x years, 1 am prepared to say that it is superior to any medicine 1 have ever known, lor the
positive cure of Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat and all
As I take cold verv easily, I
similar oompl.duts.
have had great opportunity to test the virtues ot
this valuable remedy, and it luis never f.iili:i> me
vet, however violent the disease. Having been in the
Drug business forever 20 years, 1 liavc bail good opI*°rt unities ot knowing tin* virtues of the various medicines sold, and pronounce BAROOlv AH’S S IT 1 UP,
TH.r* *E*r of any article ever presented to the

Then shall the Ply leave the shade,
Aud tend her like a waiting-maid,
Making her pillow t wcet;
The rose shall to her window climb,
And tell her that tlie low-leaved thyme
Is waitiug tor her feet.

And will Open

Latlis.

and

PERKINS, JACKSON A- CO,
High Street Wharf, 302 Commercial,
foot of ttlgh street.
janljtf •

Letter from Hon. D. W. Gooch, Member qf Congress
Massachusetts.
Melrose, duly 19 1SCT>.
Dr. E. R. KNic.nTS—Dear Sir*
I have usod Dr. f/arookuh’s Syrup in my family tor
six years, aiul have jound it an cxcellcut‘’remedy tor
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throats, t nd all consumptive
complaints, He. I liavo recommended it to several
triends, who have received great boncntsJroiu its use.
Letter/Yom a well known Boston Druggist (f twenty
years expemnee, and steward qf Hanover street

golden-bodied bees,

ft little
Hum tunes her

ElcLen

UAII.ICO A O'*.

HOTELS.

.

Wew Store Wo. 5 Free Street,

sawed to order at short notice.

Clapboards, Shingles

Goughs, Colds, Bore Throats, &c.

aw av

AL

Will Remove to their

and Dimension Lumber

Frames

too well known and too highly esrequire commentlotion hue. it is rcgai ded
necessity in every household, and is heartily endors^ by Lhe medical
kuulty, clergymen 01 every denomiliutten, mothers, editors, members oi Congress, ami
many of our most distinguished men in public ami

private

T.

WHOLESALE AND BETAIT.

a

nilodne

V

---

E.

XUiTIBER,

SPRUCE

teemed to

mellow bill,,
Como?eUoJWcoiue
I
live,
And slue your

O

>1

All kinds of

^i^rly
This remedy is

O waters bound with
ttme,
Come dancing on before yoiir
spray.
Through mists of silvery
out your tenderest trills,
v«ri

K

W

Coughs, Colds. 'Whooping Cougli, Croup. Asthma,
Catarrh, Imluenza. Bronchitis,
Spitting 01 Blood,
iSESS&nn or the Bungs or Chest, Pain hi

Uxc

It

LU3IBEB !

for the cure of

All sick and pale my Mona lies,
Ail pale and sick, with longing ej es—
A flower that dies lor rain;
And day ami night my heart’s wiW
sweetest sweei
Cry for a thousandher
To charm away
pain.

niSCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS.

HEBCHAKDISE.

<t CLARK.

FRESCO 1>A INTRRs,
In Oil and Distemper Colors. Also House and Sign

Painters, Morton Bloek. two door, above Preble
House. Portland. Me.
tJC'We are prepared to design and execute every
description ol Wall and Ceiling Derivations, for

Churches. Public Buildings,private liesideuces,Halls,
4te. Gilding and Embossing on Glass.
Every description ol Wood finished In Wax and Oil Knitnff
and in Varnish or French Polish.
jalM3m

To Let.
second and third lolls over E. T. Eldon Si
Co.’s store, Free Street Block; also, olllcos orer
Schlotterbcck’s, sml over Crosuian .V Co.’s, In new
bloek corner Brown and Congress streeis.
J. B. BROW
tanl4-dlf_
N,

FIRST,

_

